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1 Introduction 
 

IPerCom 2.0 is an IP video door phone system with the following features: 

1. it supports small and medium-sized systems with a maximum number of 1000 IP devices and a 

maximum number of 1000 users without having to use any system server 1; 

2. it supports small and medium-sized systems with a maximum number of 4000 IP devices and a 

maximum number of 10000 users if the system is equipped with one or more system servers; 

3. it does not have single vulnerability points both in case of systems without servers and in case of 

systems with several servers2; 

4. it can be configured through the IPerCom Installer Tools application released for Windows 

operating system, through the app IPerCom Configurator released for Android tablets and through 

system monitors, 

5. it allows displaying on IPerCom Installer Tools the event log, i.e. a set of events related to the 

system operation (for example call log, access point activities, user activities, alarms etc.); this 

function is available only if there is at least one system server in the system; 

6. it allows displaying on IPerCom Installer Tools the system diagnostic, i.e. a set of information that 

allow understanding if all the devices connected to the system work properly and if they have been 

correctly updated and configured; 

7. it can work on an existing network with other already installed devices; 

8. all communications between devices are encrypted using a proprietary algorithm to prevent attacks 

to the system; 

9. it provides two security levels: system administrator and installer, each with their own password; 

10. the installer does not need to have knowledge of IP networks; 

11. the remote technical support benefits from the fact that the configuration of the system is in a 

single small file (usually < 1 MB), which can be sent to the assistance by any means and can also be 

edited remotely; this is a great advantage compared to other systems, where it is necessary to 

back up the database, which can reach over 100 MB and to be analysed requires a physical server 

on which to import the backup configuration; 

It is advisable to use the IPerCom Installer Tools application as configuration tool for an IPerCom system. In 

fact, in addition to being able to display the event log and diagnostic, the application also allows you to: 

 detect the IPerCom version present on a system; 

 work with an application version compatible with the IPerCom version detected; 

 synchronize the local configuration with that of the system, using the local site and system site 

concepts; 

 avoid distributing incorrect configurations on a system. 

                                                             
1

 The presence of a server is however recommended for systems with more than 500 devices to better optimize the workload of the system and make the use of the IP network by 

the system more efficient. 
2 In systems with up to 1000 IP devices and/or 1000 users and only one server, there will only be a 15-minute downtime if it stops operation. With more than 1000 IP devices  and/or 

1000 users and only one server the disruption would be permanent; therefore, in these conditions, it is recommended to have more servers (at least 2) in the system, so that  any 

malfunction of one of the servers is compensated for by the presence of the others, and this does not cause any disruption to the system. 
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All these features, which will be explained in detail in this manual, make IPerCom Installer Tools a useful 

and versatile tool for the installer. The configuration of an IPerCom system will be explained also with 

reference to the MAX monitor and the IPerCom Configurator app. 

The Technical System Manual for the Installer is intended as a manual for setting up an IPerCom system, so 

for the use and the detailed installation of the single devices please refer to the relevant user and 

installation manuals, available on the website www.urmet.com. 
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2 IPerCom devices and functions offered by the system 

IPerCom system has the following features: 

 It supports the devices indicated below3: 

o Call module 1060/12-13-17-18, 

o Modular entry panel with 1060/48, 

o Entry panel 1060/71-74-75, 

o Entry panel 1060/21, 

o Switchboard 1060/414, 

o Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 2.07, 

o Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 3.04, 

o Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 4.05, 

o Key reader 1060/82, 

o Key reader 1060/86, 

o RTSP cameras, 

o MAX monitor 1717/31-32-33-34-41, 

o Indoor station 1160/3, 

o IPerCom Clock Module 1060/85, 

o 2Voice gateway 1083/59, 

o IPerCom Server 1060/1, 

o IPassan controller, 

o IPerTalk server, 

o Lift Interface 1060/37, 

o Floor Entry panel 1060/22. 

 

 Available services: 

o Audio/video communication (intercom included), 

o Auto-on on all call stations and RTSP Cameras through MAX monitor, 

o Access control service, 

o Addition of 2Voice type columns to the IPerCom system through the 2Voice Gateway 

1083/59, 

o Display of the event log (if there is at least one Server 1060/1 in the system) and the 

diagnostic through the IPerCom Installer Toolsapplication, 

o Control of one or more lifts through the Lift Interface 1060/37, 

o “User recognition” function, i.e. the passage of a proximity key or the insertion of a key 

code associated with a resident or non-resident, in addition to opening the access point, 

also activates one or more outputs of a Relay Actuator depending on the user, 

o IPassan advanced access control integration, 

o IPerTalk system integration 

o Activation of Relay actuator 1060/84 outputs through system events, 

                                                             
3 IPerCom supports a maximum of 20 devices among MAX monitors and Audio Apartment Stations per apartment and 
a maximum of 10 Switchboards. 

4 The Switchboard supports event log and diagnostic functions. For further details see the installation and user manual of the Switchboard 

downloadable from www.urmet.com 
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o Activation of Relay Actuator 1060/84 outputs through events on the inputs of the same 

Relay actuator (starting from firmware version 3.04), 

o System alarm generation through events on Relay actuator 1060/84 inputs (starting from 

firmware version 3.04), 

o Remote relay function (starting from firmware version 4.05), 

o Call forwarding to Android and iOS (Apple) smartphones/tablets, 

o Centralized firmware update via IPerUpgrade application for MS Windows (available for 

download on the website www.urmet.com), 

o Switchboard services: 

 System event log display in 2 different modes, 

 Diagnostic display, 

 Display of active calls on the system, 

 Day mode to take calls, 

 Night mode, 

 Stand-by with diversion on other switchboards, 

 Door opening, 

 Visual and acoustic signalling of alarms with history of received and silenced alarms, 

 Activation of Relay actuator 1060/84 outputs, 

 Auto-on function on call stations and RTSP cameras 

 Lift Interface relay activation 1060/37, 

 Call forwarding to Android and iOS (Apple) Smartphones/tablets. 

 Displaying of alarms, calls and door opening services by maps. 

2.1 Server 1060/1 

The Server 1060/1 is a device required to manage large installations (with more than 1000 IP devices and 

1000 users) and to have the event log available on IPerCom Installer Tools. It is possible to configure up to 

4000 IP devices and 10000 users with at least one Server 1060/1 in the system. It is strongly recommended 

to connect a UPS (uninterruptible power supply) device to the Server 1060/1, to avoid irreparable damage 

caused by possible voltage drops and sudden power outages. The UPS models currently supported are 

BK350EI/BK500EI/BK650EI. IPerCom Installer Tools be used to obtain information about the UPS 

parameters, including the battery charge level. Appendices P1, P2 and P3 contain detailed information on 

how to properly turn 1060/1 Server on and off, how to connect it to the UPS device and how to replace it in 

case of failure. 

 

2.2 Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18 

The Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18 is a calling station with display. The graphic display allows easy access to 

the address book of the contacts to be called. 

The Call Module can independently control two different outputs. The first is used to open a pedestrian 

door, the second to control the gate opening control unit of a possible garage gate. 

The device allows access to pedestrian door and driveway also by typing a user code on the alphanumeric 

keypad. In this case, the anti-robbery function can be also managed to send a silent alarm to the concierge 

when the door is opened. 

http://www.urmet.com/
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A dedicated button can be used to send the call to the possible competence Switchboard present in the 

system.  

The Call Module integrates an access control proximity key reader. 

 

2.3 Modular entry panel with 1060/48 Alpha 

The Modular Entry Panel consists of one external unit IP 1060/48 with 2 call keys on Mod.1168 mechanical 

unit with single module. The entry panel can be extended up to a maximum of 45 buttons on one row or 90 

buttons on two rows by means of proper expansion modules 1168/4 and 1168/8. 

The Modular Entry Panel is able to independently control two different outputs: the first one used to open 

a pedestrian door, the second one to control the gate opening control unit of a possible driveway. 

DDA system status signals on the External unit Module 1060/48. 

For more detail on configuration of the Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48, see Appendix I. 

 

2.3.1 Alpha call module 

The External unit audio and video station IP 1060/48 together with the Display Module 1168/1 and the 

Numeric Keypad 1168/46 make up the standard configuration of an Alpha Call Module 1168. 

The Display Module 1168/1 features 4 soft-touch buttons that allow easy access to the device functions. 

The External unit 1060/48 is able to independently control two different outputs: the first one used to open 

a pedestrian door, the second one to control the gate opening control unit of a possible driveway. 

Two call buttons on the External unit 1060/48 can be used as call buttons to the Switchboard if properly 

configured and equipped with the front unit with one or two buttons. 

The Call Module allows access to the pedestrian door and the driveway also by entering a user code on the 

numeric keypad 1168/46. 

Using the extended configuration of the Call Module it is possible to integrate a Proximity Key Reader 

module 1168/45 for access control.  

For more detail on configuration of the Alpha Call Module, see Appendix L. 
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2.4 Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75 

The Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75 is a calling station with 2 push buttons (only 1 for 1060/71). 

The push buttons can be extended to a maximum of 32 using appropriate expansion modules. 

The Entry Panel can independently control two different outputs. The first is used to open a pedestrian 

door, the second to control the gate opening control unit of a possible garage gate. 

 

2.5 Entry Panel 1060/21 

The Entry Panel 1060/21 is a vandal-proof calling station with a single push button with weather-proof 

zama front. 

It can independently control two different outputs. The first is used to open a pedestrian door, the second 

to control the gate opening control unit of a possible driveway. 

The Entry Panel integrates a proximity key reader for access control only for the pedestrian door. 

 

2.6 MAX 1717/31-32-33-34-41 

The MAX 1717/31-32-33-34-41 is an Monitor with touch display. 

In addition to allowing normal video door phone functions, the MAX monitor can also be used to forward 

calls to a smartphone using the CallMe app (for Android and iOS). The MAX monitor can be used to 

configure the IPerCom system. 

 

2.7 Audio Door Phone 1160/3 

The Audio Door Phone 1160/3 is a device with hands-free speaker function. It is provided with a door 

opening button and four buttons for optional functions, two of which are configurable for use in the 

IPerCom system. 

 

2.8 Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 2.07 

The Relay Actuator 1060/84 is an IP device, which can be used to activate two electrical loads via double 

exchange relay capable of working in bistable or monostable timed mode. The activation of the relays in 

monostable or bistable mode occurs through events generated by Call Module, Entry Panel, Modular Entry 

Panel with 1060/48, Private Call Module, Key Reader, Audio Door Phone and MAX monitor or locally 

through the inputs of the Relay Actuator itself. 
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2.9 Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 3.04 
 

The Relay Actuator 1060/84 is an IP device, which can be used to activate two electrical loads via double 

exchange relay capable of working in bistable or monostable timed mode. The activation of the relays in 

monostable or bistable mode occurs through events generated by Call Module, Entry Panel, Modular Entry 

Panel with 1060/48, Private Call Module and MAX monitor or locally through the inputs of the Relay 

Actuator itself. Furthermore, the inputs of the same Relay Actuator can activate one or more outputs of 

several Relay Actuators and generate an alarm to the concierge as a function of appropriate programming. 

 

2.10 Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 4.05 

The Relay Actuator 1060/84 is an IP device, which can be used to activate two electrical loads via double 

exchange relay capable of working in bistable or monostable timed mode. The activation of the relays in 

monostable or bistable mode occurs through events generated by Call Module, Entry Panel, Modular Entry 

Panel with 1060/48, Entry panel, Floor Entry panel, Key Reader, Audio Indoor Station and MAX monitor or 

locally through the inputs of the same Relay Actuator. Furthermore, the inputs of the same Relay Actuator 

can activate one or more outputs of several Relay Actuators and generate an alarm to the concierge as a 

function of appropriate programming. The Relay Actuator 1060/84 with firmware version 4.05 is the only 

one that supports the remote relay function. 

 

2.11 Key Reader 1060/82-86 

The Key Reader 1060/82-86 is an IP device used to read proximity keys. The device is equipped with a relay 

output to control an electric lock and also features an input available for a door opening button. The main 

difference between the two readers is the technology of keys that are recognized. Those currently available 

are: 125KHz, Mifare, Mifare Plus and dual technology (125KHz and Mifare). 

The Key Reader 1060/82 is able to recognise 125KHz and dual technology keys. 

The Key Reader 1060/86 is able to recognise Mifare, Mifare Plus and dual technology keys. 

Upon a key passage, in addition to opening the relevant door, both readers can activate one or more 

remote relay outputs (user activation function) depending on the user who has passed the key. 

 

2.12 Switchboard 1060/41 
 

The IPerCom system implements the concierge function using a PC and the specific Switchboard application 

software. It is possible to connect the door phone 1060/41 (via a USB port of the PC and the mini-jack audio 

connectors). 
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2.13 IPerCom Clock Module 1060/85 

The IPerCom Clock Module 1060/85 is a device which provides the time to an IPerCom system if no MAX 

monitors are installed in it.  

The minimum duration of the battery is 3 years. 

 

2.14 Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 

The Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 allows the 2Voice system to be interfaced with the IPerCom system: 

in detail, it allows the addition of a riser column (stair) of 2Voice audio / video apartment stations to an 

IPerCom system. 

In this way, it is possible to create systems with an IPerCom common backbone on street side and 2Voice 

riser columns with only 2 non-polarized wires. Each riser column (associated with a gateway) can manage a 

maximum of 128 apartment stations, 127 users, 2 secondary door units on 2 backbones. It is therefore 

possible to have a number of main door units (Call Modules and Entry Panels) and switchboards (IPerCom) 

higher than the known limits of the 2Voice system (for further details, follow instructions in the 2Voice 

technical manual). 

For device configuration details, follow instructions in the "Adding a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice on a stair 

node" and in "APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices" paragraphs. 

 

2.15 Private Call Module 1060/22 

The Private Call Module 1060/22 is a one-push button call station to be installed directly outside the main 

door of the apartment. 

It can only call the MAX monitors or Audio Door Phones of the apartment to which the call station is 

associated. 

MAX monitors can make auto-on on the Private Call Module. 

 

2.16 Lift Interface 1060/37 

The Lift Interface 1060/37 is used to control the lift control units in order to enable the movement to the 

defined floors according to the apartment called. 

The interfacing to the lift control units is typically made by changing the status of one or more inputs of 

these control units through the 24 control relays of the interface. The device is controlled directly from the 

system's IperCom system; the relays drive the lift control unit in response to user actions. The lift interface 

allows enabling the lift to reach the desired floors according to certain system events (e.g. door opening 

following a call to an apartment, or entering a door opening code, or passing a key, etc.). 

Operation can be in floor mode or apartment mode. 
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In the first mode it is possible to associate the control devices of the interface according to the apartment 

floor: in this case the apartments on the same floor share the same relay activation layout. 

In the second mode, instead, it is possible to associate a different configuration for every single apartment 

(useful if several apartments are on the same floor with their own dedicated lift). 

The events that activate the relays can be of 2 types: 

 request for access from the outside to a certain floor or apartment (opening of an access point); 

 request for access from the inside to a floor other than the one where you live. 

For details on configuring the device, refer to paragraph "Adding a Lift Interface 1060/37 on a stair node" 

and "APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices”. 

 

2.17 IPassan controller 

The IPassan Controller allows integrating the IPerCom system with the IPassan access control system. 

Integration concerns the following aspects: 

 sending to the IPassan system a door opening request (pedestrian or driveway) coming from the 

IPerCom system with consequent access point opening; 

 allowing the IPassan system to control any lifts in the system. 

The integration is done by exporting from IPerCom Installer Tools an xml file (which shows the topology of 

the system and its devices) and manually importing this file on the IPassan system (for further details see 

APPENDIX O: IPassan integration with IPerCom). 

 

2.18 IPerTAlk Server 

IPerCom allows integration with the iPerTAlk system. This integration is useful for making audio-video calls, 

with passage opening, from any device of the IPerCom range to devices of the IPerTAlk range. 

For the details for the integration of the iPerTAlk system with the IPerCom system, see "Integration with 

iPerTAlk 2.1.0”. 

 

2.19 RTSP cameras 

The RTSP Cameras are special cameras that, using the Real Time Streaming Protocol network protocol, 

allow using the auto-on function from MAX monitor or from Switchboard for video surveillance functions 

(in addition to the call stations equipped with external camera). 

The RTSP cameras are not IPerCom devices: therefore their integration in the system must be done with 

care, especially regarding the configuration of the IP address in the IPerCom network. For further details, 

see APPENDIX F: Configuration of RTSP cameras in an IPerCom system. 
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3 Basic concepts 
 

IPerCom is based on the following basic concepts: topology, topological group and topological path. 

 

3.1 Topology 
 

The topology of a building (or site) is a simplified map that takes into account the various elements that 

make it up and their relative positioning. 

Typically the types of elements that make up a building are: blocks, stairs, floors, apartments.  

An example of a topology is provided in the following figure: 

  

Figure 1: Example of a building topology 

 

where there is a block containing two stairs; in stair "01" and "02" there are five floors with four 

apartments each: each of these elements is a topological node within the topology. 

In IPerCom each topological node is assigned a two-digit alphanumeric code from “01” to “ZZ”, which is 

automatically assigned by the system when defining the system topology. 

In the example given in Figure 1 we will have a block with code “01” and inside of it a stair with code “01” 

and one with code “02”; inside each stair we will have floors with codes “01”, “02”, “03”, “04” and “05”, 

whereas inside each floor we will have apartments with codes “01”, “02”, “03” and “04”. 
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Since each node can be associated with two digits, in order to identify in the entire topology an apartment 

that is below a floor, a stair, a block and a site, a numeric code of 10 digits is needed. In the example of 

Figure 1, by assigning to the base site a code equal to “01”, to the block the code “01”, to the second stair 

“02”, to the third floor of the stair “03” and to the second apartment of such floor “02”, the concerned 

apartment can be identified by the 10-digit numeric code “0101020302”. 

If we decide to use always 10 digits to identify the position of all the topological nodes of the system, to 

identify the floor of the example above it will not be necessary to enter the numeric code of the apartment; 

it can be replaced by “##”: therefore we will have the following 10-digit code “01010203##”.  Similarly, the 

stair, the block and the site of the example will be identified respectively by the following codes: 

“010102######”, “ 0101######” and 01########”. 

The 10-digit code that identifies the generic topological node in the system topology is called “topological 

code”. 

Each IPerCom device must be placed (installed) in a specific topological node (site, block, stair, floor or 

apartment). 

For example, MAX monitors are normally placed in an apartment, Call Modules are installed in a stair or 

block. Similarly, the switchboards will probably be located in the common areas of the block. 

 

3.2 Topological path and topological group 
 

The topological path is the set of (topological) nodes which start from a certain node and arrive to the site 

node. 

The topological group of a node is given by the set of nodes contained in the group itself (the node in 

question and all the nodes below it). 

Considering the topological structure shown in the following figure, we can say that: 

 

Figure 2: Example of topological path and group 
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 the path highlighted in red from the ‘’Stair 2’’ node to the ‘’Site’’ node is the topological path of the 

‘’Stair 2’’ node: visually speaking the topological path goes from the node considered upwards (‘’ 

Stair 2 -> Block 1 -> Site’’); 

 the set of nodes included in the red rectangle is the topological group of node ‘’Stair 1’’: visually 

speaking the topological group goes from the node considered towards the bottom. 

 

By topological group of a device is meant the node where the device is installed and all the underlying 

nodes. 

By topological path of a device is meant the path from the node where the device is installed to the site 

node. 

 

3.3 Applications of the concepts of topological path and topological group 
 

The above concepts can be applied to quickly and unambiguously define the operation of the main services 

offered by the IPerCom system. 

 

The following services are linked to the topological group concept: 

 display of residents in the address book of Call Modules, 

 propagation of contacts in the address book of MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones, 

 propagation of activation rules. 

 

The following services are linked to the topological path concept: 

 access of residents to the doors of the system to enter their own apartment, 

 competence Switchboards definition, 

 building of camera address book on monitors MAX. 

 

3.3.1 Automatic display of residents in the address book of Call Modules 

 

The Call Modules show automatically in the address book all the residents of their own topological group. 

For example, a Call Module placed on a stair node will automatically show in the address book all the 

residents (set as visible) of all apartments in its topological group, that is the topological group of stair 

node. 
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3.3.2 Propagation of contacts in address book of monitors MAX and Audio Door Phones 

 

A (public) contact created on a node is propagated on all MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones contained 

in the topological group of the node in question. For example, a contact created on a stair node will be 

automatically propagated in the address books of all MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones placed within 

the topological group of that stair. 

For all the details on how to create a contact, see the dedicated Contact section. 

 

3.3.3 Propagation of activation rules 

 

An activation rule created on a node is propagated on all MAX monitors and/or Audio Door Phones 

contained in the topological group of the node in question. For example, an activation rule created on a 

stair node will be automatically propagated on all MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones placed within the 

topological group in question. 

For all the details on how to create an activation rule see the dedicated Activations section. 

 

3.3.4 Practical example of application of the topological group concept 

 

The figure below shows an example of application of the 3 concepts above: 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of application of topological group concept 
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The Call Module placed on node ‘’Block 1’’ has in its address book all the residents of the underlying 

apartments, that is the 12 apartments of its topological group. The Call Modules placed on the nodes ‘’Stair 

1’’ and ‘’Stair 2’’ have in their address book only the apartments of their corresponding topological groups, 

that is six apartments each. 

The contacts and the activation rules created on the ‘’Block 1’’ node will be propagated on all the 

underlying apartments, that is those of the topological group of the node in question. 

 

3.3.5 Resident access (with key code and door code) to doors/gates of the system 

 

Residents have automatic access by means of door codes and proximity key codes to all those entrances 

(pedestrian doors or driveways of Call Modules, Entry Panel and Key readers) that are placed on their 

topological path, that is on the topological path of their respective apartment nodes. 

In this condition, MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones can open these entrances even if you are not in 

conversation, that is if the entrances are not under secret. 

 

3.3.6 Competence Switchboards 

 

The competence switchboards for a device are those found on its topological path. 

The competence Switchboards for MAX monitors or Audio Door Phones in day status intercept the calls 

coming from Call Modules and Entry Panels. 

Specific icons are present on Call Modules, Modular Entry Panel with1060/48  and MAX monitor in order to 

be able to call all the relevant switchboards at the same time. 

 

3.3.7 Automatic loading of Call Modules, Door Speaker Units and RTSP cameras in the room 

address book for auto-on function 

 

Camera address book of MAX monitors shows the cameras of all Entry Panels, Call Modules and RTSP 

cameras that are on their topological path, that is on the topological path of the respective apartment 

nodes. 
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3.3.8 Practical example of application of the topological path concept 

 

The figure below shows an example of application of the three concepts above: 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of topological path concept application 

As for resident access, everyone has access to the entrances of Call Modules A and B (placed on the node 

''Site'' and ''Block 1''). Access to the Key Reader D is automatically only allowed to the residents of the left 

while only those on the right automatically have access to the Key Reader G. The same concept applies for 

what concerns the address book of the cameras for auto-insertion: all residents can see the images of the 

cameras A and B. The displays of the camera E is allowed to the residents of the left while only those on the 

right can see the images coming from the camera F. 

The Switchboard C is of competence for all residents and for Call Module B while it is not of competence for 

the Call Module A, as its topological path does not intercept the single Switchboard present in the system. 

 

3.3.9 Summary table 

Below is a summary table of what has been written above regarding the main services offered by the 

IPerCom system and which concepts they are connected to (whether topological group or topological 

path): 

Topological Group Topological Path 

Contacts in Call Modules address book  Access to resident entrances 

Contact propagation in address book of MAX 

monitors and Audio Door Phones 

Call Modules, Entry Panels and RTSP cameras 

displayed on MAX monitors (auto-insertion) 

Activation rule propagation  Competence Switchboards 

Table 1: Services offered by the IPerCom system by group or topological path 
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3.4 Main and secondary Call Stations 
 

The call stations, according to the topological node where they are positioned, are divided into:  

 main, if placed on the site or block topological node; 

 secondary, if placed on the stair or floor topological node. 

This difference is reflected in the audio settings of the MAX monitors and the Indoor Stations 1160/3, which 

allow assigning two different ring tones for calls coming from the two different types of call stations. 

The call stations that can be divided into main and secondary are: Call Modules 1060/12-13-17-18, Entry 

panel 1060/21-71-74-75 and Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48. 

 

3.5 Security level of an IPerCom system 

IPerCom has been designed by paying utmost attention to the system security. In fact, two levels of access 

password have been defined: 

 installer level, which provides a password that the installer chooses when creating the system 

configuration project and that is requested every time you want to access the system configuration 

project; 

 administrator level, which provides for a password that the (apartment building) manager chooses 

to secure the system when the configuration step is finished. 

Initially the system does not require any administrator password (system unlocked) and allows the installer 

to configure the entire system by entering, where required, the Urmet password “1937” and the installer 

password.  

When the system configuration and commissioning have been completed, the administrator can set an 

“administrator” password (blocked system) 

The administrator can unlock the system to allow the installer to access it (when it is necessary to perform 

major configuration changes), or change the installer password, i.e. block the access to the previous 

installer to authorise a new one. Once the installer has made changes to the system, the administrator can 

lock it again. 

Changing the installer password does not imply that the previous one is known. This means that if the 

administrator decides to change the installer, the new installer can enter a personal password without 

knowing the old one from the previous installer. Likewise, if the installer has simply forgotten his/her 

password, he/she can enter a new one without entering the previous password first. 

For proper security management of a system, the installer password must not be known to the system 

administrator and similarly the administrator password must not be known to the installer. 
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The locking/unlocking of a system and the change of the installer password can be carried out both using 

IPerCom Installer Tools and the MAX monitor (for further details see the relevant paragraphs, Security for 

IPerCom Installer Tools and Securing the system for the MAX monitor).  
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4 System installation 
 

The installation of the system can be carried out independently of the system configuration. 

All IPerCom devices are uniquely identified by their MAC address (physical address of the network interface 

connected to IPerCom, e.g. 00:1E:E0:01:02:03) and are equipped with QR codes which are useful for 

acquiring devices in one of the configuration modes (see chapter Adding devices to the system using the 

MAX monitor and/or the Android tablet app).  

 

Figure 5: Example of QR code of an IPerCom device 

 

It is recommended to take note of the association between the position of the installed device and its 

physical MAC address. 

 

 

4.1 Minimum requirements for the installation of an IPerCom system 
 

IPerCom can be added to any IP network where the IGMPv2 or IGMPv3 Multicast service is enabled. 

The network must offer an available bandwidth compatible with the number of simultaneous conversations 

expected on the system (the maximum bandwidth during a single video call session is 2 Mb/s). 

 A necessary condition for the correct functioning of the IPerCom system is that at least one device with an 

internal clock is installed in the system, that is either a MAX monitor or an appropriately configured 

IPerCom Clock Module or a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice. If the system is connected to the Internet, it is no 

longer necessary to respect this condition, as time and date are taken from the NTP service (Network Time 

Protocol). 

 

Note: in the event of a long blackout, the internal clock battery of the MAX monitors and the IPerCom 

2Voice Gateway has a duration of approximately 36 hours compared to the 3 years of the IPerCom 

Clock Module battery. 
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4.2 IP network structure 
 

Although no knowledge of IP networks and their configuration is required for the installation of the system, 

it is recommended to refer to the wiring diagram shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 6: Recommended network topology 

 

The shown network structure is of the "tree type", in which the switches are arranged on different levels of 

the network: if you use switches with 24 POE ports, just 3 levels are sufficient to reach the maximum 

number of 1000 devices supported by IPerCom. 

 

 

 

Note (large systems): In large systems it is important to pay attention to the fact that the number of 

switches can greatly reduce the passband of the network. In this case, it is advisable to ask an 

experienced network administrator. 

 

Note : the following network requirements must be met: 

Protocol UDP port number: 5060, 6060 

Protocol TCP port number: 5060, 6060, 13451÷13500 

Group UDP Multicast:  

238.0.0.200 (port range from 55000 to 55100) 

239.255.0.200 (port range from 55000 to 55100) 
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4.3 Maximum distances and sections cables 
 

In order to ensure correct operation of IPerCom system, the following installation prescriptions must be 
respected; they will be described in this chapter. However, besides this specific information, standard rules 
for a “good” installation must be followed, for ensuring a sufficient protection against noise and a good 
system reliability. All devices must be correctly installed and wired, according to national installation 
standards. Pay special attention to wiring operations and particularly to crimp operations of connectors on 
CAT5 cable, in order to ensure a correct and reliable electric connection, that is fundamental for correct 
operation of the system. In detail, the following must be respected: 

 
Type of connection Max distance Max distance 

LAN 100m (*) CAT5e (#) 

Table 2: Maximum distance and cable cross section by type of LAN connection 

(*) The max. allowed distance is that defined by IEEE 802.3 standards for Fast Ethernet networks (100 

Mb/s), connected with UTP CAT5 cable: according to these standards, the distance between two 

Ethernet devices must not be longer than 100 m. 

(#) To ensure longest-range door phone operation, the cable must be a class 5e device and the twisted 

pairs’ cross section must be AWG24. 

 

In presence of a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice Ref. 1083/59 for the maximum distances and cable section of the 

2Voice side, follow the instructions in the 2Voice technical manual, section 7 ‘’Gateway Ipercom-2Voice’’ 

(available on websitewww.urmet.com www.urmet.com). 

Note 1: The maximum resistance of the individual wires must not exceed 10ohm / 100m 

Note 2: The connection between the door phone and POE switch must be ensured by a single cable 

without any extra patch cords. 

Note 3: The cable must be up to the following standards: EIA/TIA 568-B.2 o EIA/TIA 568-C.2,  

EN50288 3-1, IEC 61156-5 

ATTENTION: the correct operation and IT security of the TCP-IP networks on which Urmet products are 

installed are the full responsibility of those who manage the network infrastructure (consisting of 

switches, routers, firewalls, etc.) and cannot be charged either to the products or to Urmet. It is 

recommended to use certified personnel specialized in IT network security to properly configure the 

network infrastructure. 

 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
http://www.urmet.com/
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4.4 Device/application firmware upgrade 
 

After the system installation and in any case before configuring it, update the firmware of all the devices 

/applications installed using the IPerUpgrade application for Windows operating systems, available with its 

manual at www.urmet.com. The various upgrade files (available at www.urmet.com) allow having one of 

the officially released IPerCom versions on the system. 

 

It is essential that all devices and/or applications (IPerCom Installer Tools and Switchboard) are aligned to 

the same IPerComversion, otherwise the proper system operation is not guaranteed. 

The possible presence of a misalignment between the IPerCom versions of the devices and/or applications 

is signalled by the IPerCom system via: 

 the IPerCom Installer Tools application, 

 the MAX monitor, 

 the Switchboard application. 

The check is not actually done on the IPerCom version but on the software development platform version 

(UPTK) incorporated into the same  IPerCom version: in general the presence of different UPTK versions 

implies the presence of devices/applications with different IPerCom versions in the same system. 

In all the three cases mentioned above a list of software devices/applications whose UPTK version is not 

aligned with the local UPTK version of the device/application that reported the misalignment is shown. 

The way in which this is reported is explained in detail in the dedicated paragraphs 6.13.6 and 8.8.5 in the 

sections related to IPerCom Installer Tools and MAXmonitor, respectively. As far as the Switchboard 

application is concerned, refer to the relevant manual available on the site www.urmet.com.  

  

 

 

 

 

Note: if there is no MAX monitor in the system, the IPercom Installer Tools or Switchboard application 

must be used to detect the presence of devices and/or applications with misaligned IPerCom versions. 

 

Note since version 2.0 of IPerCom, it is possible to upgrade through IPerUpgrade application also the 

Switchboardapplications, if they are each on different PCs and the Switchboard applications are running 

during the upgrade process. 

http://www.urmet.com/
http://www.urmet.com/
http://www.urmet.com/
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5 System commissioning 
 

The commissioning of a system essentially involves: 

 setting the date and time of the entire system;  

 setting the system parameters by creating the so-called system project or simply configuration; 

 the distribution of the configuration to the devices; 

 securing the system. 
 

In order to commission a system, the installer can use: 

 the IPerCom Installer Tools application for Windows, 

 the configuration menu on the MAX monitors. 

We recommend using the IPerCom Installer Tools application, whose new features of version 2.0 will be 

explained in detail in the paragraph Commissioning a system through IPerCom Installer Tools. 

The date and time setting on IPerCom Installer Tools and MAX monitor is carried out in different ways. In 

both cases it is essential to set the correct date and time on the system in order to avoid malfunctions 

related to the configuration distribution. In this way the devices in the system equipped with internal clock 

have the date and time set correctly and can distribute it to the rest of the system. 

The system configuration can only be done by one user at a time and the system prevents two open 

configuration sessions on the same system (on IPerCom Installer Tools and on MAX monitor). 

The creation (or change) of the system project on IPerCom Installer Tools and MAX monitor is done by 

calling from both the IPerCom Configurator application (or more simply configurator). 

Through the MAX monitor the configurator allows saving the configuration (file with ccf extension) within 

the system project. The configuration is then distributed to the various devices in the system. The 

configuration files can be imported to the configurator (or exported from the configurator) using a micro 

SD card. 

Through IPerCom Installer Tools the configurator allows saving the configuration associating it to thelocal 

site . The local site configuration is then transferred to the various devices in the system. Also IPerCom 

Installer Tools allows importing a configuration file (with ccf extension) from PC and associating it to a local 

site previously created. A generic site can be exported to PC and imported to other systems. These 

concepts will be explained in detail in paragraph Commissioning a system through IPerCom Installer Tools. 

The concept of system project and site are actually equivalent: both are associated to a configuration but 

are called differently because they are used in different contexts. 

The configurator is also available on Android tablets through the IPerCom Configurator app, in order to 

provide the installer with all the flexibility possible in the creation/change of system projects only. 

The securing of a system on IPerCom Installer Tools and MAX monitor is done in different ways. 
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This manual describes how to commission the system from both the MAX monitor and the IPerCom 

Installer Tools and also describes how to create the configuration using the tablet application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: In IPerCom systems with Audio Apartment Stations 1160/3 only, IPerCom Installer Tools must be 

used for configuring the system if you do not want to use a MAX monitor as a configuration tool. 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: the IPerCom Installer Tools application is available from version 1.1.0 of IPerCom. 
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6 Commissioning a system through IPerCom Installer Tools 
 

6.1 Introduction to IPercom Installer Tools 
 

The IPerCom Installer Tools application can be downloaded from www.urmet.com in the download area 

(Software -> Technical SW -> Communication -> IPerCom system). To access the software download area, 

registration to the website is required. 

The installation is similar to that of other applications and has no special features. 

The first time the application is launched, the Windows operating system can notify the user of the need to 

unlock the communication ports on the IP network used for communication between the IPerCom system 

and the IPerCom Installer Tools application. This operation is required for proper application operation. If 

this operation is carried out by Windows Firewall, a warning like the one below is shown to the user: 

 

Figure 7: unlocking communication ports on the IP network 

It is necessary to select the desired network and press the "Allow Access" button. 

For each officially released version of IPerCom (starting from version 1.1.0) there is the corresponding 

version of IPerCom Installer Tools, as the versions of a system and IPerCom Installer Tools must always be 

aligned. 

The application allows the commissioning of an IPerCom system and at the same time, from version 2.0, 

features a set of additional functions (already described in the Introduction of the manual) which make it an 

indispensable tool for system configuration and maintenance. One of these functions concerns the use of 

local site and plant site concepts. 

The site concept in IPerCom Installer Tools replaces what in the MAX monitor inside the configurator is the 

project concept: both the site and the project are linked to the configuration file of a system. However, the 

(local and system) site offers the installer the possibility to check whether the configuration on a system is 

aligned or not with the one on the local site and to understand where the last modification was made, thus 

http://www.urmet.com/
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avoiding to erroneously lose modifications made locally or on the system. These and other control 

mechanisms (how to avoid transferring configuration files from other local sites to a system site already in 

operation) will be explained in detail in the following paragraphs. 

Therefore the version 2.0 of IPerCom Installer Tools application represents a significant evolution of the 

previous versions 1.1.0, 1.2.0, 1.3.0 and 1.4.0. The manuals of these versions can be downloaded from the 

website www.urmet.com in the relevant sections of IPerCom. This manual will only describe the operation 

of version 2.0 with all its functions (new and inherited from previous versions). 

 

6.2 IPerCom Installer Tools: functions 
 

All the main functions of the IPerCom Installer Tools version 2.0 application are described below: 

 automatically upgrading the application to the latest available version (if there is an Internet 

connection); 

 detecting the IPerCom version installed on a system; 

 when starting the application, selecting which version of IPerCom is to be used and then 

automatically starting the compatible IPerCom Installer Tools version; 

 implementation of the (local and system) site concept, univocally defined by the creation date of 

the relevant configuration file; 

 creating, saving and editing a site; 

 importing a site from PC and exporting a site to PC; 

 setting the time of an IPerCom system or retrieving the time; 

 creating and distributing the configuration from PC to the IPerCom system (from local site to 

system site); 

 locking or unlocking an IPerCom system; 

 displaying the system diagnostic, i.e. checking if all devices are aligned to the same IPerCom 

version, if they are correctly connected to the system and if the configuration file is aligned on the 

whole system; 

 displaying the event log (e.g. call list, access to access points, alarms, etc.); this function is only 

available if there is at least one Server 1060/1 in the system. 

 

All these functions will be described in detail in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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6.3 Automatic update to the latest available version 
 

At the first start, the application checks if there is a more up-to-date version than the one installed, as 

shown below: 

 

Figure 8: upgrade presence check  

 

If the PC is connected to the Internet and the application is not updated to the latest available version, a 

message similar to the one below is displayed: 

 

Figure 9: upgrade available 

 

Press the OK button to start downloading the new version: 

 

Figure 10: upgrade download in progress 

As soon as the upgrade is finished, the installation starts. 

Note: upgrades can be optional or mandatory: in this case if the upgrade is not performed, it is 

impossible to start the application.  
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If there is no Internet connection, the application displays the following screen: 

 

Figure 11: no Internet connection 

 

Press "Yes" to start the application without upgrading it, otherwise, press "No” to close the application. 

If you are not able to check the availability of upgrades for a period longer than 6 months, the application 

will not start, except with an available Internet connection. In this case a window like the one below is 

displayed: 

 

Figure 12: no upgrade presence check for more than 6 months 
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6.4 Starting the Launcher 
 

Once the search for a more up-to-date version and the possible upgrade step have been completed, the 

following ''launcher'' is displayed: 

 

Figure 13: iPerCom Installer Tools launcher 

 

Depending on the selected item, the drop-down menu of the above screen allows you to: 

 detect which version of IPerCom is installed on a system (if the PC on which the IPerCom Installer 

Tools application is installed is connected to the system); 

 directly select an IPerCom version (among those officially released) with which you want to work. 

 Depending on the detected or selected version, it is possible to launch (through the same screen 

shown above) the corresponding version of IPerCom Installer Tools so that the configuration file 

distributed from the local site to the system site is compatible with the IPerCom version installed 

on the system. In this way it is possible to choose from a single application which version you want 

to work with (thus avoiding having different versions of the same application installed on the same 

PC). 

The 2 operating modes are now described in more detail. 
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6.5 Automatic detection of he IPerCom version 
 

To detect the IPerCom version of a system to which the PC is connected, it is possible to use the 

"Automatically detect (from the System)” item: 

 

Figure 14: detect the IPerCom version from the system 

Press "OK" to select the network interface through which the PC is connected to the IPerCom system, as 

shown in the following screen: 

 

Figure 15: selecting the network interface 

The  button allows updating the list of available network interfaces. 

After selecting the correct network interface, the "Connect" button detects the IPerCom devices connected 

to it with their firmware version (after checking if the system is with or without server). 

Depending on the firmware version detected on the various devices, 2 different cases can occur: 

 the system is upgraded to an officially released version of IPerCom; 

 the system is not upgraded to an officially released version of IPerCom; 

Note: to know the IP and MAC addresses of the network interface through which you are connected to 

the IPerCom system, it is necessary to press the "Open Network Connections and Sharing Centre" 

button on your PC (icon  at the bottom right of the screen), then identify the name of the network 

connected to IPerCom system. Press the left mouse button on the network item in question, to display 

a screen with the "Details" button, where the IP address and MAC address are shown. 
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6.5.1 System upgraded to an official version 
 

If the version installed on the system coincides with one of the officially released versions, you will see (for 

example) a screen of this type, where in bold (red box) the IPerCom version detected is shown: 

 

Figure 16: system aligned to official version 2.0 

 

The following information about the devices on the system is shown in this order: 

 the model (if MAX monitor, Call Module, Entry panel or other); 

 the MAC address; 

 the IP address; 

 the internal firmware version; 

 the IPerCom version corresponding to the internal firmware version. 
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If the firmware versions of the various devices all coincide with those of an officially released version 

(''2.0.0'' in this case), the system is aligned with an officially released IPerCom version. When the "OK" 

button is pressed, the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 17: self-detected version 2.0 

 

This means that a version 2.0.0 of IPerCom has been detected (referred to the above example) and 

therefore the version of IPerCom Installer Tools to use is 2.0.0 version; if the OK button is pressed, the 

corresponding version of IPerCom Installer Tools is launched: 

 

Figure 18: start screen of Ipercom Installer Tools version 2.0 
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The operation of this user interface will be explained in detail in paragraph IPerCom Installer Tools user 

interface: local site and system site. 

The "Copy to Clipboard" button allows copying the table displayed above to a text or Excel file. 

 

6.5.2 System not upgraded to one of the official versions 

 

If the version installed on the system does not coincide with one of the officially released versions, a screen 

of this type is displayed: 

 

Figure 19: system not aligned to official version 2.0 

The red box shows that an IPerCom 2.0.0 version has been detected on the system, but it is not the 

officially released one. 

The information shown is the same as for a system upgraded to an official version. However, it should be 

noted (blue box) that the data in the "Version" column do not all coincide with the data "2.0.0": in fact, for 

the devices whose firmware is not aligned with the official version, the data "2.0.0?" is shown. 
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In this case it is necessary to upgrade the system to the official version: the "Download Official Release 

2.0.0" button allows downloading the most recently released upgrade (in this case the one related to 

version 2.0) and installing it through the IPerUpgrade application (downloadable from the website 

www.urmet.com). 

After upgrading the system, it is possible to repeat the procedure described in paragraph Automatic 

detection of he IPerCom version and check that an official version 2.0.0 of IPerCom is detected. Now it is 

possible to launch the corresponding version 2.0 of IPerCom Installer Tools. 

In the figure above, the "Copy to Clipboard" button allows copying the displayed table to a text or Excel file 

whereas the "OK" button simply returns to the initial screen (in case the system is not upgraded to an 

official version): 

 

Figure 20: iPerCom Installer Tools launcher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: if the detected version does not generally correspond to one of the officially released versions, it 

is always recommended to update the system to the latest officially released version. For example, if a 

system has an unofficial version 1.2.0, it is recommended to upgrade it to the official version 2.0.0 and 

not to the official version 1.2.0. Conversely, if the detected version is an official version 1.2.0 (for 

example), no upgrade is required. 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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6.5.3 Mixed system 
 

If the system features devices upgraded to different versions among those released (even unofficially), a 

screen of this type is displayed: 

 

Figure 21: system with devices upgraded to different IPerCom versions 

The information shown is always the same as in the previous screen: you can immediately see that the 

"Version" column indicates the presence of devices upgraded to official version 1.3.0 ("1.3.0"), devices 

upgraded to official version 2.0.0 ("2.0.0") and devices upgraded to an unofficial version 2.0.0 ("2.0.0?"). 

Also in this case it is necessary to upgrade the system to the official version: the "Download Official Release 

2.0.0" button allows downloading the most recently released upgrade (in this case the one related to 

version 2.0) and installing it through the IPerUpgrade application (downloadable from the website 

www.urmet.com). 

After upgrading the system, it is possible to repeat the procedure described in paragraph Automatic 

detection of he IPerCom version and check that an official version 2.0 of IPerCom is detected. Now it is 

possible to launch the corresponding version 2.0 of IPerCom Installer Tools. 

The "Copy to Clipboard" and "OK" buttons have the same functions as described in the previous paragraph. 

http://www.urmet.com/
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6.6 Launch a certain version of IPerCom Installer Tools 
 

If you already know which version of IPerCom you want to work with (i.e. if you already know which version 

of IPerCom is installed on a system), simply select one of the versions already released from the drop-down 

menu: 

 

Figure 22: selecting the iPerCom version  

 

Now, after pressing the "OK" button, the corresponding IPerCom Installer Tools application is launched. 

 

The next paragraph will describe the operation of the user interface corresponding to version 2.0, which is 

the only one to support the site concept. The other user interfaces have been described in the 

corresponding technical manuals downloadable at www.urmet.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: the IPerCom Installer Tools application is supported from version 1.1.0 of IPerCom. 

 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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6.7 IPerCom Installer Tools user interface: local site and system site 
 

If the detected IPerCom version is 2.0 or you want to work with an IPerCom 2.0 version, the situation below 

occurs. 

 

Figure 23: self-detected or directly selected IPerCom version 

 

In both cases, press the "OK" button to display the following screen: 

 

Figure 24: start screen of Ipercom Installer Tools version 2.0 
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Version 2.0 of IPerCom Installer Tools is based on the site concept. 

A site is a system project uniquely identified by the creation date of its configuration file. 

The configuration file allows setting the topology of a system and its system parameters. The creation (or 

modification) of the configuration file is done by IPerCom Installer Tools by recalling the IPerCom 

Configurator application or simply the configurator (see the relevant paragraph The configurator) 

The system project can be: 

 local to the PC, i.e. the configuration file is created through the configurator but is totally 

disconnected from any system (local site); 

 physically present on a system (system site), to which the PC where IPerCom Installer Tools is 

installed is connected. 

After defining the concepts of local site and system site, both having the creation date of the configuration 

file as identifier, it is now possible to explain in more detail the items of the above screen and its operation. 

After starting the IPerCom Installer Tools application, all the tabs in the red box at the top are disabled, 

except the Site tab. The only possible operations at this stage are those that can be performed using the 

buttons inside the yellow box, i.e: 

 creating a new local site with the "New" button; the following window opens where it is possible to 

enter the name of the new site and then confirm with the "OK" button or cancel with the "Cancel" 

button: 

 

 

Figure 25: creation of a new site locally 

 opening a local site previously created with the "Open" button; the following window opens where 

it is possible to select the site to open and then confirm with the "OK" button or cancel with the 

"Cancel" button: 

 

 

Note 1: the import operation does not open the site directly but makes it available through the 

"Open” button. 

 

 
Note 2: if a site is exported and then imported to the same PC, this operation returns an error, 

because a site with the same name already exists.  
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Figure 26: opening a site already saved  

 importing a site with the "Import" button; the imported file is a .gz file previously generated by 

IPerCom Installer Tools with the "Export" button (frozen in the screen above). The "Import" key 

opens a Windows window through which it is possible to search for the .gz file. 

 

 deleting local sites previously created with the "Delete sites" key; a window opens where it is 

possible to select one or more sites to delete and then confirm with the "OK" button or cancel with 

the "Cancel" key: 

 

 

Figure 27: deleting one or more sites 

 quit the application with the "Quit” button. 

Note 3: if a site is exported to a PC, then modified on a second PC through IPerCom Installer Tools 

and finally you want to import it on IPerCom Installer Tools from the first PC, the operation is 

possible only if on IPerCom Installer Tools of the first PC the previously created site is deleted. 
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In the box highlighted in blue all the information related to the local site is loaded, whereas in the box 

highlighted in green all the information related to the system site is loaded. In both boxes all information is 

shown in “read-only” mode. 

In order to understand how and when the above parameters vary, some cases of practical use of a system 

configuration will be described. 

A table with the information available in the ''Local status'' section (related to the local site) with their 

meaning is shown: 

Fields Meaning 

System ID Unique identifier of the local site (calculated from the creation date of 

the relevant configuration file). 

Configuration available Selected if the local site has a configuration file, otherwise it is not 

selected. 

Creation Date of creation of the local site configuration file. 

Modified Date of the last modification of the local site configuration file. 

Event log saved locally Selected if the local site contains a copy of the event log, otherwise it is 

not selected (for further details see the relevant paragraph Event Log). 

A table with the information available in the ''System status'' section with their meaning is shown: 

Fields Meaning 

System ID Unique identifier of the system site (calculated from the creation date 

of the relevant configuration file). 

Configuration available Selected if the system site has a configuration file, otherwise it is not 

selected. 

Creation Date of creation of the system site configuration file. 

Modified Date of the last modification of the system site configuration file. 

Connected Selected if you are connected to the system, otherwise it is not selected 

(to connect to the system see below). 

Aligned configuration Selected if the modification date of the local site and the system site 

configuration file coincide. 

Mode Shows the operating mode of the system site, "Server" mode or "No 

server" mode. 

Note: the above fields are assigned a value when creating a configuration file or opening an existing 

local site. 

. 
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Security status Shows the security status of the system if "Blocked" or "Unlocked". 

Connected devices Shows the number of devices connected to the system (present or not 

present in the configuration file). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: the above fields are assigned a value when you connect to a system and when the system has a 

configuration file. 

. 

. 
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6.8 How to use IPerCom Installer Tools for the configuration of a system 
 

Below is the description of the various steps to follow to configure a system with IPerCom Installer Tools 

and how the application parameters listed in the previous paragraph vary. The most common ways to 

configure an IPerCom system are shown below (assuming the system has already been installed and wired). 

 

6.8.1 Mode 1: system installed but not configured, creation of local configuration without 

connection to the system 

 

The various devices that make up the system have been installed and wired but have not been configured, 

i.e. the system has no configuration file. The steps to configure the system are described below: 

 

 create the configuration on the local site; 

 connect to the system; 

 set the proper system date and time; 

 distribute the newly created configuration to the system (system site). 

This is a practical example of use, as the installer usually creates the configuration in the laboratory, then 

goes to the system, where the devices have already been installed, connects to the system and distributes 

the configuration. It is necessary to know the MAC addresses of the devices to be added to the 

configuration and the system topology, i.e. to know on which nodes the devices must be positioned. 

 

6.8.2 Mode 2: system installed but not configured, creation of local configuration with connection 

to the system 
 

The various devices that make up the system have been installed and wired but have not been configured, 

i.e. the system has no configuration file. The steps to configure the system are described below: 

 

 create the configuration on the local site, being connected to the system itself; 

 set the proper system date and time; 

 distribute the newly created configuration to the system (system site). 

 

In this way of proceeding it is not necessary to know the MAC addresses of the various devices (when 

creating the configuration) as these are automatically suggested by the configurator, which is not the case 

if you are not connected to the system. This will be described in more detail in paragraph The configurator. 

Instead, it is always necessary to know the system topology, i.e. to know on which nodes the devices must 

be positioned. 
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6.8.3 Mode 3: system installed but not configured, creation of local configuration by importing it 

from external file 

 

The various devices that make up the system have been installed and wired but have not been configured, 

i.e. the system has no configuration file. The steps to configure the system are described below: 

 

 import the configuration on the local site from external file; 

 connect to the system; 

 set the proper system date and time; 

 distribute the newly imported configuration to the system (system site). 

 

The first 2 ways of proceeding are now described in more detail, which are almost the same, since the only 

difference is the creation of the configuration file from the configurator (for more details see paragraph 

The configurator). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1in the last case there may be the variant in which you are already connected to the system while 

importing the configuration file. 

 

. 

. 
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6.8.4 Creating the configuration file on the local site 

 

The first time IPerCom Installer Tools is started, the following screen is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 28: start screen of Ipercom Installer Tools version 2.0 

The starting point is to create a new local site: to do this it is necessary to press the New button. 

The following screen opens, where it is necessary to enter the name of the new site: 

 

 

Figure 29: name assigned to the local site 
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Press the "OK" button, the start screen of IPerCom Installer Tools becomes as follows: 

 

Figure 30: local site created ("Site" tab) 

 

The "New", "Open", "Import" and "Delete Sites" buttons are disabled while enabling the "Save", "Export" 

and "Close Site" buttons. All the tabs in the red box are enabled, even if the useful tabs for configuring a 

system are Site and Configuration. The other tabs cannot be used until you connect to the system and until 

the local site and system site configurations are aligned. 

The "Save As" button is enabled only after you have saved the newly created local site for the first time. 

After creating a new (local) site, the System ID value in the relevant panel is zero. This value, as mentioned 

before, is calculated from the creation date of the configuration file. If a new site has been created but not 

yet its configuration file, the System ID value is forced to zero. The Creation and Modified fields are not 

assigned a value, as they are linked to the creation date and last modification of the configuration file. 
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To create a configuration file on the local site, press the Configuration tab. The following screen opens: 

 

Figure 31: "Configuration" tab 

 

The "Create" button allows creating and associating a configuration file to the local site through  the 

application  IPerCom Configurator or simply configurator. 

The "From File" button, instead, allows associating a configuration file to the local site by importing it from 

an external file previously saved on PC. This way of importing the configuration will be described in detail 

later in paragraph “Creating the configuration file with import from external file”. 

As you can see, if you are not connected to any system yet, the only active buttons are "Create" and "From 

File". 
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To create a new configuration, it is necessary to press the "Create" button, which opens the configurator. 

The screen displayed is as follows: 

 

Figure 32: configurator start screen 

 

The steps to follow to create a new project associated to a configuration file are described in paragraph The 

configurator. 

The configurator allows defining the main characteristics of the system, as shown below: 

 topology definition (whether small, medium or large system) (Selecting the system topology 

(model) and the configurator structure); 

 adding devices to the configuration file (Adding devices); 

 definition of directories (Contacts); 

 creation of activations (Activations); 

 creation of residents and non-residents (User management); 

 access control setting (Access control); 

 setting system and call forwarding parameters (System parameters). 

Each of the points listed above is described in a specific paragraph (in brackets). 

Since the topics concerning the configurator are many, in order not to lose track of what we are describing 

about IPerCom Installer Tools features, we suppose at this stage to have already created and saved a 

configuration file on the local site, referring to paragraph The configurator and to those listed above for all 

the relevant details. 
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Then, after creating and saving a local configuration, the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 33: "Configuration" tab after creating the local configuration 

 

The newly created configuration file is named as and the date of last modification and the date of creation 

(red rectangle) are displayed on this file. 

The data in the blue rectangles are not assigned a value because you are not connected to any system yet: 

their meaning will be explained below. 

The "Edit" key allows editing the configuration file just created: the configurator opens again, and it is 

possible to make the desired modifications and close the configurator. 
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Now, by pressing the Site tab, the System ID, Creation and Modified fields are assigned a value as a 

configuration file is present on the local site and the System ID value is linked to the creation date of this 

file. The Configuration available field is also selected as there is a local configuration. The above is 

displayed in the following screen: 

 

 

Figure 34: "Site" tab with local configuration created 

 

Now the local site has its own configuration file.  
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6.8.5 Connecting to the system and transferring the configuration 

 

Once the configuration has been created on the local site, the next step is to connect to the system site and 

transfer the newly created configuration to it, so as to configure the system. The relevant box on the Site 

tab shows values that are all unavailable because the system status is still offline ( ), i.e. you are not 

connected yet: 

 

Figure 35: “Site” tab with local configuration created and no connection to the system 

 

 To connect to the system, select the network interface through which the PC is connected to the IPerCom 

system in the lower part of the red box and then press the "Connect" button. 

 

 

Note: to know the IP address and MAC address of the network interface through which you are 

connected to the IPerCom system, it is necessary to press the "Open Network Connections and Sharing 

Centre" button on your PC (icon  at the bottom right of the screen), then identify the name of the 

network connected to IPerCom system. Press the left mouse button on the network item in question, 

to display a screen with the "Details" button, where the IP and MAC address information is shown. 
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A progress bar is displayed, during its progress it is detected whether the system is with Server 1060/1 or 

without it, then the number of devices connected to the system is detected. At the end, a window is 

displayed, prompting to enter the Urmet password "1937": 

 

Figure 36 Urmet password entry 

 

When "OK" button is pressed, the following screen is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 37: “Site” tab with local configuration created and connection to the system 

 

In the system site box, the system status is now available (ONLINE) (red box), as indicated by the relevant 

icon . The system ID is zero, since the system does not have a configuration yet: therefore also the 

Creation and Modified fields are not assigned a value since they are linked to the creation date and the last 

modification of the configuration file. The Connected field is selected, because the system is online. 
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The configuration is not aligned because the modification date of local site and system site are different, 

i.e. the local site has a modification date while the system site does not have it yet (blue boxes). 

The other fields contain the following information: 

Mode: "With Server" or "Without Server", depending on whether the system is with or without a server; 

Server IP: IP address of the server (if any); 

Security Status: "Unlocked" or "Blocked", depending on whether the system is blocked or unlocked; 

Connected devices: indicates the number of all devices connected to the system (present and not present 

in the configuration). 

 

6.8.6 How to set date and time on the system 

 

Before transferring the configuration to the system, it is necessary to correctly configure the date and time 

on the system. To do this, press the Date/Time tab. The screen displayed is as follows: 

 

Figure 38: "Date/Time” tab 

 

Now it is necessary to press the "Set Date/Time" button. Press "Yes" on the relevant dialogue box, date and 

time of the devices will be aligned with those of your PC. An additional dialogue box indicates that the 

operation has been completed correctly: 

 

Figure 39: date and time aligned with those of the PC 
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6.8.7 Transferring the system configuration 

 

After configuring date and time, to apply the configuration to the system, simply go to the Configuration 

tab. The screen displayed is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 40: local configuration not yet transferred to the system 

 

The green section shows schematically the condition of all the devices connected to the system. The 

example in question shows that: 

 the number of devices connected to the system (Devices involved) is 7; 

 the number of devices not in configuration is 7. 

  

Note 1: when setting the date and time of the system, it is recommended to check that the date and 

time of your PC are correct. 

 

. 

. 

 

 

 

Note 2: if the system is connected to a router with an Internet connection, the correct date and time 

are already provided by the NTP (Network Time Protocol) service. 

 

. 

. 
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The configuration status is not aligned (red section), as explained above. 

To apply the previously created configuration to the devices of the system, it is necessary to press the 

"Apply Changes" button.  

In this way the configuration on the local site is transferred to the system site. The correct configuration 

transfer is highlighted by a light blue progress bar that turns green when the transfer is successful, as 

shown below: 

 

 

Figure 41: local configuration transferred to the system 

 

The red boxes indicate that the configuration transfer has taken place correctly, i.e.: 

 all devices in the system have the same configuration (Devices with the same configuration item); 

 the configuration status is aligned. 
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The "Show" button displays a table with the list of devices with the same configuration, their MAC and IP 

address and the last modification date of the configuration file, as shown below: 

 

 

 Figure 42: list of devices with the same configuration 

 

Press the Site tab to display the following screen: 

 

Figure 43: “Site” tab with local site and system site aligned 
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The most important things to observe are the following: 

 the identifier of local site and system site are the same, because the 2 identifiers are calculated 

starting from the creation date of the same configuration file; 

 the configuration is aligned as the last modification date of the configuration file of local site and 

system site are the same. 

Now the system has been configured: it is possible to save the local site by pressing the Save button, to 

save it with the same name as the site. Now the Save As button is enabled, and can be used to save the site 

with another name. 

In this way the local site with ID 1582194433 has been associated to the newly configured system: any 

attempt to apply to the system a configuration coming from a local site with a different ID is prevented. 

This is to avoid loading "wrong" local configuration files on the system. Any modifications must be made 

starting from the local site just saved and then transferred to the system so that the situation is always 

aligned between the local site and the system. The correct way to operate will be explained later in a 

dedicated paragraph (How to use IPerCom Installer Tools to modify the configuration with system already 

installed and configured). 

It follows from the above that once a system has been configured through a local site, it becomes the only 

reference point for any subsequent changes. In other words, each system must be associated with a local 

starting site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: once the system configuration is complete, for safety reasons it is necessary to lock it. The 

procedure to block the system is always carried out through IPerCom Installer Tools and it will be 

explained in detail in paragraph Blocking the system. 
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6.8.8 Creating the configuration file with import from external file 
 

In the third system configuration mode, the configuration file is imported from an external file instead of 

being created from scratch. In this way the steps to follow are the following (still assuming that the system 

has been installed but not configured): 

 import the configuration from external file; 

 connect to the system; 

 set the proper system date and time; 

 distribute the newly created configuration to the system. 

In detail, after creating a new local site with system ID equal to zero, press the Configuration tab, the "From 

File" button allows importing a previously saved configuration file from PC: 

 

 

Figure 44: creating the local site configuration from an external file 

 

The configuration files that can be imported have the .ccf extension and, for example, can come from 

configurations created on MAX monitors, exported to SD card and then saved on PC (for further details see 

paragraph Exporting the configuration to SD card). 
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After importing a configuration file, you are prompted to enter the installer password used to create the 

project. 

 

Figure 45: entering the installer password after importing the file 

 

After entering the correct password, the configurator opens the relevant project: 

 

Figure 46: configuration of the imported file 

After saving the configuration and exiting the configurator (see paragraph How to save the configuration), 

the way the configuration is transferred to the system is similar to the previous case. 
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6.9 How to use IPerCom Installer Tools to modify the configuration with system already 

installed and configured 
 

When a system has been installed and configured, it may be necessary to modify its configuration for 

various reasons (e.g. change of topology, change of system parameters or addition of devices). The various 

steps to follow to modify the configuration of a system with IPerCom Installer Tools are described below: 

 open the site connected to the previously configured system; 

 make the required modifications; 

 connect to the system; 

 distribute the newly modified configuration to the system. 

A variant of this procedure can be to connect to the system and then make the modifications: the 

advantage of this procedure is that, if new devices must be added, it is not necessary to know their MAC 

addresses, as these are automatically proposed by the configurator, which is not the case if you are not 

connected to the system. In this way it is also possible to check that the dates of the last modification of 

local site and system are aligned and therefore be sure that you are starting from an already aligned 

situation. 

In both cases, the essential point is that the local site associated with the system with which the first 

configuration was made is available and to make sure that the system has not been modified by the MAX 

monitors which have the configurator on board. 

In this situation, after opening the right local site with the "Open" button from the Site tab, connecting to 

the system with the Connect button and making the required modifications with the "Edit" button (from 

the Configuration tab through the configurator), the following screen is displayed: 
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Figure 47: "Site" tab with local site modified and connected to the system 

 

As the local configuration has been modified with the "Modify" button, this is highlighted on the Site tab, as 

shown in the figure above: the modification date of the local site is more recent than the modification date 

of the system site. This means that the configuration is not aligned (red boxes). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: connection to the system site may require the administrator password if the system is blocked, 

or the Urmet password if the system is unlocked. 

 

Note 1: local configuration modification requires the installer password, set through the configurator 

the first time the configuration has been created. 
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The Configuration tab instead shows that the system devices have an older configuration than the local site 

(as shown in the red box): 

 

Figure 48: “Configuration"”tab with local configuration not yet transferred to the system 

 

The "Apply changes" button allows you to align the configuration: in fact (after applying the changes) the 

Modified field on the Site tab is the same both on the local site and on the system site and therefore the 

configuration is aligned. In the Configuration tab, the Devices from factory or with an older configuration 

field is reset to zero, while the Devices with the same configuration field takes the same value as the 

system devices (with the same local site configuration): 

 

Figure 49: aligned configuration between local site and system site 
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Figure 50: system devices aligned to the local configuration 

 

Now it is possible to save the local site and then close it: the modification to the system has been correctly 

made through the same local site that was used to configure the system for the first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 3: the configuration distribution procedure ends correctly when the number of devices with an 

old configuration or without configuration and the number of devices with a newer distribution are 

zero. The next paragraph describes an example of devices in the system with a newer configuration. 
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6.10 System locally modified by MAX monitor. 
 

In the example of use described above, it may happen that the configuration of the system site is more 

recent than that of the local site: this may occur if changes have been made to the configuration file 

through the MAX monitor and the configuration of the local site has never been changed (assuming you are 

starting from a situation where the local site and system site were aligned). In this hypothesis, by opening 

IPerCom Installer Tools, after opening the local site associated to the system and after connecting to the 

system, the following screen is displayed: 

 

 
Figure 51: “Site” tab with system site modified 

 

As the system configuration has been modified from the MAX monitor, this is highlighted on the Site tab, as 

shown in the figure above: the modification date of the system site is more recent than the modification 

date of the local site. This means that the configuration is not aligned (blue box). 

The Configuration tab instead shows that the system devices have a newer configuration than the local 

site. In fact the Devices with a new configuration field is equal to 7, i.e. all the system devices: 
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Figure 52: “Configuration” tab with system site with more recent configuration than the local site 

The "Apply changes" button allows you to align (if you want) the system site with the local site, but losing 

all the modifications made on the system site. The warning message below is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 53: alignment of system site to local site with loss of modifications 

Press the "OK" button at the end of the configuration distribution: the Site tab, the Modified field on the 

local site and the system site have the same date and then the Aligned configuration field is selected: 

Note: connection to the system site may require the administrator password if the system is blocked, 

or the Urmet password if the system is unlocked. 
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Figure 54: aligned configuration between local site and system site 

In the Configuration tab, the Devices with a newer configuration field is reset to zero, while the Devices 

with the same configuration field takes the same value as the system devices with the same local site 

configuration: 

 

Figure 55: system devices aligned to the local configuration 

If, on the other hand, you do not want to lose the modifications made on the system site through the MAX 

monitor and you want to align the local configuration with the system configuration, simply press the 

"From system" button in the Configuration tab: in this way the system site configuration is transferred to 

the local site. The following screen is displayed, where the only configuration available on the system must 

be selected: 

 

Figure 56: window to select the configuration to be imported on the local site 

Now enable the "Import" button, and press it to import the keys (installer and administrator password)as 

shown below: 
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Figure 57: importing passwords 

After pressing the "OK" button, the configuration is aligned again, i.e. the local site and the system site 

modification date is the same and the devices have the same configuration. 

6.11 Importing configuration files with different IDs 
 

After locally creating a local site with a configuration file and transferring the configuration to the system, 

the situation is as follows: 

 

Figure 58: “Site” tab with local site and system site aligned 

The system is aligned, as shown in the red boxes, i.e. the modification date of the local configuration and 

that of the system are the same. 
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The Modified field is useful to understand if the configuration file is more recent on the local site or on the 

system site and then to understand where the last modifications were made (whether on local site or on 

system). The identifier of local site and system site are also aligned (blue box), because the 2 identifiers are 

calculated starting from the creation date of the same configuration file. 

This parameter is useful to avoid importing configuration files from other sites with different system 

identifiers on an already configured and functioning system, and thus creating malfunctions. If 

modifications need to be made to the system, they must be made from the local site associated with the 

system and then transferred to the system, so that there is always an aligned situation between the local 

site and the system site. 

If local site and system site have different identifiers and you try to apply the local site configuration to the 

system site, the following occurs. 

If you create a configuration file with an identifier other than 1582194433 (which is the right system 

identifier), i.e. with a creation date other than ''20/02/2020 11:27:13'', and if you are not yet connected to 

the system (which has the same identifier as the local site), the following situation occurs: 

 

Figure 59: “Site” tab with local site identifier different from that of the system site 

As shown in the figure above, the local site identifier is different from 1582194433. If you connect to a 

system already configured and working (with identifier 1582194433) and try to apply this configuration, 

you could inevitably lose the work already done. To avoid this, when the local identifier does not coincide 

with the system identifier (i.e. with system already configured), after pressing the "Connect" button, the 

following message is displayed: 
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Figure 60: error message if local site identifier and system site identifier do not match 

Press the "OK" button to close the application and reopen it on the Site tab with no local site open. 

The only way to connect to the system is to load the local site connected to this system: the correct use of 

the application requires in fact to have a unique local site for each system from which to connect to the 

system and make the modifications. 

If by mistake the local site has been deleted and you want to restore it from the system site, you can create 

a new local site with a zero identifier (i.e. without any configuration file): 

 

 

 

Figure 61: “Site” tab with local site identifier equal to zero 

Note: the above error also occurs if the local site configuration is taken from an external configuration 

file saved on a PC and you try to connect to a different identification system.  
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Now, after choosing the right network interface, it is necessary to connect to the system. 

The following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 62: “Site” tab with connection to the system and local site identifier equal to zero 

 

The system ID 1582194433 corresponds to that of the first configuration. Now move to the Configuration 

tab, the following screen is displayed: 

Note: connection to the system site may require the administrator password if the system is blocked, 

or the Urmet password if the system is unlocked. 
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Figure 63: “Configuration” tab to import the configuration from the system 

 

In this case the "Create" button is frozen because any local configuration created would have a different 

identifier from the one already present on the system site and could not be transferred.  

The quickest way to restore a local configuration compatible with the system site configuration is to press 

the "From system" button. The following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 64 importing from system configuration 
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After selecting the only available configuration on the system, the "Import" button is enabled. Press the 

"Import" button to import the keys and the system configuration, as already described above. 

 

Press the "OK" button, the Site tab restores the alignment: 

 

Figure 65: “Site” tab with local site and system site aligned 

 

The error message related to different identifiers on local site and system site is also displayed if, after 

connecting to a system, you import a configuration file on a local site whose identifier does not match the 

system identifier. When you try to apply this configuration to the system, this is prevented and the error 

already reported is shown. 
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6.12 Systems with two configurations 
 

Once the system configuration has been completed, it is good to lock the system (see section Blocking the 

system): in this way the installer can no longer have access to the system configuration except by means of 

the administrator password. Blocking the system is essential even in case of a wrong connection of a MAX 

monitor with a different configuration from the one present on the system. In fact (when the system is 

unlocked) if the configuration modification date of the connected device is more recent than that of the 

system configuration, the final result is the loss of configuration for all the devices in the system. This is 

because in the presence of 2 different configurations, coming from unlocked systems, the more recent one 

prevails over the less recent one. 

 

If, on the other hand, the system is blocked, any device incorrectly connected to the system does not cause 

any loss of configuration: the system and the added device remain with their configuration. In this 

situation, after connecting to the system, IPerCom Installer Tools signals the presence of 2 different 

configurations, as shown in the figure: 

 

 

Figure 66: message in case of devices/applications with different configuration 

 

This situation is abnormal and must be fixed immediately by disconnecting the device added incorrectly. 

Therefore, before adding a new device on an already configured system (blocked and especially not 

blocked), it is good to make sure that it is not configured (i.e. with factory settings).   

 

 

 

 

Note: in addition to the MAX monitor, the devices that can delete a system configuration are Server 

1060/1 and the Switchboard application. 
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6.13 Other functions of IperCom Installer Tools 
 

The other functions of IPerCom Installer Tools concern the Security, Date/Time, Diagnostic, System Log 

and Maintenance tabs. 

Now the functions of these tabs are described in detail. 

 

6.13.1 Security 

 

The Security tab allows you to: 

 modify the installer password, (for example if the administrator decides to change installer or if the 

installer can no longer remember his/her password); 

 block the system, i.e. enter an administrator password after the configuration step is finished. 

As described in paragraph Security level of an IPerCom system, there are two access password levels: 

 installer level, which provides a password that the installer chooses when creating the system 

configuration project and that is requested every time you want to access the system configuration 

project; 

 administrator level, which provides for a password that the administrator chooses to secure the 

system when the configuration step is finished. 

Note 1: the tabs listed above are only active if you have opened a site and are connected to a system. If 

no site has been opened, the tabs in question are deactivated. If you have opened a site but are not 

connected to any system, the same tabs suggest to connect to a system. 

 
Note 2: for Security, Diagnostic and Event Log tabs it is also necessary that the local site and system 

site configurations are aligned for their correct operation. 

 

Note 1: the installer password change does not require to enter the old password. 

 

Note 3: when a system has been blocked, the reverse operation can be performed, i.e. unlocking it. 

This is necessary if the installer has to access the configuration several times to make the necessary 

modifications. 

 

 

Note 2: for proper security management of a system, the installer password must not be known to the 

system administrator and similarly the administrator password must not be known to the installer. 
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Press the Security tab, the screen that is displayed is as follows (with system unlocked): 

 

Figure 67: “Security” tab 

 

The installer password change, administrator password entry (i.e. system block) and administrator 

password disabling (system unlock) are now described in more detail. 

 

6.13.1.1 Modifying the installer password 

To change the installer password, press the "Change installer password on site" button (red box): 

 

Figure 68: modifying the installer password 
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A screen is displayed where it is possible to enter the new password: 

 

Figure 69: entering the new password 

 

After entering the new password and pressing the "OK" button, it is possible to check in real time that the 

installer password change process is correctly performed. Once the procedure is complete, the following 

screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 70: installer password modification successfully performed 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: the installer password update does not apply to devices such as Lift Interface, Relay Actuator 

and Key Readers. 

 

 Note 2: the installer password is requested every time it is necessary to modify the configuration file of 

an IPerCom system through the configurator (regardless of whether the system is unlocked or blocked). 
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6.13.1.2 System block 

If the IPerCom system is unlocked, it is necessary to press the “Block" button (red box) to block it: 

 

Figure 71: how to block the system 

A screen is displayed where it is possible to enter the new password: 

 

Figure 72: entering the administrator password 

After entering the new administrator password and pressing the "OK" button, it is possible to check in real 

time that the administrator password entering process is correctly performed. Once the procedure is 

complete, the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 73: system blocked 
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The Security Status item has been changed to Blocked. 

 

6.13.1.3 Unlocking the system 

If the IPerCom system is blocked, it is necessary to press the “Unlock" button to unlock it: 

 

Figure 74: how to unlock the system 

 

It is possible to check in real time that the system unlocking process is carried out correctly. Once the 

procedure is complete, the following screen is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 75: unlocked system 

Note 2: at IPerCom Installer Tools level, if a system is blocked, when you connect to the system, the 

administrator password instead of the Urmet password "1937” is requested. 

 

 

 

Note 1: blocking a system at configuration distribution level does not apply to devices such as Lift 

Interface, Relay Actuator and Key Readers. 
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The Security Status item has been changed to Unlocked. 

 

6.13.2 Date/Time 

 

The Date/Time tab allows you to: 

 set date and time of the PC on the IPerCom system; 

 obtain the IPerCom system date and time. 

 

6.13.2.1 Configuring date and time from PC 

If you want to apply the date and time from PC to the IPerCom system, press the "Set Date/Time" button 

(red box): 

 

Figure 76: “Date/Time” tab - date/time setting of the PC on the system 

 

You are prompted to confirm the operation as shown below: 

 

Figure 77: confirmation window for date/time alignment operation 

Note 1: at IPerCom Installer Tools level, if a system is unlocked, when you connect to the system, the 

Urmet password "1937” is requested. 

 

 

 

Note 2: blocking a system at configuration distribution level does not apply to devices such as Lift 

Interface, Relay Actuator and Key Readers. 
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After pressing the "Yes" button, the date and time are applied to the IPerCom system. 

The correct date and time application is indicated by a confirmation message: 

 

Figure 78: date/time alignment successfully performed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: for proper system operation, the date and time of the IPerCom system must be correctly 

configured. On a system installed but not configured, before applying the configuration from the local 

site to the system site, it is necessary to set the date and time with the "Set Date/Time" button, as 

explained in paragraph How to set date and time on the system. If date and time are not set by 

IPerCom Installer Tools and the configuration from the local site to the system site is still applied, it is 

necessary to configure date and time of the system from the MAX monitors. 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: if the configuration distribution from local site to system site is made with a date and time 

incorrectly set in the future (i.e. later than the current date), after setting the date and time correctly, 

any changes to the local site configuration will never be applied to the system site, because IPerCom 

devices do not accept a configuration with a modification date older than the one they already contain. 

For this reason, the correct date and time configuration is essential when commissioning a system. In 

Appendix F: Date and time incorrectly set in the future there is the explanation to solve the problem. 
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6.13.2.2 Obtaining date and time from IPerCom system 

To obtain the date and time updated from the IPerCom system, it is necessary to press the "Request 

Date/Time from system" button. The date and time displayed and their difference in seconds compared to 

those of the PC refer to the time when the connection is made on the system. 

 

Figure 79: “Date/Time” tab - date/time request from system 

 

Now it is possible to check the status of the procedure in progress in real time: 

 

Figure 80: date/time request in progress 

 

At the end of the procedure, a screen with the date and time detected and any difference with the date 

and time of the PC (in seconds) is displayed: 
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Figure 81: date/time request completed 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: if “Request Date/Time from the system” button is pressed on a system where date and time 

have not yet been configured, the procedure shows the following message: 

 

The system must have configured date and time in order to request them correctly. To set the date and 

time correctly, press the "Set Date/Time" button. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: if the date and time difference between PC and system is greater than 60s, IPerCom Installer 

Tools signals the anomaly automatically with the following message: 
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6.13.3 Diagnostics 

 

The Diagnostic tab allows you to easily understand if all the devices in the system are working regularly or if 

there are problems of various types (connection, firmware alignment or other). The screen displayed is as 

follows: 

 

Figure 82: “Diagnostic” tab 

The following information is detailed for each device: 

Column Name Meaning  

Device Name Name assigned to the device in the configurator 

Model Device product data sheet 

FW version Device firmware release 

UPTK version Device UPTK version (software development platform)  

MAC Address Device MAC address 

IP Device IP address 

Configured on Date of the last update of the device configuration file 

Mode If the device works in server mode or without server 

Reachable Whether the device is reachable or not 

Aligned Whether the device is aligned with the UPTK version of IPerCom Installer Tools or not 

Configured Whether the device is configured or not 

Autotest OK Whether the device is working or not. The function is only active for Server 1060/1 and 

Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48. If there are any problems, the NO value is signalled and 

the  button is enabled to provide more information about the problem. 

Blocked Whether the device is on a blocked system or not 
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The icons in the red box are active depending on the selected device. The operation of each icon is 

explained below. 

Icon Meaning 

 
It allows you to obtain information on the UPS (uninterruptible power supply) status, including the 

percentage of battery charge and autonomy time. The button is enabled only if the selected device is a 

Server 1060/1. 

 
It allows you to obtain information about possible errors regarding the selected device. The button is 

active only if the selected device (Server 1060/1 or Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48) has errors 

(Autotest OK field value to NO).  

 
It allows you to delete the configuration on the selected device (through confirmation pop-up). The 

button is enabled on all devices. 

 
It allows you to perform a factory reset of the device. The button is enabled on all the devices except 

Key Reader, Relay Actuator and Lift Interface. 

 
It allows you to check that the selected device is reachable from any PC connected to the IPerCom 

network. The button is enabled on all the devices except Key Reader, Relay Actuator and Lift Interface. 

 
It allows you to check whether the selected device is connected to the Internet. The button is enabled 

on all the devices except Key Reader, Relay Actuator and Lift Interface. 

 
It allows you to restart the selected device. The button is enabled on all the devices except Key Reader, 

Relay Actuator and Lift Interface. 

The blue box, instead, contains: 

 the number of devices connected to the system (whether they are in the configuration or not); 

 a drop-down menu to filter the devices according to the ''All'' (default setting), ''Operational'' and 

''Not Operational'’ items. A device not operational is a device that is not reachable or not aligned or 

not configured or with autotest failed. A device operational is a device that is reachable, aligned, 

configured and with autotest not failed; 

 a text box to filter in the table the devices whose name or MAC address contains the text typed (the 

table updates as soon as you enter a text); 

 the  button to export the information in the diagnostic table to a csv file. 

 

Note 1: for a correct display of the csv file it is necessary to open Excel, go to the Data tab, press the 

From text icon, select the exported file and press "Import". You must now select "65001" as the 

character encoding: Unicode (UTF-8)" and the character "comma" as text delimiter. 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: the Key Reader, Relay Actuator and Lift Interface devices do not recognise the operating mode 

"with server" or "without server" and similarly do not recognise whether a system is blocked or not. 

Therefore for these devices the columns Blocked and Mode are marked with "---". 
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6.13.4 Event Log 

 

The System Log tab allows you to record in a log a set of events related to the operation of an IPerCom 

system. The recording of events can take place in 2 different modes if one of the following devices is 

present in the system: 

If this condition is verified, after opening a local site associated with a system, connecting to the system and 

checking that the configuration is aligned, the Event Log tab is displayed as shown below: 

 

Figure 83: “Event Log” tab (if a Server is in the system) 

The red box ( Source Selection section) highlights that the source of the event log is Server 1060/1, 

renamed as Event Log Server. 

If, in fact, there is no Server 1060/1 in the system and therefore no event source, the Event Log tab is 

shown as in the figure below: 

 

Figure 84: “Event Log” tab (if no Server is in the system) 
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If there are more than a Server 1060/1 in the system, the event log display is obviously independent of the 

Server chosen by the system as source (of event log) and is done by pressing the "Open Event Log" button. 

The screen displayed (after a set of processing) is as follows: 

 

Figure 85: displaying the event log (static mode) 

 

The figure above shows the static operation mode of the event log, i.e. a static representation of the events 

is displayed over a time interval of one week from the current date. Press the  button (red box), to 

update the event log to the current time instant and download it again from the selected source. 

Obviously it is possible to vary the time interval to display events before one week from the current date. 

The  button (red box) allows you to export the information in the event log to a csv file. 

 

 

Note 1: for a correct display of the csv file it is necessary to open Excel, go to the Data tab, press the 

From text icon, select the exported file and press "Import". You must now select "65001" as the 

character encoding: Unicode (UTF-8)" and the character "comma" as text delimiter. 
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When the event log is displayed for the first time in static mode, in the Site tab the item Event log saved 

locally is selected (red box): 

 

Figure 86: "Site" tab with event log saved locally 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: the maximum default number of recordable events is set to 10,000. When this number is 

reached, the oldest events are deleted. The number of recordable events can be changed for special 

needs up to a maximum of 100,000. This value can be changed from the IPerCom configurator (see the 

relevant paragraph System parameters).  
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If this item is selected, the next time IPerCom Installer Tools is started it is possible to consult the event log 

by simply opening the system site, even if you are not connected to the system (and therefore even if the 

local site and system site configurations are not aligned). In this case the Event Log tab looks like this: 

 

Figure 87: "Event Log" tab with event log saved locally 

 

In this case, the source is not the Server 1060/1, but the backup of the event log automatically saved on 

your PC the first time it was displayed in static mode and updated every time the  button was pressed. In 

this case the "Open Event Log" button shows the same screen as before, with the only difference that the 

event log cannot be updated in real time with the  button, which in fact is frozen. 

Also in this case it is possible to export the event log to a csv file. 

To display the event log saved locally (backup), the same event log must have been displayed at least once 

in online mode: the backup, in fact, is created as soon as the static event log operation mode is activated.  

Every time the "Open Event Log" button is pressed (except the first time) in static mode, the local event log 

is downloaded again. To prevent the previous one from being automatically overwritten, the following 

message is shown: 

 

Figure 88: request to overwrite the local event log 

 

If the "Yes" button is pressed, the previous local event log is overwritten and the static operation mode is 

enabled. If "No” is pressed, the static operation mode is not enabled.     
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If the event log has never been opened in static mode, if you try to enable it only with the local site open, 

the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 89: “Event Log” tab (without connection to the system) if the event log has never been opened in static mode 

Below is explained in more detail which information is tracked in the event log and how to filter it. 

 

6.13.4.1 How to filter event log: basic and advanced filters 

The basic and advanced filters (Search in Event Log section in the red box) work in the same way regardless 

of whether the source of the event log is the server or a backup saved according to what was previously 

written. The only difference between the 2 ways to view the event log is the possibility to update it with 

the button, when the source is a Server 1060/1. In both cases the screen displayed is as follows: 

 

Figure 90: event log filters 
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FILTERING THE EVENT LOG BY TIME INTERVAL 

The Start Date and Time and End Date and Time fields (in the red rectangle) allow you to display the event 

log within the selected time interval. The default time interval is one week. 

 

BASIC FILTERS 

Each time the event log window is opened, all the buttons related to the event categories in the Basic 

filters section are blue, i.e. selected: this means that IPerCom Installer Tools displays all the events and no 

basic filter has been applied. To deselect an event and then automatically not display it, it is necessary to 

press one of the buttons: its colour switches from blue to white. 

A more detailed explanation of the various categories of events is given below. 

 

CALLS 

The"Calls" event category includes all types of calls between the various system devices (including auto-

on): for each call the source device (from which the call starts), the destination device (to which the call 

arrives), the possible response and the end of the call are displayed in detail. The name of each device is 

preceded by the name of the topological node where the device has been placed. An example is given 

below: 

 

Figure 91: event log filtered by call event 

ACCESS POINT ACTIVITIES 

The "Access Point Activities" event category includes the opening of all access points (pedestrian and 

driveway access point) of the various indoor station, resident/non-resident devices (by means of door 

opener code or proximity key), entrance hall button, trade function and from Switchboard application. The 

name of each device to which the access point belongs is preceded by the name of the topological node 

where the device has been placed. An example is given below: 

 

Figure 92: event log filtered by access point activities 
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USER ACTIVITIES 

The "User Activities" event category includes, for residents and non-residents, the request to open an 

access point (with proximity key or door opener code) and its outcome, the 

assignment/removal/suspension/restoring of a key code, the assignment/suspension/restoring of a door 

opener code; for the last 2 events the MAC address of the device from which the 

assignment/removal/suspension/restoring of the key code or door opener code is made is also reported. 

The name of each device to which the access point belongs is preceded by the name of the topological 

node where the device has been placed. An example is given below: 

 

Figure 93: event log filtered by user activities 

DIAGNOSTICS 

The event category "Diagnostic" indicates for each device if it is no longer reachable and when it is 

reachable again. The name of each device is preceded by the name of the topological node where the 

device has been placed. An example is given below: 

 

Figure 94: event log filtered by diagnostics 

 

ALARMS 

The "Alarms" event category includes all the alarms generated by the IPerCom system: in detail, which 

device has generated a specific alarm, which Switchboard has taken charge of the alarm and which 

Switchboard has reset it. The name of each device is preceded by the name of the topological node where 

the device has been placed. An example is given below: 

 

Figure 95: event history filtered by alarms 
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OTHER 

The "Other" event category includes other events that do not fall into the above categories: in detail, 

events related to the Lift Interface, access and disconnection operations from the Switchboard application, 

MAC address of the device from which a configuration change to the system or an installer password 

change has been made. An example is given below: 

 

Figure 96: event log filtered by other events 

 

Each event category can be further filtered in the Advanced Filters section, which can be enabled by 

pressing the "Configure” item, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 97: advanced event log filters 

 

The next screen contains a drop-down menu with the various categories of events and, depending on the 

type of event selected, the relevant filter, as explained in more detail below. 
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6.13.4.2 Filter on Calls event 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "Calls" (default setting) is selected, the following is 

displayed:  

 

Figure 98: advanced filter for calls event 

 

Calls can be filtered according to the calling device ("Source") and the called device ("Destination"). The 

source and destination are selected by pressing the button . A screen opens where it is possible to 

navigate the topological structure of the system and generally choose a call station for the source, as 

shown below: 

 

Figure 99: navigation of the system topological structure 

The called device is selected in the same way.  

After pressing the "OK" button and then the "Apply filters" button, only calls between the devices selected 

above will be displayed for the Calls event category. 

After pressing the "Apply filters" button, only calls between the devices selected above will be displayed for 

the Calls event category. 

Note: one of the "Source" and "Destination" fields can be left to Any value. 
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FILTER ON ACCESS POINT ACTIVITY EVENT 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "Access point activities" is selected, the following is 

displayed:  

 

Figure 100: advanced filter for access point activity event 

 

By selecting one or more of the access points listed and after pressing the "Apply filters" button for the 

Access point activities event category, only the events related to the opening of the selected access points 

are displayed. 

 

FILTER ON USER ACTIVITY EVENT 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "User activities" is selected, the following is displayed:  

 

Figure 101: advanced filter for user activity event 

 

Select one or more residents/non-residents among those listed and press the "Apply filters" button: for the 

User activities event category, the access point opening requests (with proximity key or door opener code) 

and relevant outcome of the selected residents/non-residents only will be displayed. Also for the selected 

residents/non-residents, the events of assignment, removal, suspension, restoring of a key code and 

assignment, suspension, restoring of a door opener code with MAC address of the device from which the 

operation in question is carried out are also displayed. 
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FILTER ON DIAGNOSTIC EVENT 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "Diagnostic" is selected, the following is displayed: 

 

Figure 102: advanced filter for diagnostic event 

 

Select the MAC address of one or more devices among those present in the system and press the "Apply 

filters" button of the event category "Diagnostic", only the diagnostic events of the selected devices are 

displayed. 

 

ALARM EVENT 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "Alarms" is selected, the following is displayed:  

 

Figure 103: advanced filter for alarm event 

By selecting one or more types of alarms among those listed and after pressing the "Apply filters" button 

for the “Alarms” event category, only the events related to the selected alarms are displayed. 
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OTHER 

If, in the Category drop-down menu, the event type "Other" is selected, the following is displayed:  

 

Figure 104: advanced filter for other events 

 

By selecting one or more types of events among those listed and after pressing the "Apply filters” button 

for the event category Others, only the events selected are displayed. 

 

 

HOW TO CANCEL THE PREVIOUSLY SET FILTERS 

To cancel the previously set filters in the Advanced Filters section, simply press the "Reset Advanced 

Filters" button. This button resets all the previously selected advanced filters. 

 

DISPLAYING THE EVENTS 

For each event, the data that characterise it and help identify it are reported, i.e. date and time and a short 

description of the event. 
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6.13.5 Maintenance 

 

The Maintenance tab is useful if it is necessary to: 

 switch from a system with server to a system without server; 

 import a new configuration to the system; 

 restart all system devices. 

 

These operations are explained in more detail below. 

 

SWITCHING FROM A SYSTEM WITH SERVER TO A SYSTEM WITHOUT SERVER 

Switching from a system with 1060/1 Server to one without server is only possible if there are fewer than 

1000 devices and users. Otherwise, at least one 1060/1 Server is required for the correct system operation. 

In case of system with 1060/1 Server, the Maintenance tab of IPerCom Installer Tools appears as shown 

below: 

 

Figure 105: "Maintenance" tab - operation with server 

 

As you can see, the system works in “server” mode. 

If there are fewer than 1000 devices and/or users and you want to switch to a system without 1060/1 

Server, proceed as follows: 

If you want to switch to a system without server, carry out the following operations: 

 disconnect the various servers from the system; 

 start IPerCom Installer Tools (if already started, close and start the application again); 

 open the site associated with the system; 

 connect to the system; 

 enter the Maintenance tab. 
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The screen displayed is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 106: “Maintenance” tab - operation without server 

 

As you can see, IPerCom Installer Tools detects that the system is without server, because the various 

servers have been disconnected from the system. However, to complete the operation correctly, it is 

necessary to press the "Force Mode Without Server" button (which was frozen in the previous screen). The 

following message is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 107: request to restore the mode without server 

 

Press "OK", to restart the devices in the system so that they operate in "without server" mode. At the end 

of the operation, after entering the Urmet or administrator password, the following message is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 108: mode without server set correctly 
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 Now the last step is to enter the configurator, delete the various servers from the configuration and 

distribute it again (see paragraph The configurator). 

The switch from "with server" to "without server" is in any case automatic in medium-size systems (i.e. with 
fewer than 1000 devices/users); the devices restart within 15 minutes, in case all the servers are not 
working properly. In this way, the system continues to operate and you have a malfunction of only about 
15 minutes. 
 
In systems with more than 1000 IP devices and/or 1000 users at least one 1060/1 Server is needed; it is 
important to keep in mind, however, that in case of malfunction of the only server, the devices do not 
restart automatically and therefore the system no longer works properly. Therefore, if there are more than 
1000 devices and/or users, it is advisable to have more than one server in the system; in this way, if one 
server is no longer working, the presence of other servers guarantees the correct functioning of the system. 
 
In APPENDIX P3: Replacing a 1060/1 Server that is no longer working  The procedure for replacing a 1060/1 
Server is shown in any case. 
 

ADDING A SERVER TO THE SYSTEM 

To add a 1060/1 Server (not configured and with default settings) to a system in ''without server'' mode, it 

is necessary in a first step to connect only the 1060/1 Server to the PC (not to the IPerCom system) and 

perform the following operations in the order shown. 

1. upgrade with IPerUpgrade the 1060/1 Server to the same IPerCom version present on the system; 

2. through IPerCom Installer Tools open the site related to the system on which you want to add the 

1060/1 Server; 

3. add 1060/1 Server with its MAC address to the configuration and apply (in this case to 1060/1 

Server only) the new configuration; 

4. save the changes you have just made, close the site, disconnect 1060/1 Server from your PC and 

turn it off. 

At this point, you can connect the 1060/1 Server to the IPerCom system, turn it on and wait about 10 

minutes for the devices to restart to switch to "with server" mode. 

By connecting to the system through IPerCom Installer Tools, it is possible to verify that all the devices 

of the system have the same configuration and that the system itself is in "server" mode. 

Note 1: when switching from "with server" to "without server" mode, all devices restart, except those 
that do not support the UPTK software development platform, i.e. Key Reader, Relay Actuator, Lift 
Interface, iPerTAlk server, IPassan Controller and RTSP Cameras. 
 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: when switching from "with server" to "without server" mode upon IPerCom Installer Tools start 
(after disconnecting the server), the number of connected devices in the Configuration tab is equal to 
those that do not support the UPTK software development platform. In addition, all data relating to the 
system configuration file are not assigned a value. To return to a correct displaying of the above, it is 
necessary to press the "Force Mode Without Server" button as described above. 
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If 1060/1 Server is added when the IPerCom Installer Tools application is running, the following 

message appears: 

 

Figure 109: detecting one or more servers on the system 

Pressing the "OK" button to restart the application. 

 

IMPORTING OR CREATING A NEW CONFIGURATION ON THE SYSTEM 

To create or import a new configuration on an already configured system, it is necessary to delete the 

configuration already existing on the various devices. In fact, if the system has already been configured, it 

has its own identifier ( System ID field): in this situation the attempt to import other configurations with 

different ID into the system is blocked to avoid the irreversible loss of the work already done. 

If, however, it is necessary to change a configuration previously made, the only way to do this is to delete it 

from all the devices in the system and then reset these devices to factory settings. To do this it is necessary 

to press the "Delete configuration on devices" button: 

 

 

Figure 110: “Maintenance” tab - deleting the configuration 
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The following pop up window is displayed: 

 

Figure 111: request to delete the configuration from the system devices 

 

Press the "OK" button to delete the configuration from all the devices in the system to bring them back to 

factory settings and create automatically a backup file of the previous configuration. 

At the end of the procedure, IPerCom Installer Tools shows the following pop up window: 

 

 

Figure 112: configuration deletion successfully performed 

 

Press the "OK" button to restart the application. 

Now it is possible to reconfigure the system in one of the ways described above. 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: deleting the configuration will reboot the devices. Those equipped with display start with the 
screen that contains, among other things, the information ''Not configured''. 
 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: if the site associated to the system whose devices have been brought back to the factory 
configuration is reopened as local site, IPerCom Installer Tools shows a dialogue box through which it is 
possible to import the configuration previously associated to this system (saved through backup). 
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SYSTEM RESTART 

The "System restart" button (red box) allows you to restart all devices in the system: 

 

Figure 113: “Maintenance” tab - restarting the devices in the system 

 

The function is useful if a system without Server 1060/1 is connected to one or more devices not aligned to 

the IPerCom version already present on the system. As already seen in paragraph Device/application 

firmware  on MAX monitors, Switchboard and IPerCom Installer Tools applications display a warning 

message on misaligned devices. The fastest way to return the system to normal operation is to disconnect 

non-aligned devices, restart IperCom Installer Tools (and the Switchboard application, if any) and restart the 

devices in the system with the "System restart" button. 

The case in which one or more Servers 1060/1 are present in the system is described in the next paragraph. 
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6.13.6 Devices not aligned to the same IPerCom or software development platform (UPTK) version 

 

The possible presence of a misalignment between UPTK versions of the devices and/or software 

applications with that of IPerCom Installer Tools is signalled after opening a site and connecting to the 

related system. A misalignment between UPTK versions simply implies the presence on the system of 

devices/applications with different IPerCom versions. 

The most common cases of misalignment can occur in the following 2 ways: 

 with IPerCom Installer Tools system and application aligned, one or more devices not upgraded to 

the same IPerCom version of the system are connected; 

 the IPerCom Installer Tools application (and/or Switchboard) was not aligned to the latest version of 

IPerCom present on the system. 

 

Therefore it is essential to: 

 add new devices to a system only after aligning them to the correct IperCom version through the 

IPerUpgrade application for Windows operating system, available with its manual at 

www.urmet.com; 

 also update the IPerCom Installer Tools application (and/or Switchboard) when a system has been 

upgraded to a more recent IPerCom version. 

 

If one or more devices are connected to a properly operating system but they are not aligned with the 

iPerCom (or UPTK) version available on the system, after the connection to the system , the IPerCom 

Installer Tools application is closed and a screen similar to the one below opens: 

 

Figure 114: devices with UPTK versions not aligned 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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Press the "Status" button to display the list of devices and/or software applications whose UPTK version 

(6.24) is not aligned with that of the local device/application (6.41) (in this case IPerCom Installer Tools): 

 

Figure 115: list of devices whose UPTK version is not aligned with the local version 

 

The screen with the exclamation mark is also displayed on all MAX monitors on the system (see paragraph 

Devices not aligned to the same IPerCom version or UPTK software development platform).  

If non-aligned devices are updated to the correct IPerCom version, the screen in question disappears 

automatically at the end of the update procedure. 

If, on the other hand, non-aligned devices are disconnected from the system, the message on the MAX 

monitors does not disappear automatically, but every single monitor must be restarted. This operation can 

be very difficult in large systems: in this case the "Update device list" button is very useful because, in the 

presence of Server 1060/1, it allows restarting IPerCom Installer Tools and the whole system (except Key 

Reader, Relay Actuator and Lift Interfacedevices). In this way the screen on MAX monitors disappears and 

the list of outdated devices/software applications on IPerCom Installer Tools is updated. 
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Press the button in question to display the following message: 

 

Figure 116: request to restart MAX monitors that have signalled the presence of non-aligned devices 

 

By pressing "Yes", all devices in the system are restarted and the following message is displayed at the end 

of the operation: 

 

 

Figure 117: iPerCom Installer Tools restart request 

 

In this way IPerCom Installer Tools will not show any message of misaligned devices/software applications 

upon the next start. 

If there is no 1060/1 Server in the system, see the contents of the previous paragraph. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: the function described above, i.e the possibility to restart the system, is present only on the 
IPerCom Installer Tools application but not on the MAX monitor nor on the Switchboard application, 
which only allow displaying the list of devices not aligned with the local UPTK version. 
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If a PC with an IPerCom Installer Tools version which is not updated to the version of the rest of the system 

is connected to a regularly working system, as soon as you connect to the system, a screen of this type is 

displayed: 

 

Figure 118: IPerCom Installer Tools not aligned with the rest of the system 

 

You can see that the local version of UPTK (the one of the IPerCom Installer Tools application) is not the 

same as the one of the system (6.41): in this situation it is necessary to upgrade IPerCom Installer Tools to 

the correct version. The various officially released versions of IPerCom Installer Tools are available for 

download at www.urmet.com. 
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7 The configurator 

The configurator allows defining the system topology, associating the various devices to the system nodes, 

creating directories, activation rules, access control rules, residents and non-residents, setting the 

operating mode of the system.  

The configurator is integrated in both IPerCom Installer Tools and the MAX monitor and the operating 

mode is very similar. 

In both cases it is necessary to create the system configuration by defining (as described later) the system 

project. In the next paragraphs the use of the configurator within IPerCom Installer Tools is explained. 

 

7.1 Creating or editing the configuration file from IPerCom Installer Tools  

The creation (or modification) of the configuration is done through the Configuration tab, after opening a 

site. 

The buttons to create a new configuration or modify an existing one are shown below and are active 

according to the description below: 

 Create, to create a new configuration (if you are not connected to a system or you are connected to 

a system without configuration); 

 From File, to import the configuration from an external .ccf file (with the constraints described in 

the previous paragraphs, connected or not connected to a system) and modify it; 

 From the System, to import the configuration from the system to which you are connected (with 

the constraints described in the previous paragraphs) and modify it; 

 Edit, to edit an already existing configuration (connected or not connected to a system). 

The configuration creation (and thus the configurator) allows you to: 

 define the system topology (whether small, medium or large), 

 add the devices on the topological nodes of the system, 

 customise the system (assigning appropriate names to apartments, topological nodes, devices, 

etc.), 

 define the directories, 

 create the activation rules, 

 create users (residents and non-residents), 

 set the access control, 

 configure system parameters and call forwarding. 

All these points will be explained in detail in the following paragraphs. 
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7.1.1 Selecting the system topology (model) and the configurator structure 

To create a new configuration, simply press the Create button in the Configuration tab. The following 

screen is displayed. 

 

Figure 119: system topology 

In this screen it is possible to define the main data to create a new project (from which you can start to 

create the system configuration). The data are the following ones: 

 project name; 

 installer password; 

  system model (or topology). 

 

 

 

Note 1: to enter the name of the project and the installer password use the alphanumeric keyboard 

present in the configurator. Special characters (for example the ‘’emoticons’’) may not be displayed 

correctly (also on Call Module or Switchboard or Modular entry panel with 1060/48). It is therefore 

advisable to check the correct display of the characters on the system devices and configurator at the 

end of the configuration. 

 

 Note 2: if, instead of creating a new configuration, you want to modify an existing one, the configurator 

is opened with the configuration present on the system, after entering the installer password. 
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As for the choice of the plant model, there are 4 options available, depending on your needs: 

1. Villa Kit (one-household) 

2. Single Stair 

3. Multiple Stairs 

4. Multi Block 

The choice of a plant model rather than another determines the topological structure of the plant model 

itself and the behaviour of the network interfaces of the MAX monitors in the system; if you are not sure of 

the choice, we recommend to select the most generic model, i.e. Multi Block. 

As for the plant models Multiple Stairs and Multi Block, these are the only ones that allows placing both 

secondary and primary Call Modules. 

The Villa Kit (one-household) plant model is the only one that allows accessing the Internet of the MAX 

monitors through the ETH0 network interface, which is normally used for other purposes.  

Once all the fields have been filled in and the desired model has been selected, by pressing “OK” a basic 

project will be created and the “Topology” tab will be displayed. 

 

Figure 120: The “Topology” tab of a “Multiple Stairs” configuration 

 

The shown screen is related to the case in which the Multiple Stairs topology was chosen during the project 

creation phase. 

To browse through the various topological nodes it is necessary to use the navigation module, visible on the 

left in Figure 124; it is possible to identify three zones: 

 an upper part (in yellow), showing the current topological node; 

 a central part (in red), with a list of all the topological nodes that derive directly from it; 

 a lower button (in blue), to add new nodes to the topology. 
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Figure 121: Example of navigation in topology for a “Multiple Stairs” project 

 

Two buttons are available for the topological nodes: 

        clone, which allows you to create an identical copy of the topological node and of all the nodes 

that derive from it; this button is not available in case of apartments. 
 

        delete, which allows removing the topological node and all the nodes that derive from it. 

 

When creating the topology, it must be taken into account that IPerCom supports a maximum number of 

99 blocks, a maximum number of stairs per block of 30, and a maximum number of floors per stair of 1000. 

Therefore a maximum of 1000 apartments can be added to each floor, for a maximum of 1000 apartments 

in total in the entire system. 

 1000 apartments in total in systems without Server 1060/1; 

 4000 apartments in total in systems with at least one Server 1060/1. 

It is also important to remember that the maximum number of nodes (or devices) in a system without 

Server 1060/1 is 1000 while in a system with at least one Server 1060/1 is 4000.  

The screens below refer to systems without Server 1060/1. 
 

In the context module within “Topology” it is possible to access 4 configuration panels that allow you to 

make changes related to the current node: 

 “Settings”, that allows accessing the node properties;  

 “Devices”, that allows adding/modifying/removing devices; 

 “Address books”, that allows creating the address books used by above all by MAX monitors and 

Audio Door Phone 1160/3; 

 “Activations”, that allows activating Relay Actuators outputs. 
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The "Project" tab can be used to set all of the basic information of the project. 

 

Figure 122: "Project" tab of a multiple stairs configuration 

 

In particolare è possibile distinguere i seguenti 4 tab: 

 

Details 

The tab contains some general information about the project (name, creation and modification dates, 

project version and version of the configurator with which it was created) and allows you to change the 

installer password and the project template; 

 

Website 

The tab allows you to enter all the information regarding the system site address. 

 

Agent 

The tab allows you to enter all the information concerning the personal details of the agent who 

commissioned the system. 

 

Installer 

The tab allows you to enter all the information concerning the personal details of the system installer. 
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Export 

The tab allows you to: 

 export a file in html format that contains a summary of the topology and the devices that make up 

the system; 

 export a file in xml format useful for the integration of the IPerCom system with the IPassan access 

control system (per ulteriori dettagli vedere APPENDICE O: Integrazione di IPassan con IPerCom). 

With regard to the summary in html format of the system, it is possible to: 

 choose whether to export information about nodes or devices in the system or both; 

 choose from which node to export the above information. 

For each node, the name, the type (if site node, block or other), the topological code and whether it is a 

2Voice node is shown; in case of 2Voice apartment, the configuration of the dip-switches is also shown (for 

further details see paragraph Adding an IPerCom-2Voice Gateway on a stair node). 

For each device, the MAC address, the device type, the name and the topological node where it has been 

added is shown (for further details see paragraph Adding devices). 

The installer can use the "Change" button in "Project" field of the "Details" tabs to change the system 

model. Press the button to open a dialogue box in which you can select the desired new model. 

 

Figure 123: Changing the system model 

 

If you go from a simpler model to a more complex one (e.g. from a "Villa Kit" model to a "Multiple Stairs" 

model), conversion is immediate and no further intervention by the user is required. If you go from a more 

complex system model to a simpler one (e.g. from a "Multi Block" model a "Single Stair" model), you may 

need to remove the typological nodes in excess and shift the devices. 
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Transition from one system model to another is usually required in the following cases: 

• if the model was not chosen correctly during the creation phase of the project; 

• if the system layout greatly evolved after the project was created. 

For example, if you have a "Single Stair" project model and only later you discover that main and secondary 

Call Modules are needed (which requires a "Multiple Stairs" or "Multi Block" model), you will need to 

change the model in the configuration in order to meet the new specifications. 

The various types of system are now described in more detail. 

 

7.1.1.1 Villa Kit (one-household) systems 

 

The Villa Kit (one-household) systems are those systems with one floor and only one apartment where up 

to 10 MAX monitors and/or Audio Door Phones can be installed. 

 

Figure 124: “Topology" tab for Villa Kit (one-household) system 

 

In a Villa Kit system, the addition of other apartments is not allowed and the Call Module, Door Speaker 

Unit and Switchboard devices can only be certified on the floor. 
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7.1.1.2 Single Stair systems 

 

The single stair systems are characterised by the fact that all the apartments are arranged on the floors 

belonging to a single stair. This mode is also suitable for two-family systems. On this system it is possible to 

have any number of apartments and floors on which IPerCom devices will be placed. 

By selecting Single Stair as plant model, a stair with a floor and a single apartment is created automatically. 

 

Figure 125: “Topology" tab for Single Stair system 

It will then be possible to add the desired number of floors and the relevant apartments by clicking on the 

relevant button at the bottom of the navigation module.  

 

Figure 126: Adding of new floors to the topology 
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7.1.1.3 Multiple Stairs systems 

 

If the system topology consists of several stairs within the same block, a Multiple Stairs configuration can 

be created.  

In this case a block is automatically created with one stair, one floor and a single apartment. 

 

Figure 127: “Topology" tab for Multiple Stairs system 

 

If you need to add or remove stairs/floors/apartments, you can do it in subsequent steps using the relevant 

button at the bottom of the navigation module. 

 

Figure 128: Adding of new stairs to the topology 
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7.1.1.4 Multi Block systems 

 

The last type of plant model supported by the configurator is the Multi Block one, that allows creating a 

project with any number of blocks/stairs/floors/apartments.  

The selection of Multi Block as plant model automatically leads to the creation of a site without blocks, as 

shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 129: “Topology" tab for Multi Block system 

 

As in the previous cases it will be possible to add all the blocks with their stairs/floors/apartments with a 

single command.  

 

Figure 130: Adding of new blocks to the topology 
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If the topological structure of the system is not homogeneous, it will be possible to add/remove 

blocks/floors/stairs/apartments at a later time.  

The configurations are created and edited using the IPerCom Configurator application, also known as the 

configurator. 

The configurator consists of three main components, shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 131: Main components of the configurator 

 
It is possible to see:  

 an upper bar (in yellow), which allows accessing to the main functions through the following items:  

 “Project”, to set the basic information about the project (name, installer password, etc.);  

 “Topology”, to change the system topology, add devices, create address books and set 
activations;  

 Users", to add residents and non-residents, as well as users enabled to access the 
Switchboard application, “Access Control”, to set the rules to access the system;  

 ‘’Building Automation’’, to define the activation rules of Relay Actuator of the system;  

 “System”, for the system global settings;  

 “Search”, to perform a fast search among the system elements.  

 a navigation module (in red), to view and add/modify/remove system topological nodes: blocks, 
stairs, floors and apartments;  

 a context module (in blue), to set the configuration parameters.  
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7.1.2 Adding devices 

Once the system topology has been defined, it will be possible to add the devices making up the system in 
the configuration. 

Each device is associated to a defined topological node. 

Regardless of the complexity of the system topology, generally any type of IPerCom device can be added to 

each topological node. The only exceptions are: 

 Call Modules, Entry Panels  with 1060/48, Entry Panels and Switchboards, which can’t be added in 

an apartment; 

 the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway and the Lift Interface, which can only be added on the stair node; 

 Private Call Module, which can only be added on apartment node. 

Therefore, MAX monitors can also be used on topological nodes like site, block, stair or floor if you want to 

provide call stations: for example, in the “Swimming pool” room, which could be located on a specific stair, 

positioning a MAX monitor could allow you to call the switchboard or to receive calls from it or the 

apartments. 

The IPerCom Clock Module, where applicable, must be added in the configuration as every other device 

and can be positioned in any topological node of the system. 

To add any device it is necessary to press the "Topology" tab, then the "Devices" tab and through the 

navigation module position on the node where you want to add the device. To add MAX monitors to an 

apartment, the situation is shown below: 

 

 

Figure 132: how to add a new device 
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Now simply press the "Add new device" button. A list of all devices that can be added to the apartment 
node is displayed: 

 

Figure 133: list of devices that can be added on the apartment node 

 

To add a MAX monitor, simply press "Max 1717/31-32-33-34-41” item. The following screen opens: 

 

Figure 134: MAX monitor configuration 
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A screen opens where it is necessary to enter some parameters to configure and customise the device in 
question (e.g. fill in the MAC address of the monitor and give it a meaningful name). After this operation, 
press the OK button: the MAX monitor is displayed on the topological node previously chosen: 

 

Figure 135: addition of a MAX monitor in the apartment 

 

Therefore, to add any device, it is necessary to: 

 select the "Topology" tab, then the "Devices" tab; 

 position on the node where you want to add the device (through the navigation module); 

 press the "Add Devices" button; 

 choose the device to be added from the list; 

 configure the device; 

 press the OK button in the relevant configuration screen. 

 

 

 

Note 1: in Appendix A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices the configuration parameters of all 

the IperCom devices are shown and explained in detail. 

 

 Note 2: for each node selected in the "Settings" tab it is possible to customise the name of the node in 

question through the "Name" field.  
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If the devices are added when you are already connected to the system, it is useful to use the “...” button to 
enter the MAC address, as shown in the figure for a MAX monitor: 

 

Figure 136: MAC address entry when connected to the system 

 

By pressing the “...” button and then the “Scan” button, a list of all the MAX monitors installed in the 
system with their MAC address but not yet added to the configuration is displayed: 

 

Figure 137: list of devices installed but not configured 
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Simply select the device to add, identifying it through its MAC address, and it is filled in automatically. 

To access the list of devices present in each topological node, you need to select the “Topology” tab: by 

using the navigation module you must select the desired position, then go to the context module to the 

"Devices" tab, where you will find a table showing all the devices installed in the selected node. 

 

Figure 138: List of devices placed in a topological node 

In the example shown in the figure, an apartment has been selected in the topological position 

0101010101, in which 2 MAX monitors are installed. 
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7.1.2.1 Adding a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice on a stair node 

 

If a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 has been added on a stair node with one of the methods described 

above, the configurator has some differences compared to the addition of other devices. The addition of a 

Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 on a stair node highlights the fact that on that stair node you want to 

install a riser column of 2Voice audio / video apartment stations. To distinguish the stairs with IPerCom 

audio / video apartment stations from the 2Voice stairs, these ones and all their underlying nodes are 

highlighted in yellow in the configurator's navigation module: 

 

Figure 139: Stairs where a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice is placed with underlying floors and apartaments 

 

On the nodes below the stair node (floors and apartments), where a Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 has 

been placed, it is not possible to add any device; the "Add new device" button on these nodes shows the 

following screen: 

 

Figure 140: Adding devices on nodes below a stair with Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 
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On the stair node where the Gateway IPerCom-2Voice was added, it is possible to add new devices.  

On the contrary, if a gateway is added on a stair node under which several IPerCom devices are placed, 

these will be deleted (excluding those placed on the stair node itself): 

 

Figure 141: Remove devices if a gateway is added in stair 

 

The 2Voice apartments that are thus created under the stair, where the gateway is located, have a different 

setting page than the IPerCom apartments: in addition to the "Name", "Topological Code", "Numerical 

Code" or "Logical Code" fields (if the system is set in numerical or logical mode), the "2Voice Code" field 

also appears: 

 

 

Figure 142: apartment 2Voice code setting 
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This field is used to set the physical code of the 2Voice user: the allowed values range from 0 to 126. 

 

Pressing on the numerical value "0" opens the following window: 

 

Figure 143: Window where enter apartment code 

 

By entering an allowed value and pressing ‘’OK’’, the last 7 dip-switches in the image below are 

automatically positioned on the right position, so as to represent the previously entered number in binary 

format. Having entered 100, the figure shown below appears: 

 

Figure 144: Binary code of the entered code 
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It is also possible to act directly on the dip-switches (pressing on the related image) to set the desired 

2Voice code. 

The setting of the dip-switches must be reported on apartment stations of the 2Voice riser column. 

The first dip-switch (starting from the left) must not be modified as regards the setting of the physical code 

of the 2Voice users. 

For details, follow the instructions in the 2Voice technical manual (available from the website 

www.urmet.com). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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7.1.2.2 Adding a Lift Interface 1060/37 on a stair node 

Add a Lift Interface 1060/37 to control the lift control panels in order to enable the ascent only to the 

defined floors according to the apartment called. The interfacing to the lift control units is typically made by 

changing the status of one or more inputs of these control panels through control relays. 

IperCom allows you to choose 3 modes of use for the lift interface in the "Mode" parameter: 

 Lift interface 

 Lift interface-RS485 

 Relay Actuator Mode 

 

Figure 145: Lift Interface configuration - Selection of use mode 

 

7.1.2.2.1 Lift interface mode 

The lift interface type allows you to associate relays to floors or apartments in the unit, for example it is 

possible to associate a relay to each floor. 

It is necessary to define the operating mode of the Lift Interface: 

 Mode for Floor 

 Mode for Apartment 

The setting is made for each individual scale, as shown in the following figure. The first Floormode allows 

you to associate the interface commands according to the floor of the apartment: in this case several 

apartments on the same floor will share the same relay activation layout. The second Apartment mode 

allows you to associate a different configuration of commands for every single apartment in the unit: it is 

useful if there are several apartments on the same floor, each with its own dedicated lift. 
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Figure 146: Lift Interface setting - Mode selection 

 

7.1.2.2.1.1 Creating the path 

The lift interface is equipped with 24 relays that can be configured through the IperCom Installer Tools 

configurator, so that they close in response to an event occurring in the system. A typical case is to enable 

the visitor who accesses the residential complex to use a lift to access only the floor, or the apartment 

according to the operating mode, where the person with the selected name lives. For this to be possible, it 

is necessary to create a "path", i.e. an association between the access that allows accessing the structure 

(for example a main or secondary call station or a proximity reader module) and the destination to which 

the visitor will move, i.e. the floor/apartment. 

To access the path configuration it is necessary to enter the configuration page of the device, at the lift 

interface you want to configure. In the "paths" section the list of all paths already configured is shown. It is 

possible to edit or delete an existing path by pressing the "Edit" and "Delete" icons. It is possible to create a 

new path by pressing the "Add Path" button. 
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Figure 147: Lift interface configuration - Creating the access path 

To create a path, it is necessary to select a access available in the system from the list. The types of devices 

that can be selected are:  

 Call Modules 1060/12-13-17-18  

 Entry panels with 1060/48 

 Entry panels 1060/21-71-74-75  

 Key proximity readers 1060/82-86 

 Switchboard 1060/41 

Then it is necessary to set the activation time of the relays associated with the path. The following options 

are possible: 

 5 minutes 

 15 minutes 

 Unlimited 

 Customised 

In the last case it is necessary to specify the duration in seconds for which you want the relays to remain 

energised.  
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7.1.2.2.1.2 Control Relay Assignment 

The configuration of a lift interface is completed by assigning the control relays to the floors/apartments 

concerned. The way to make the assignment is the same whether it is used in "Floor" or "Apartment" 

mode, what changes is the section where the configuration is made: in the first case within the floor, in the 

second case within the apartment. Basically, it is necessary to match each floor/apartment you want to 

enable with the switching of one or more relays necessary to allow the lift to rise. 

 

7.1.2.2.1.3 Assignment in Floor mode 

Since the assignment operation is carried out through the settings of each Floor concerned, it is necessary 

to first select the desired floor, choose the lift interface to configure and finally enable the relays to be 

activated. 

 

Figure 148: Lift Interface association - Floor selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: the possibility to activate even more than one relay for each floor/apartment is present to make 

complex selections, if required by the lift control panel (e.g. enabling via a multi-digit binary code). 
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Figure 149: Lift Interface association - Enable control relay in floor mode 

This operation must be repeated for each floor. The figures above show for example the activation of relay 

1 in case you want to enable the lift on Floor 01. 

In a very active system, where several paths have been configured, each with its own activation time, the 

relay opening times may overlap, for example: 

 Path 1  

o From the main entry panel to the lift. 

o 1st floor 

o Activation time: 5 minutes. 

 Path 2 

o From the secondary entry panel to the lift. 

o 2nd floor 

o Activation time: 7 minutes. 

 Path 3 

o From the proximity reader to the elevator. 

o 5th floor 

o Activation time: 10 minutes. 

A visitor makes a call from the main entry panel to an apartment on the 1st floor (Path 1). When the indoor 

station of the apartment opens the door, a command is sent to the lift interface that enables the relevant 

relay(s) for 5 minutes. If within 5 minutes a call is made from the secondary entry panel to an apartment on 

the 2nd floor (Path 2) and in the meantime a door is opened through the proximity reader, for example in 

the garage, by a 5th floor resident (Path 3), the lift interface will ensure the activation time of the first call 

(Path 1) and at the same time, from the moment the lift interface has received the relay(s) activation 

command, the activation time of the second and third call (Path2 and Path 3). 

If there is a Switchboard 1060/41 connected to a PC using the SwitchBoard application, it is necessary to 

create a path between the two devices. In the path settings the Switchboard does not have the Activation 

time parameter to configure as, for example, the call modules, because it is the switchboard operator who 

decides the activation time when enabling the output manually. For more details, see the Switchboard user 

manual. 

 

Note: Each lift interface acts exclusively within the block/unit to which it is associated, so the floors to 

be selected will only be those relevant to its block and unit. 
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7.1.2.2.1.4 Assignment in Apartment mode 

In this case the assignment operation is carried out through the settings of each apartment, it is necessary 

to first select the desired floor, choose the lift interface to configure and finally enable the relays to be 

activated. 

 

Figure 150: Lift Interface assignment - Apartment selection 

 

 

Figure 151: Lift Interface assignment - Enabling control relay in Apartment mode 

As in the case described above, this operation must be repeated for each apartment. The figures above 

show for example the activation of relay 1 in case you want to enable the lift on Apartment 1. 

 

 

Note: Each lift interface acts exclusively within the block/unit to which it is associated, so the 

apartments to be selected will only be those relevant to its block and unit. 
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7.1.2.2.2 Access for non-residents 

It is also possible to configure access paths for non-resident users. In the users section choose a "non-

resident" user in case he/she is already present in the system, or press "Add" to create a new one (to add a 

non-resident user, see paragraph Non-residents). After the selection, the following screen will open: 

 

Figure 152: Lift Interface assignment - Setting of non-resident user paths 

 

Press the "Lift Interface Settings" button to configure relay enabling. 

 

Figure 153: Lift Interface assignment - Enabling non-resident user relays (part 1) 

In this screen it is possible to enable the relays that will be activated according to a certain event (e.g. by 

entering the door opener code) on all the paths created between the lift interface and the various devices. 
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Tick the "Customise" box to enable the relays to every single path created between the lift interface and 

the various devices. 

 

 Figure 154: Lift Interface assignment - Enabling non-resident user relays (part 2) 

 

 

7.1.2.2.3 Lift interface-RS485 mode  

The Lift Interface-RS485 type allows interfacing the device with a possible third party controller. In this case 

the lift interface will only communicate the event occurred in the system to the third party controller that 

will perform the actions programmed according to the above event. 

 

7.1.2.2.4 Relay Actuator Mode 

The Relay Actuator Mode type allows the lift interface to be used exactly like a relay actuator 1060/84 but 

with 24 outputs. For relay operation and configuration, see paragraph "Relay actuator 1060/84 in  

Appendix A". 
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7.1.3 Contacts 

 

In the "Topology” tab, through the “Address Books” item, it is very easy to create:  

 the contact list in the address book of the MAX monitors (most common use), 

 the contact list associated with the call buttons of the Audio Door Phones (most common use); 

 the contact list in the directory of all types of call modules (Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18 or Alpha 

Call Module), i.e. contacts outside their visible residents (special cases). 

Contacts are created in the address book according to the following requirements: 

•  to call MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones from other MAX monitors and/or Audio Door Phones 

(for example, if there is a dental practice or a swimming pool in the system, it will be possible to 

add the contact to the address book of all MAX monitors in the system); 

•  call MAX monitors and Audio Apartment Stations from call modules; 

•  call Switchboards from MAX monitors and/or call modules, if the Switchboards are outside the 

topological path of the nodes where the MAX monitors and/or call modules are located; 

•  to call Switchboards from Audio Door Phones; 

•  to implement the auto-on function on Entry Panels, Call Modules, RTSP cameras that are outside 

the topological path of the node where a MAX monitor is located. 

The addition of contacts in the address book is linked to the concept of the node and its topological group. 

If a contact is created on a topological node, it can be made available to: 

 all the MAX monitors, Audio Door Phones and/or Call Modules present on that node (creation of 

private contacts); 

 all the MAX monitors, Audio Door Phones and/or Call Modules present on the topological group of 

that node (creation of public contacts). 

 

The set of topological nodes, which include a contact, is called the scope of the contact. 

Each contact created in address book will automatically be added also to the address book of the 

switchboards. 

The following paragraphs describe the procedures for creating contacts according to the needs shown 

above. 
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As a common example we take a Multi Block project whose topology is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 155: Example of system topology for the creation of the address book 

 

The system consists of two blocks with two stairs each, three floors per stair and three apartments per 

floor. We will assume there is a Call Module on the site, one in block "01", a Switchboard in block "02", a 

MAX monitor in Stair "01" of block "01" and a MAX monitor plus an Audio Door Phone in each apartment 

(not shown in the figure for the sake of simplicity). 

 

7.1.3.1 Allowing calls from Audio Door Phones and/or Call Modules to MAX monitors and Audio Door Phones 

and/or call modules 
 

 

In order to be able to call a MAX monitor and/or an Audio Door Phone from other MAX monitors in the 

system, it is necessary to add a contact in the address book of the latter. 

 

The recipient of the contact may be:  

 

•  a single device positioned in a topological node; 

• a set of devices positioned in a topological node. 

 

The difference between the two cases is shown in the example every apartment has a MAX monitor and an 

Audio Door Phone. We will suppose that one of these apartments, e.g. the one with topological code 

"0101010101", is a dental practice. 

If you want to call only the MAX monitor present in the dental practice from the apartment with topological 

code "0101010102", add a contact in its address book having that device as target. If, instead, you want to 

make both the MAX monitor and the Audio Door Phone in the dental practice ring, the contact must be the 

set of devices in the dental practice, that is in the topological node in which they are placed. 

 

 

 

You can create a contact in a topological node using the configurator on the "Address books" tab of the 

topological node itself.  
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If you want to add the dental practice as a contact in the address book of the MAX monitor of apartment 

"0101010102", simply position the navigation unit on the concerned topological node and select the 

"Address books" tab, as shown in the following figure: 
 

 
 

Figure 156: “Address Book” screen 

 

 

To create a new contact, press the "Add new contact". The following page will appear: 

 

 
Figure 157: New contact creation screen 
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The following table shows the meanings of the four fields: 

 

 

Name Name of contact 

Scope Scope of the contact. 
This shows the node in which you are creating the contact; if the 
topological node is different from the apartment, you can establish 
whether the contact should be public or private (it is public by 
default). 

Target The recipient of the contact, i.e. who should be contacted. It can 
be a device or a set of devices connected in a topological node. 

Visibility Filter Selectable list of the types of devices which must use the contact.  
Variable according to the recipient.  
The complete list includes the following items: 
  - Monitor MAX, 
  - Call Modules, 
  - Audio Door Phones by means of button T1, 
  - Audio Door Phones by means of button T2. 

 

Assign a meaningful name to the contact, e.g. "Dental Practice", then next to "Target" press the "Edit" 

button. The following screen will appear, from which you can choose the target. 
 

 

 

Figure 158: Target selection screen 
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Now, point to apartment "0101010101" with the navigation unit on the left and add the target, selecting it 

from one of the items suggested on the right. 

 

Figure 159: Target selection 

As previously mentioned, you can select only one device of the dental practice as target (i.e. only the MAX 

monitor or the only Audio Door Phone) or both devices referred to the concerned apartment. In the latter 

case, select "All Door Phones Door Phones on node Apartment". 

For example, select "ALL Door Phones on node Apartment" and press the "OK" button to update the 

contact. 

 

 

Figure 160: Target data updated contact creation screen 
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As shown in the figure, the target was selected and the "Visibility Filter" field was updated, filling in the list 

of devices that the contact may use. 

 

The last step consists in setting the filter. In order to show the address book of the MAX monitor of the 

"0101010102" apartment, simply select the only "MAX" element from the list above. 

 

 
Figure 161: Visibility filter set-up 

 

 

Press the "OK" button to create the contact and update the list on the screen in Figure 69. 

 

 
Figure 162: List of contacts with the new element created 
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In this manner, the new contact "Dental Practice" will appear in the address book of the MAX monitor of 
apartment "0101010102" and can call it or start a chat with it. 

In the list of contacts, the buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to edit or delete data for 

each contact, respectively (via confirmation pop-up). 

 

If you want to add the dental practice also to the address book of MAX monitor in the apartment 

"0101010103", you need to create the contact directly on floor node "01010101##" as a public type 

contact, in order to display it in the address books of all the apartments of the floor. In order to do this, 

open the "Address books" screen at the floor node and proceed as described above to fill in the "Name", 

"Target" and "Visibility Filter" fields. 

 

 
Figure 163: Adding the desired contact to the floor 

 

The "Scope" field, instead, confirms the "PUBLIC" selection so that the contact will appear in the address 

books of all MAX monitors of the nodes which belong to the floor node, i.e. of all the apartments present 

on the floor "01010101##". 

If you want to add the "Dental Practice" contact also in address book of MAX monitor, which is located on 

stair "010101####", simply create a new contact in the "Address books" by pointing to the stair node rather 

than on the floor node. In this case, if the "PRIVATE" option is selected, in the "Scope" field, the contact will 

only be displayed by the MAX monitor of the stair, while if you select the "PUBLIC" option, the contact will 

be also displayed on the address books of the MAX monitors of the various floors of the stair. 
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Figure 164: Creating the required contact on stair "010101####" (private scope) 

Similar considerations apply to extend the "Dental Practice" contact to all MAX monitors of the system. 

Simply create the public type contact on the site. 

 

Figure 165: Creating the required contact on the site 

Since in each apartment in the example there are a MAX monitor and an Audio Door Phone, you can allow 

the Audio Door Phone of the whole site to call the "Dental Practice" contact. 

To do this, select the "Audio Door Phone by mean of button T1" option to call it using button T1 of the 

Audio Door Phone and/or the "Audio Door Phone by mean of button T2" option to call it using button T2. 
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Figure 166: Allowing contact to be called also by means of button T1 of Audio Door Phones of the whole site 

 

In the case shown in the figure, the created contact can be called by means of button T1 of each Audio 

Door Phone in the system. 

For an overview of the contacts which can be called from an Audio Door Phone, see the Audio Door Phone 

1160/3 paragraph in APPENDIX A. 

To make this contact also visible in the address books of Call Modules of the entire site, simply select the 

"Call Modules" option in the "Visibility Filter" field. 

 

Figure 167: Adding a contact to the address books of Call Modules of the whole site 
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Note 3: This method can be used to create a contact in the address book of a Call Module which is 

outside the topological group of the node in which the Call Module itself is located. In this way, 

apartments whose residents (visible) do not automatically appear in the address book of the Call 

Module can be called for special needs. 

With this setting, the Call Module in the site and the one in block "0101######" will both be able to call the 

Dental Practice using the "Dental Practice" contact added to their address book.  

To allow calling the contact only from Call Modules, simply deselect the other options which are present in 

the "Visibility Filter" field . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: if a generic indoor station on a node other than the apartment node (e.g. stair node) is chosen 

as recipient, the "ALL indoor stations on the Stair node” item indicates that the indoor stations on that 

node and not the indoor stations on the stair node and lower nodes are called. 

 
 

Note 2 (MAX monitor contacts in nodes other than the apartment): the addition of a contact in the 

address book is useful whenever a MAX monitor is installed in a node other than the apartment. For 

instance, if we consider a "Swimming pool" room on the stair "010101####" of the example in Figure 

68 if you would like to contact the MAX monitor present therein from the other apartments, simply 

create a contact in the public domain on the site related to that MAX monitor. 
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7.1.3.2 Allowing calls from MAX monitors, Audio Door Phones and/or Call Modules to Switchboards 

 

In the example in Figure 168 there is a Switchboard on block "0102######". Automatically, all MAX 

monitors the topological path of which intercept the switchboard, will have a button in the video door 

phone application that can be used to call the respective Switchboard. The MAX monitors are the ones 

included in the topological group of the block node "0102######". 

Otherwise, no MAX monitor in topological group of block "0101######" will have the button available (the 

Switchboard is not on their topological path), so the only way to be able to call the Switchboard is add a 

"Switchboard" contact in the address book using the "Contacts" tab. 

For Audio Door Phones the topological path of which crosses the Switchboard and those which do not, 

there is no automatic association of calling buttons with the Switchboard. However, the "Switchboard" 

contact can be created and associated with buttons T1 and/or T2 of the generic Audio Door Phone so that it 

can be called. 

Finally, also from the Call Module referred to block "0101######", you can’t call the Switchboard using the 

dedicated button because the Switchboard is not on its topological path; therefore, also to be able to call 

the Switchboard from the Call Module you will need to create the contact in "Address Books". 

We will suppose to add to the address book of all Max monitors  of block "0101######" the Switchboard, 

which is placed on block "0102######". In this case, open the " Address books " screen at the topological 

node of block "0101######" and create a new contact. 

 

 

Figure 168: Creating a contact for the switchboard 
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After assigned meaningful name to the contact as "Switchboard", you should choose the target by pointing 

to the topological node in which the Switchboard is located. 

 

Figure 169: Selecting the target of the "Switchboard" contact 

In the case of Switchboards, the following choices are possible: 

• "Switchboards of competence", which can be used to select as target only the Switchboards which 

are placed on the topological path of monitor MAX, Audio Door Phone and Call Module; 

• "ALL SWITCHBOARD", i.e. all the Switchboards on the selected topological node, independently 

from competence. 

• the single Switchboard which is located at that node topological. 

Let's assume you choose single Switchboard called "Switchboard B2". The following screen will appear. 

 

Figure 170:  Target data updated contact creation screen 
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Select the "MAX" option in the field "Visibility Filter" field and confirm the "PUBLIC" selection in the "Scope" 

field, to make the contact appear in the address book of all MAX monitors of the topological nodes which 

belong to block "0101######". 

 

Figure 171:  Setting of "Scope" and of "Visibility Filter" 

 

Press the "OK" button to finish creating the contact, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 172: List of contacts with new created contact 

 

In this way, the MAX monitors of the topological nodes which belong to block "0101######" will see the 

new "Switchboard" contact in their address book and will be able to call or chat with it. 
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To ensure that the Audio Door Phone in various apartments of block "0101######" can call the 

Switchboard, simply select the "Audio Door Phone by mean of button T1" option to call the "Switchboard" 

by pressing button T1 of the Audio Door Phone. At the same way select "Audio Door Phone by mean of 

button T2" option to call it by pressing button T2. 

 

Figure 173: "Switchboard" contact can be called by means of button T1 on Audio Door Phones of the block 

 

In the case shown in the figure, the created contact can be called by means of button T1 of each Audio Door 

Phone in block “0101######”. 

To make this contact also visible also in the address books of the Call Modules referred to block 

“0101######”, simply select the "Call Modules" option in the "Visibility Filter" field. 

 

Figure 174: Adding a contact to the address books of Call Module of the block 
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7.1.3.3    Auto-on function on Door Speaker Units, Call Modules and RTSP cameras from MAX monitors 

outside their competence. 

 

The MAX monitors can automatically make autoinsertion on Entry Panels, Call Modules and RTSP cameras 

only if they are on the topological path of the monitors.  

If one of the devices listed above is not on the topological path of the MAX monitor, you can still enable 

auto-on by using the "Address books" screen. 

 

Referring again to the example in Figure 168, all MAX monitors under block "0101######" can make 

autoinsertion on the Call Module in that block.  

To use the auto-on function on this Call Module from a generic MAX monitor on the other block, open the 

"Address books " screen at block "0102######" and add a new contact. 

 

Figure 175: Creating a contact for a Call Module 
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Assign a meaningful name to the contact, e.g. "Call Module Block 01", because the target must be able to 

select the desired Call Module. 

 

Figure 176: Selecting the target of the "Call Module Block 01" contact 

 

Pressing the "OK" button will update the contact creation screen, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 177: Target data updated contact creation screen 
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Select the "MAX" option in the field "Visibility Filter" field (the only option available in this case) and 

confirm the "PUBLIC" selection in the "Scope" field, to make the contact appear in the CAMERAS list of all 

MAX monitors of the topological nodes which belong to block "0102######". 

 

Figure 178: Setting of "Scope" and of "Visibility Filter" 

Press the "OK" button to finish creating the contact, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 179: List of contacts with new created contact 

In this way, the MAX monitors of the topological nodes which belong to block "0101######" will see the 

new "Call Module Block 01" contact in the "CAMERAS" list and be able to use the auto-on function of this 

device. 
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7.1.3.4 Contacts in system with Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 

 

If one or more gateways are present in an IPerCom system, the 2Voice apartment stations can carry out: 

 intercom calls (to other apartment stations of the system); 

 calls to switchboard; 

 auto insertion on call stations. 

 

with the following limitations: 

 

1. 2Voice audio / video apartment stations can call the IPerCom apartment stations (Max monitors or 

Audio Door Phones 1160/3) or 2Voice audio / video apartment stations of another riser column 

only through the Switchboard application; 

2. 2Voice audio / video apartment stations always use a dedicated button to call all the switchboards 

of the system that are not in stand-by and that are not in stand by and are on their topological 

path; 

3. 2Voice audio / video apartment stations can make auto insertion on all the IPerCom Call Modules 

and Entry Panels that are on their topological path only on the secondary call stations placed on the 

gateway they belong to. 

 

The limitations reported in the 3 points above are reflected in some differences on the construction of 

contacts with respect to what is written in the previous paragraphs.  

Calls to apartment stations, switchboards and auto insertion are made by means of push buttons that can’t 

be programmed through the IPerCom configurator and therefore the construction of the address book for 

audio / video 2Voice apartment stations must have of course limitations as explained below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note1: the auto-on on RTSP cameras by 2Voice audio / video apartment stations is not supported. 

 

 

Note 2: 2Voice audio / video apartment stations can directly call only other audio / video apartment 

stations of the same stair (where the gateway is placed) via properly programmed dedicated push 

buttons. For further details follow the instructions in the 2Voice technical manual. 
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As an example the following figure is shown: 

 

Figure 180: plant topology 

where: 

 stairs “010102####” e “010202####” are with Gateway IPerCom-2Voice 1083/59 (highlighted in 

yellow); 

 stairs “010101####” e “010201####” are stairs with IPerCom apartment stations; 

 “0101010101" topologic code apartment is a dental practice (in red). 

 

If you wan to add the dental surgery as a contact in the directory of a 2Voice audio/video indoor station, 

this is prevented by the configurator: in fact, by positioning on the nodes below the stair node with 

gateway, the Contacts tab is no longer available (up to 2Voice apartment nodes): 

 

Figure 181: Contacts" tab not present on nodes below the stair node with gateway 
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The Contacts tab instead remains available on each stair node with 2Voice Gateway, as on these nodes it is 

possible to add other IPerCom devices (for example one or more MAX monitors on which it may be 

necessary to create a directory). 

 

On stair 1 of block 1, instead, the Contacts tab is normally present up to the apartment node: 

 

 

Figure 182: Tab Address books present on stair without gateway 

 

Similarly, it is not possible to add a switchboard contact or a Call Module or Entry Panel to carry out the 

auto insertion on a 2Voice audio / video apartment station. 

If the dental practice contact (or other) is added on the site node with the "Public" option selected, this is 

not propagated on the stair nodes with gateways and its lower nodes. 

In order that 2Voice apartment stations can call the dental practice, they must call the switchboard, the 

switchboard call the dental practice and then make a call transfer. 

In general, IPerCom and 2Voice devices do not always behave in the same way with regard to the most 

important services offered by the IPerCom system. 

In Appendix B and Appendix C there are 2 tables that summarize these differences in performance, in detail 

in Appendix B differences in performance between an audio / video apartment station IPerCom and one 

2Voice are listed while in Appendix C differences in performance compared to Switchboard are listed. 
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7.1.4 Activations 

 

The "activation rules" (more briefly "activations") allow defining the behaviour of the relay outputs in 

relation to events that can occur within the IPerCom system.  

The devices that provide the control relays are: 

- Relay Actuators 1060/84: two fully independent relay outputs and two inputs.  

- Lift Interface 1060/37: 24 relay outputs and one input. 

These devices connect directly to the IP network. 

To program the outputs of the Relay Actuator, follow the instructions on the device configuration page 

(APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices). 

For the programming mode of Lift Interface outputs in Lift Interface mode, follow the instructions in 

paragraph Lift Interface. In Relay Actuator mode, follow the Relay Actuator device configuration page 

(paragraph APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices). 

 

The events that define the behaviour of the relay outputs can be divided into three groups listed below: 

 

1. Events on device: outgoing call (only for call stations), auto-on, tamper alarm (only for Call Module 

1060/12-13-17-18), coercion alarm, code activation; door opening, gate opening, user recognition 

(following proximity key passage or door opener code entry), remote relay, remote entrance hall 

button; these events can be set from the configuration page of the devices, i.e. Call Module,  Entry 

panel (1060/21-22-71-74-75), Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48, Key Reader, Floor Entry panel. 

 

2. Topological events: door opening, gate opening, incoming call (only for indoor stations), user 

activation (on MAXmonitors), user activation - Indoor Station T1 (key 1 of Audio Indoor Station 

1160/3), user activation - Indoor Station T2 (key 2 of Audio Indoor Station 1160/3), lift up, lift down, 

panic alarm. These events can generally be set on a precise topological node of the system (i.e. at 

site, block, stair, floor or apartment level) and are then propagated on all the MAX monitors and/or 

Audio Apartment Stations contained in the topological group of the node on which the activation 

will be created. Se l’attivazione è stata impostata su un appartamento, essa avrà effetto solo su 

quel singolo appartamento. 

 

3. Automation events: events related to the configuration of the inputs of Relay Actuator 1060/84 

(with firmware version 3.04 or higher). 

 

Note: door and gate opening events on call devices activate one or more relay outputs only during the 

call phase. The same events defined at topological level activate the relay outputs also outside the call, 

by simply pressing the door and gate opening keys of apartment stations. 
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On the configurator the choice of the above events and the configuration of the corresponding relay 

outputs can be carried out as follows. 

For the events on device (except for the remote relay event and remote entrance hall button) it is 

necessary to open the configuration page of the devices indicated in point 1: 

 

Figure 183: Devices present on site node 

 

simply press the''Edit'' button of the Call Module. At the bottom of the screen there is the ‘’”Add” button in 

the “Activations” section, from which it is possible to create the activation rule as described below. 

 

Figure 184: "Activations" button to connect device events to the outputs 
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For remote relay event and remote entrance hall button it is necessary, still in the device configuration 

page, to press the "Select" button in the relevant section: 

 

Figure 185: addition of an activation rule linked to events on a device (remote relay or remote entrance hall button) 

 

The creation of an activation rule related to these events and its usefulness will be explained in detail in 

paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote entrance hall button. 
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For topological events, press the "Activations" tab on the "Topology" page and navigate the topological 

structure of the system to the node where you want to create the activation rule: 

 

Figure 186: "Activations" tab to connect topological events to outputs 

 

For automation events, press "Automation" on the main screen of the configurator: 

 

Figure 187: "Automation" tab for connecting input events to outputs 
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The following summary table groups the possible events according to the source (device) or type of event 

itself: 

DEVICE/EVENT TYPE EVENTS 

Entry panel (1060-71-74-75) Outgoing call, auto-on, door opening, gate opening, remote relay, 

remote entrance hall button 

Entry panel (1060/21) Outgoing call, auto-on, user recognition, door opening, gate 

opening, remote relay, remote entrance hall button 

Floor Entry panel (1060/22) Outgoing call, auto-on 

Call Modules Outgoing call, auto-on, tamper alarm, coercion alarm, code 

activation, user recognition, door opening, gate opening, remote 

relay, remote entrance hall button 

Modular Entry Panel with 

1060/48 

Outgoing call, auto-on, coercion alarm, code activation, user 

recognition, door opening, gate opening, remote relay, remote 

entrance hall button 

Key Reader Tamper alarm, user recognition, door opening, remote relay, 

remote entrance hall button 

Topological events Door opening, gate opening, incoming call, user activation - MAX, 

user activation - indoor station T1, user activation - indoor station 

T2, lift up, lift down, panic alarm 

Automation events ON, OFF, short press, long press (on Relay Actuator inputs) 
 

Table 3: Sources and related events associated with relay outputs 

 

We will now explain how to build the activation rules in the cases listed above in detail. 
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7.1.4.1 Activation for events on Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75, allows creating 

one or more activation rules, as shown below.  

 

Figure 188: addition of an activation rule 

 

Press this button to open a screen containing the list of activation rules already set, if any. If the device has 

just been added to the configuration or no rule has been set yet, this list will be empty, as shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure 189: list of activations 
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To create a new activation, press the "Add New” button. 

The following screen opens in which you can set all the parameters needed to build the activation rule: 

 

Figure 190: Screen for creating an activation with event on Entry Panel 

The "Trigger" drop-down menu can be used to select the event to be associated with one or more outputs 

of the Relay Actuators. Possible events on Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75  are: 

 “Outgoing Call”, i.e. call from the Door Speaker Unit. 

 "Auto-on", i.e. connection from the MAX monitor to the camera of the Entry Panel. 

 "Door opening", i.e. opening the pedestrian door of the Entry panel, 

 "Gate opening", i.e. opening the gate/driveway of the Entry panel, 

as shown on the respective screen: 

 

Figure 191: List of events on Entry Panel 
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The "Description" field can be used to give a meaningful name to the activation you are creating. 

The "Time Profile" drop-down menu can be used to associate a previously created time profile with the 

activation rule. In this way, the rule will only be active within the selected time profile. 

For example, having selected the auto-on event and given a meaningful name to the activation, the screen 

that appears is as follows: 

 

Figure 192: Partial activation creation 

The "Add a New Output" button can be used to add one or more outputs to the activation. On the new 

screen that appears, go to the topological node of the Relay Actuator, select the desired device, then 

choose the output and set the respective command. 

 

Figure 193: Selection of the desired device output 
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The available commands depend on how the output has been configured, i.e. monostable or bistable. In 

case of monostable output, only the "ACTIVATE" command is available. In the other case, the available 

commands are "ON", "OFF" and "SWITCH". For more details, see APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters for 

IPerCom devices.  

Press the "OK" button to add the set output as shown below: 

 

Figure 194: List of outputs associated with the activation rule 

Different outputs can be associated with the same event by pressing "Add New Output" and repeating the 

steps shown above. Since these are single outputs, the "single output" item will appear in brackets in the 

"Group Name" column. It is possible to add groups of previously commands created using the 

"Automation" function on the "Command Sets"' tab (see dedicated paragraph). In this case, the"Group 

Name" column shows the name given to the previously created group of commands. 

Once configuration of the activation rule is finished, press the "OK" button to end the rule creation 

procedure. 
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The list of activation rules shown will contain the new created activation. 

 
Figure 195: Activation table with the newly created element 

 

The second output of the Relay Actuator is automatically activated in monostable mode every time an 

auto-on is performed in the entry panel. 

 

In any case it is possible to modify or delete the newly created activation using the "Edit" or "Delete" 

buttons, or create new ones using the "Add" button. 

 

Press the OK button, instead, for a summary of the number of rules created: 

 

 
Figure 196: summary number of activations created 
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7.1.4.2 Activation for events on Entry panel 1060/21 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Entry panel 1060/21, allows you to create one 

or more activation rules, as shown below: 

 

Figure 197: addition of an activation rule 

 

Press this button to open a screen containing the list of activation rules already set, if any. If the device has 

just been added to the configuration or no rule has been set yet, this list will be empty, as shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure 198: list of activations 
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To create a new activation, press the "Add" button. 

The same screen as for the creation of activations with event on Entry panel 1060/71-74-75 opens, where it 

is possible to set all the parameters necessary to create the activation rule: 

 
Figure 199: screen for creating an event activation 

 

 

The “'Event” drop-down menu allows selecting the event to be associated to one or more Relay Actuator 

outputs. The possible events on Entry panel 1060/21 are: 

 

 “Outgoing Call”, i.e. call from the Entry Panel; 

 "Auto-on", i.e. connection from the MAX monitor to the camera of the Entry Panel; 

 "User Recognition", i.e. passing a proximity key or door opener code associated with a user 
(resident or non-resident);  

 "Door opening", i.e. opening the pedestrian door of the Entry panel, 

 "Gate opening", i.e. opening the gate/driveway of the Entry panel, 

as shown in the relevant screen: 
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Figure 200: events list on Entry Panel 1060/21 

The creation of the activation rule is carried out in the same way as seen for the Entry panels. 

 

 

 

7.1.4.3 User recognition event 

 

The user recognition event allows you to activate one or more Relay Actuator outputs after: 

 passing a valid proximity key of a resident or non-resident; 

 entering a valid door opener code of a resident or non-resident. 

 

This function is available on the following devices: 

 Entry panel 1060/21 (passing a valid proximity key), 

 Call Module (passing a valid proximity key or entering a valid door opener code), 

 Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 (passing a valid proximity key or entering a valid door opener 

code), 

 Key Readers 1060/ 82-86 (passing a valid proximity key). 

 

In this way, for example, when a valid key is passed on a Key Reader at the entrance of a building basement, 

it is possible to automatically open a garage up-and-over door or switch on the basement lights. 

 

Once the "User Recognition" event has been chosen, the "Person" drop-down menu is displayed in the 

activation rule construction screen, which allows you to select the resident or non-resident whose 

proximity key and/or door opener code activates one or more Relay Actuator outputs, as shown in the 

screen below: 
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Figure 201: user choice if the selected event is User Recognition 

The key and door opener codes are defined during the creation of the resident or non-resident (for further 

details see paragraph User management). 

 

7.1.4.4 Activation for events on Floor Entry panel 1060/22 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Floor Entry panel 1060/22, allows you to 

create one or more activation rules, as shown below: 

 

Figure 202: addition of an activation rule 
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Press this button to open a screen containing the list of activation rules already set, if any. If the device has 

just been added to the configuration or no rule has been set yet, this list will be empty, as shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure 203: list of activations 

 

To create a new activation, press the "Add" button. 

The same screen as for the creation of activations with event on Entry panel 1060/71-74-75 opens, where it 

is possible to set all the parameters necessary to create the activation rule: 

 
Figure 204: screen for creating an event activation 
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The “'Event” drop-down menu allows selecting the event to be associated to one or more Relay Actuator 

outputs. The possible events on Floor Entry panel 1060/21 are: 

 “Outgoing Call”, i.e. call from the Floor Entry Panel; 

 "Auto-on", i.e. connection from the MAX monitor to the camera of the Floor Entry Panel; 

as shown in the relevant screen: 

 

Figure 205: events list on Floor Entry Panel 1060/22 

The creation of the activation rule is carried out in the same way as seen for the Entry panels. 
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7.1.4.5 Activation for events on Call Module 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Call Module, allows you to create one or 

more activation rules, as shown below. 

 

Figure 206: addition of an activation rule 

 

Press this button to open a screen containing the list of activation rules already set, if any. If the device has 

just been added to the configuration or no rule has been set yet, this list will be empty, as shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure 207: list of activations 
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To create a new activation, press the "Add" button. 

The same screen as for the creation of activations with event on Entry panel 1060/71-74-75 opens, where it 

is possible to set all the parameters necessary to create the activation rule: 

 

Figure 208: screen for creating an event activation 

 

The “'Event” drop-down menu allows selecting the event to be associated to one or more Relay Actuator 

outputs. The possible events on Call Module are: 

 "Outgoing Call", i.e. call from the Call Module to the MAX monitor, Audio Door Phone or 

Switchboard, 

 "Auto-on", i.e. connection from the MAX monitor on the camera of the Call Module, 

 "Sabotage alarm", which means attempted tampering with the Call Modules, 

 "Duress Alarm", i.e. an attempt to insert a forced key code on a Call Module (key code increased by 1),  

 "Code activation", i.e. entry on the Call Module of a numerical code between 4 and 8 digits (the 

entry is made by entering "0" and "X" in sequence), as shown on the respective screen: 

 "User Recognition", i.e. passing a proximity key or door opener code associated with a resident or 

non-resident;  

 “Door opening”, activation of the relay associated with the pedestrian crossing; 

 “Gate opening”, activation of the relay associated with the driveway, 
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Figure 209: Event list on Call Module 

 

The activation rule is created in the same way as for the Entry Panels. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: in the "Code activation" event, the code is entered in the "Code" field in the relevant screen. 
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7.1.4.6 Activation for events on Entry Panel with 1060/48 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48, allows 

you to create one or more activation rules, as shown below: 

 

 

Figure 210: addition of an activation rule 

 

The creation of the activation rule takes place as already described for the Call Module with the only 

difference that the tamper alarm is not present in the list of possible events. 
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7.1.4.7 Key Reader activations 

 

The "Add" button, at the bottom of the configuration page of Key Reader, allows you to create one or more 

activation rules, as shown below::  

 

Figure 211: "Activations" button for Key Readers 

Press this button to open a screen containing the list of activation rules already set, if any. If the device has 

just been added to the configuration or no rule has been set yet, this list will be empty, as shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure 212: “Activations Tables” 

To create a new activation, press the "Add New" button. 
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The same screen as for the creation of activations with event on Entry panel 1060/71-74-75 opens, where it 

is possible to set all the parameters necessary to create the activation rule: 

 

Figure 213: Screen for creating an activation with event on Key Reader 

The “'Event” drop-down menu allows selecting the event to be associated to one or more Relay Actuator 

outputs. The possible events on Key Reader are: 

 “Tamper Alarm”, i.e. attempt of tampering with the Call Modules, 

  "User Recognition", i.e. passing a proximity key or door opener code associated with a resident or 

non-resident;  

 "Door Opening", i.e. actuation of the relay associated with the pedestrian passageway; 

 

Figure 214: list of events on Key Reader 

The creation of the activation rule is carried out in the same way as seen for the Entry panels. 
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7.1.4.8 Functions of remote relay and remote entrance hall button 

 

The remote relay function, available on devices such as Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18, Entry panel 

1060/71-74-75, Entry panel 1060/21, Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 and Key Reader 1060/82-86, allows 

you to remotely control the outputs that operate the pedestrian door and the driveway (if any) on those of 

a Relay Actuator 1060/84 with firmware version 4.05 or higher. This increases the security level of the 

access control: if, for example, the call module and the relevant output that drives the pedestrian door are 

tampered with to open the access point in question, this would not lead to the desired result, since the 

output that actually controls the access point opening is located in a completely different area, i.e. beyond 

the door that has to be opened. In addition to the pedestrian door, it is also possible to remotely control 

the entrance hall button by using one of the inputs of the Relay Actuator 1060/84 (with firmware version 

4.05 or higher), to further increase the security level at the access point in question. 

In order to implement this new function, the Relay Actuator used to remotely control the output that 

operates the access point and/or the entrance hall button must meet the conditions below: 

 have a firmware version 4.05 or higher; 

 have at least one output set in monostable mode, not connected to the input and not used in any 

other activation rule (to remotely control the access point); 

 have at least one input set in monostable mode and not used in any other activation rule (to 

remotely control the entrance hall button). 

 

 

 

If you want to implement this service on the pedestrian door of a Call Module (for example), it is necessary 

to go to the configuration page of the device in question, i.e. open the configurator on the "Topology" tab, 

then on the "Devices" tab. A screen with the list of devices present on the system on the selected node is 

displayed: 

 

Note 1: to set an output to monostable or bistable mode and to have an input not connected to the 

output, it is necessary to go to the Relay Actuator configuration page (APPENDIX A: Configuration 

parameters of IPerCom devices) 
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Figure 215: Devices present on the site node 

 

By pressing the modification button on the Call Module, the remote relay function setting part is displayed 

in the pedestrian door section, as shown below: 

 

 

Figure 216: Remote Relay and Remote Entrance Button section for the pedestrian door 

 

With regard to the Remote Relay item, the Select button allows you to navigate the topological structure 

of the system, position on the topological node of the Relay Actuator 1060/84 v. 4.05 that you want to use 

to remotely control the pedestrian passage, select one of the 2 outputs, then press OK as shown in the 

figure below to confirm: 
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Figure 217: Output selection Relay actuator for pedestrian door remote control 

 

After pressing the OK button, the remote relay function section is displayed as below:  

 

 

Figure 218: remote pedestrian door 

 

The Clean button allows you to delete what you have done. 

 

Note 2: it is recommended to give a meaningful name to the outputs of a Relay Actuator so that they 

are immediately identifiable. The default names that the configurator assigns are in fact composed of 

the last 6 hexadecimal digits of the MAC address followed by the name Output 1 or Output 2 (for 

example 01:14:03 - Output 1). If there are several Relay Actuators it is difficult to identify which output 

has to implement the remote relay function. The same applies to the name assigned to the Relay 

Actuator device. 
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Likewise, it is possible to remotely control the entrance hall button, with the only difference that instead of 

selecting the output of a Relay Actuator it is necessary to select an input: this will activate the same exit 

used to remotely control the pedestrian passage for a set time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 3: the choice of the outputs or inputs through which you can remotely control the pedestrian 

door or driveway or the entrance hall button can also be made on the Lift Interface device when this is 

used in Relay Actuator mode. 

Note 4: the relay output used to remotely control the pedestrian door of any call station cannot be 

used for other activation rules. 

Note 5: the remote setting of an entrance hall button must always be associated with the remote 

setting of the relevant pedestrian passage. 

Note 6: the remote setting of a driveway is done in the same way as for a pedestrian passage, the only 

difference is that there is no entrance hall button. 
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7.1.4.9 Activations for topological events 

 

To associate a topological event to one or mode outputs of a Relay Actuator or Lift Interface it is necessary 

to click on the “Topology” tab and then on the “Activations” tab. 

 

Figure 219: “Activations" screen 

 

In the provided example, the created topology includes one stair with 2 floors and 1 apartment on each 

floor. 

In this example, we will assume a Relay Actuator positioned on the stairs configured to have two 

monostable outputs (see APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters for IPerCom devices)  

The activation rule can be set at a specific topological point of the system, i.e. on site, block, staircase, floor 

or apartment level. This means that the activation will be propagated to all the apartments (generally on all 

nodes) contained in the topological group of the node on which the rule is created. If the activation has 

been set on an apartment, it will only apply to that single apartment. 

In the case of the figure above, the activation rule will be set to "Stair 01" (since you have selected that 

topological node in the navigation module) and then it will be applied to both apartments.  

 

To create the activation rule, press the "Add New Activation" button on the "Activations" screen. The same 

view screen opens for creating of activations with event on Entry Panel that can be used to set all the 

parameters needed to build the activation rule. 

Note 1: the propagation of the activation rule does not depend on the topological position of the Lift 

Interface or Relay Actuators in the system but only on the topological group of the node where the rule 

is created. 
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Figure 220: Screen for creating an activation with a topological event 

             

The “Event” drop-down menu allows you to select the event to be associated to one or more Relay 

Actuator or Lift interface outputs.  

The possible topological events for the Relay Actuator device are 

 "Door Opening", i.e. an event caused by pressing the door opening button (generic or a specific 

door) on the MAX monitor or Audio Door Phone; 

 "Gate Opening", i.e. an event caused by pressing the gate opening button (generic or a specific 

gate) on the MAX monitor or Audio Door Phone; 

 "Incoming Call", i.e. incoming call event on the MAX monitor or Audio Door Phone; 

 “User Activation – MAX”, i.e. event caused by pressing buttons on activation list on MAX monitor; 

 “User Activation – Audio Door Phone T1”, i.e. caused by pressing button T1 on Audio Door Phone; 

 “User Activation – Audio Door Phone T2”, i.e. caused by pressing button T2 on Audio Door Phone; 

 "Lift Up" and "Lift Down" (lift function), events enabled only on stair, floor and apartment nodes; 

 "Panic alarm", i.e. an event triggered by pressing the panic button on the MAX monitor. 

 

 

The possible topological events for the Lift Interface device are: 

 ‘’Lift Up and Lift Down’’ (lift function),events enabled only for stair, floor and apartment nodes; 
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as shown on the respective screens:  

 

Figure 221: List of events for MAX monitors 

 

 

For example, having selected the incoming call event and given a meaningful name to the activation, the 

following screen will appear: 

 

Figure 222: Description of the activation rule 
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To add outputs to the activation rule, proceed as described for creating activations for Entry Panels. For 

example, a screen of this type will appear: 

 

Figure 223: List of outputs associated with the activation rule 

 

Once all the outputs have been added to the activation rule and a possible time profile has been selected, 

press the "OK" button to create the activation and add it to the activation list of the concerned topological 

node. 

 

Figure 224: List of activation rules for the "Stair 01" topological node 
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If instead "User Activation - MAX" is chosen as the event, the following screen will appear. Set the name of 

the activation list button in the "Description" field (the one which appears on the MAX monitor) to be 

associated with the activation rule. 

 

Figure 225: Description of the button of activation list 

 

It is advisable to enter a meaningful name in the "Description" field (e.g. "Staircase lights"). The steps 

leading to the creation of the activation rule are identical to those seen in the previous paragraphs. 

Once the activation rules for the "Stair 01" node have been created, the activations will be propagated to 

all the apartments included in the topological group of "Stair 01" node. 

 

By selecting an apartment in the navigation module, in correspondence of the "Activations” tab we will see 

the activation applied by the stair node, as shown in the following figure: 
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Figure 226: Activation "inherited" from the apartment 

The activation is greyed out to show that it was created on the stairs node, not on the apartment node. 

Therefore, it can only be modified by going to on the stairs node and not to the current topological node. 

If you want to replace the activation on the apartment with a custom one, just press the replacement  

button and change the data. 

Assuming you want to change the Relay Actuator output from "Output 2" to "Output 1" in the previous 

created activation, a screen like this will appear (the activation rule is no longer greyed out): 

 

Figure 227: Replacement of the activation on the apartment with a personalised one 
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Once a user activation rule has been set on the monitor, a new "ACTIVATION LIST" button with a "yellow 

light bulb" icon will appear on the "Video Door Phone System" screen of the MAX monitor in these 

apartments. 

 

Figure 228: “ACTIVATION LIST” button 

 

By pressing this button, the list of available activations will be displayed, showing the previously created 

element. 

 

Figure 229: List of the user activation "Buttons” 

The activations by users associated with buttons T1 and T2 of the Audio Door Phones can be created in a 

manner similar to the creation of the buttons in the activations list on MAX can be used to select "User 

Activation - T1 Audio Door Phone" or "User Activation – T2 Audio Door Phone" as event. Give a meaningful 

name to the activation rule and associate one or more outputs with the created event. 
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The following figure shows an activation rule to be associated with Audio Door Phone button T1. 

 

Figure 230: Activation rule associated to T1 button of an Audio Door Phone 

In this way, whenever button T1 of a generic Audio Door Phone is pressed, the outputs selected in step of 

creating the actuation rule will be controlled.  

If on the generic Audio Door Phone settings screen the "Button T1 used to open gate" option is selected, the 

activation rule described above will be inhibited (see APPENDIX). 

With regard to the selection of the “Lift Up” and “Lift Down” events, these options are only visible if you go 

in correspondence of stairs, floors or apartments, as they are only associated with the use of the lifts. 

In a system where there is a Lift Interface or a Relay Actuator, it is possible to create activation rules 

(maximum 2) that, for example, allow each resident to enable, through the MAX video door phone, the lift 

to reach either their own residence floor or the parking of the residential complex. 

Position through the navigation module on a floor, on the "Activations" tab, press the Add new activation 

button. 

In the "Event" field select "Lift Up". It is recommended to enter a meaningful name in the ''Description'' 

field (e.g. "Lift enabling for floor 5").  
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Figure 231: screen for creating an activation with "Lift Up" event 

 

Press the "Add New Output" button to configure the Lift Interface or Relay Actuator relays. 

Position through the navigation module on the "Stair" where the device to be configured is located.  

In the “Devices” area select the Lift Interface or  Relay Actuator. 

Select the Lift Interface in the "Control" area to display the relays to be configured. For more details on the 

configuration of Lift Interface relays see paragraph "Control Relay Assignment". 

 

Figure 232: activation screen of Lift Interface relays 
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Select the relay(s) to be enabled and set the relay activation time in the "Duration" field.    

 

Figure 233: enabling the Lift Interface relays 

 

Select the Relay Actuator in the "Output" area to display the outputs to be configured. The outputs must be 

set in monostable mode and the relay activation duration must be enabled in the device configuration page 

(see APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices).  

 

Figure 234: activation screen of the Relay Actuator 
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In the "Video Door Phone System" screen of the MAX monitors belonging to the topological group of the 

"Stair 01" node, a new "LIFT" icon will appear (highlighted in red). 

 

Figure 235: “LIFT” button 

 

 

Press the Lift Interface or Relay Actuator icon to activate the configured relays by sending the "Up" or 

"Down" command to the lift, for the set time. 

 

Figure 236: Lift “Up” and “Down” commands 
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The "Open Door" and "Open Gate" events can refer to any door or gate in the system. If you choose one of 

these two events, the "any" (default) events will appear, as shown in the image below: 

 

 

Figure 237: Open door/gate activation 

 

In this case, with regard to call station access points, the activation of one or more relay outputs also takes 

place outside the call step itself, by simply pressing the door and gate opening keys of apartment stations 

Alternatively, you can choose a precise entrance (door or gate) using a special drop-down menu. 

In this second case the relay outputs are piloted only after the actual opening of the selected access point. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If the door of a Key Reader is chosen for the Door Opening event, the selected outputs are 

controlled only if the Key Reader is on the topological path of the concerned apartment and not when 

an enabled key is passed. The door of the Key Reader must not be set to ''Under Secret'' mode and is 

opened from the MAX monitor or Audio Door Phone. 
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7.1.4.10 Activations for topological events with 2Voice audio/video Door Phones 

 

Activations for topological events also apply to topological stair nodes with 2Voice Gateway with the 

following differences: 

1. The User Activations - MAX, Lift Down and Lift Up events are not present on the nodes below a stair 

node with 2Voice Gateway: 

 

Figure 238: List of events for audio/video Door Phone 2Voice 

 

The events in question are instead present on each stair node with 2Voice Gateway, because on these 

nodes it is possible to add other IPerCom devices (e.g. one or more MAX monitors where it could be 

necessary to create activations related to these events): 

 

2. User Activation - Door Phone T1 and User Activation - Door Phone T2 events do not refer to buttons 

T1 and T2 of the Audio Door Phone 1160/3 and correspond to the pressing of two specific buttons 

of the 2Voice audio/video Door Phone that activate special function 7 (T1) and special function 8 

(T2) (under certain conditions) instead. Only these two special functions are correctly interpreted 

by the gateway and sent to the Relay Actuator 1060/84. Refer to the individual instruction manuals 

of 2Voice Door Phones for more details on the buttons which activate these special functions and 

under which conditions these buttons must be pressed. 

 

The activation rule, if set on apartment level, will only apply to the individual apartment. This allows you to 

have different activation rules on individual apartments located on the same gateway. 
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If set on site or block level, the activation rule is inherited by the 2Voice apartments and by apartments 

with IPerCom Door Phones. It is always light grey (to highlight that it was not created in the apartment 

node): 

 

Figure 239: Activation "inherited" from 2Voice apartment 

 

If you want to replace the activation on the 2Voice apartment with a custom one, just press the 

replacement button  and change the data.  

If set on scale or floor level, the activation rule will be propagated only to 2Voice apartments of the 

topological group of the respective node. Again, in this case, the activation rule appears greyed out on the 

apartment and the button  can be used to modify the data. 

 

 

 

Note 1: the Incoming Call event regards both the calls arriving from the IPerCom call stations and those 

arriving from the 2Voice call stations. 

 
 

Note 2: the association of the 2Voice apartment level events to one or more relay outputs can also be 

done using the special 2Voice 1083/80 decoding. For further details follow the instructions in the 

2VOICE technical manual and in the instruction manual of the special decoder Ref. 1083/80. 

. 

 
 

Note 3: the "User Activation - Max" event, if activated on a site or block node, is not propagated on the 

2Voice apartments. 

. 
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7.1.4.11 Automation events: input/output association 

Each relay actuator is provided with two inputs (controlled by buttons or switches) to: 

 control the respective outputs locally; 

 control one or more outputs of different relay actuators by means of events (of the inputs). 

In the first case, staircase light control is a typical example in which it may be useful to have a local output 

control. According to the previous paragraphs, the "Door Opening" topological event, which activates an 

output on the relay actuator, can be used to turn on the staircase lights, for example. Similarly, using a 

button located in the entrance hall and connected to the input of the same actuator, it is possible to switch 

the staircase lights on locally in the same way. 

For the second case, instead, the outputs (one or more of several relay actuators) are controlled by events 

associated with the single input of a relay actuator, which can be configured in bistable mode (switch) or 

monostable mode (button). In the latter case it is also necessary to define the button pressure time. If it is 

assumed that in case of switch the pressure time is zero, the possible events are shown in the table below. 

Mode Press time Event 1 Event 2 

Bistable (t= 0) = 0 ON OFF 

Monostable (t> 0) > 0 Short press  Long press 

 

The operating mode of the input can be set in the Relay Actuator input configuration page (see APPENDIX 

A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices). 

Again on the Relay Actuator configuration page you can deselect the "Output linked to input" option, which 

selected by default. In this way, the output is controlled only by the rules which will be defined on the 

Automation page and will be locally disconnected from the input. 

The inputs can be set as normally closed or normally open (default choice) to meet different installation 

needs. 

To program the inputs and outputs of the Relay Actuator, follow the instructions on the device 

configuration page (APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices). 

 

The correct approach to create automation rules (input/output association) is to firstly identify the 

combinations of commands to be imparted by the system (relay output activation), then to create a rule for 

each combination of commands with the respective event. The following example shows the procedure. 

 

 

 

Note: Input programming is only possible on Relay Actuators with firmware version 3.04 or higher 

supported from IPerCom version 1.3 or higher. 
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7.1.4.11.1 Input-output activation on two different relay actuators 

 

In this example, we will assume there are two combinations of commands to be imparted on the system: 

 switch on light 1 for a predefined time; 

 switch on light 1 and light 2 for the predefined time. 

 

Two automation rules are required. 

Switching on a generic light for a predefined time means having a relay output programmed as monostable. 

Let's assume that want to create the two rules using two different events (long and short press) of the 

same input of a "Relay Actuator A". The two outputs are on a "Relay Actuator B". The situation is shown in 

the following table: 

 

Rule Inputs (Relay 

Actuator A) 

Event Outputs (Relay 

Actuator B) 

Outputs (Relay 

Actuator B) 

Rule 1 Input 1 Short press Output 1 - Active ---------------------- 

Rule 2 Input 1 Long press Output 1 - Active Output 2 - Active 

Table 4: Automation rules to be implemented 

From the table above you can see how the same button with two different events can be used to execute 

two combinations of different commands, i.e. switch on one light (short press event) or switch on two lights 

(long press event). 

Having followed the instructions in the note, the input/output association can be set on the Automation tab 

under "Activation Rules", as shown in the following figure: 

 

Note 1: before building the activation rules, it is advisable to give meaningful names to the inputs and 

outputs of the individual Relay Actuators and to set their times correctly, so that the inputs and outputs 

are easily identifiable during the rule building phase. Go to the device configuration page to do this (see 

APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices). 
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Figure 240: "Automation" page, "Activation Rules" tab 

 

Press "Add New’’ to open the following page: 

 

Figure 241: Creating a new activation 

On this page, you can: 

 give a meaningful name to the new activation in the "Name" field; 

 associate a time profile (previously created) with the activation using the "Time Profile" drop-down 

menu (the association is not mandatory) to restrict its validity in time; 

 select the relay actuator inputs and outputs by pressing the respective "Add" buttons. 
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The input selection "Add" button opens the following screen:   

 

Figure 242: List of available inputs 

If the default names of the inputs were still used for each Relay Actuator (i.e. Input 1 and Input 2, instead of 

the previously assigned meaningful names), it would have been difficult to identify the input with which to 

associate the rule you want to build. 

Assuming you want to build a rule on how to turn on the garden path lights and that you have set the 

desired time at the concerned input (greater than zero) in the configuration phase, pressing the respective 

button  will move the input to the right side of the screen: 

 

Figure 243: Events that can be selected with press time other than zero 
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For example, if you choose the "Short press" event, it will be highlighted with a different colour from the 

previous one: 

 

Figure 244: "Short Pressure" event selected 

Press "OK" button to see a summary of the choices made for the input: 

 

Figure 245: Selected input and event 

 

Note 2: if the input in question were set as bistable, the events displayed would be “ON” and “'OFF”. 

 

Note 3: The input you are associating with the rule passes to the right of the screen, while those not yet 

associated remain on the left. In this way, you can associate the inputs of all the relay actuators of the 

system with the same rule on a single screen. 
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The "Delete" button allows you to delete the rule on the newly created input (by means of a confirmation 

pop-up). 

At this point, as shown in the table, you must choose the output to be controlled. If with the "Short press" 

event you want to control only one "Garden Path light 1" output of the second relay actuator, you must 

select the "single output" item: 

 

Figure 246: Selection of a single output 

 

Press the "Add" button for the outputs. The following page will appear: 

 

Figure 247: Topological structure for relay actuator search 
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Go to the topological node of the Relay Actuator 2, select the concerned device, then choose the output 

and set the respective command: 

 

 

Figure 248: Topological structure navigation for relay actuator search, output selection and respective command 

 

Press the "OK" button to open the following screen with a summary of the choice made regarding the 

output: 

 

Figure 249: Selected output and respective command 

 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to modify or delete the output and the 

respective command (via confirmation pop-up), respectively. 
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Press the OK button again to go back to the main screen where the name of the activation, the input and 

the relative event are shown: 

 

Figure 250: Activation created 

 

 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to modify or delete the newly created rule (via 

confirmation pop-ups), respectively. 

 

A second rule must be constructed in order to implement the second command combination (Garden Path 

Light 1 and Garden Path Light 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: It is advisable to give a meaningful name to the created rules so that they can be quickly 

identified, since no reference to the controlled output(s) appears in the summary. The reference can be 

retrieved in all cases by pressing the "Edit" button. 
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Using the same input of the first Relay Actuator, the one named as "Garden Path Light Switch Input", it is 

possible to switch on both the first and the second light (outputs linked to the second Relay Actuator). So it 

is possible taking advantage of the second event linked to the programming of the input, that is the "Long 

press" event, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 251: second selectable event in monostable mode 

 

The procedure is similar to what we saw before with the only difference that in the selection of the outputs 

both outputs of the Relay Actuator 2 in "ACTIVATED" mode are added, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 252: input associated with 2 outputs with long pressure command 

 

After having given a meaningful name to the newly created rule and having pressed "OK", you have the 

situation shown in the figure, where the name of the activation, the input and the respective event will 

appear. 
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Figure 253: Summary of created activations 

 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to modify or delete the newly created rule (via 

confirmation pop-ups), respectively. 

The example shown above is just one example of how to build an activation. For example, you could also 

use the two buttons on Relay Actuator 1 to activate the two outputs of the second Relay Actuator with 

events other than short and long presses. 

 

7.1.4.11.2 Creating a scenario 

 

In this example, we will suppose that the combination of commands to be imparted on the system consists 

in switching on four lights and switching off two lights using three different events: 

 Automation event (e.g. short press on input) 

 Topological event (e.g. activation by user on MAX monitor) 

 Event on device (e.g. Call Module auto-on). 

In this case, it is convenient to group the commands, i.e. to create a scenario. 

A scenario lets you add a combination of commands through a single item to avoid the need to add 

multiple commands in three different points of the configurator one at a time. 

If you then need to change the combination of commands (adding lights or changing output commands), 

simply do this on the scenario and not on the individual activations. 

 

Note 1: Once an output has been added to the rule, it is no longer re-submitted by navigating the 

topological structure of the system to add more outputs. 
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The following table summarises this regarding the automation event (three Relay Actuators are needed to 

have one input and six outputs): 

Rule Inputs (Relay Actuator A) Event Outputs (Relay Actuator) 

Rule 1 Input 1 Short press Light 1 - ON - Relay Actuator A 

   Light 2 - ON - Relay Actuator A 

   Light 3 - ON - Relay Actuator B 

   Light 4 - ON - Relay Actuator B 

   Light 5 - OFF - Relay Actuator C 

   Light 6 - OFF - Relay Actuator C 
Table 5: Command groups 

To create the scenario, go to the "Automation" page, "Scenarios" tab: 

 

Figure 254: "Scenarios" tab for creating a group of outputs 

To build the group of commands press the "Add New Output" button. The following page will appear: 

 

Figure 255: Creation of a group of commands 
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First of all, you need to give a meaningful name to the group of commands, then add the outputs you want 

them to be part of the group. To do this, press the "Add a New Output" button. A screen will open. Go to 

the topological node of the Relay Actuator, select the concerned device, then choose the output and set 

the respective command: 

 

Figure 256: First output selection with scenario command 

 

Press the "OK" button to add the first output to the group you are about to create: 

 

Figure 257: Adding the first output to the scenario 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to modify or delete the output and the 

respective command (via confirmation pop-up), respectively. 

 

Note 1: Once an output has been added to the scenario, it is no longer re-submitted by navigating the 

topological structure of the system to add more outputs to the scenario. 
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After adding the other five outputs with their command and having given a meaningful name to the 

scenario, press "OK" to open the following screen: 

 

 

Figure 258: Scenario creation 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to modify or delete the newly created scenario 

(via confirmation pop-ups), respectively. 

 

At this point, if you want the input named as "Pool Lights On Input" to control the newly created group of 

outputs on a short press event (for example), go to the "Activation Rules" tab and follow the instructions in 

the previous paragraph with the only difference of selecting the "command set" when selecting the output: 

 

Figure 259: Adding a group of commands 
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Then, press the "Add" button to add the newly created group (by selecting it): 

 

Figure 260: Selecting a group of commands 

 

Then press "OK" to open this screen that summarises the choices made: 

 

Figure 261: Selecting a group of commands 
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After giving a name to the activation, press the "OK" button to open the following screen: 

 

Figure 262: Activation with created group of commands 

The same scenario can be added when creating a topological activation rule or on a device, more precisely 

when adding outputs as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 263: Activation with created group of commands 

"Select" item can be used to choose the scenario, while the "Add" button allows you to add it to the rule 

you are creating. 

 

Note: It is advisable to give a meaningful name to the created rule so that you can quickly identify that 

the concerned rule controls a group of outputs. The reference can be retrieved in all cases by pressing 

the "Edit" button. 
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7.1.4.11.3 Adding a time profile to the activation 

 

Each activation created can be associated with a time profile, i.e. establish a time interval within which the 

activation is valid. The "Time Profiles" tab allows you to do this. The following page will appear: 

 

Figure 264: Page for creating a time profile 

 

Press "Add New’’ to open the following page: 

 

Figure 265: Adding a time profile 
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After having given a name to the time profile you want to create, the buttons  can be used to create a 

time interval for each day of the week within which the activation will be valid (through the following 

screen): 

 

Figure 266: Creating a time profile 

 

The scrolling menus in the figure above allow you to define the start and end of validity of the time profile 

for each day of the week. For example, if you want to activate a validity for Monday from 8:00 to 12:00, the 

result is as follows (after pressing the "OK" button): 

 

Figure 267: Time profile created for a day of the week 
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The "Copy" and "Paste" buttons allow you to quickly copy the time interval just created for all the other 

days of the week. You can press the "Copy" button on Monday which will enable the "Paste" buttons on the 

other days to do this. The following page will appear: 

 

Figure 268: Time profile created for the entire week 

 

The ''Clean'' button allows you to delete all previously created time intervals for one day of the week. 

The  button allows you to delete a single time interval created. 

Press the "OK" button to complete creating the time profile: 

 

Figure 269: Saved time profile 

 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to edit or delete data for each time profile, 

respectively (via confirmation pop-up). 
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At this point, in a previously created or new activation, the "Time Profile" drop-down menu allows you to 

add a time profile, as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 270: Time profile associated with activation 

 

Press the OK button, to see the newly created activation with the associated time profile in the activation 

list: 

 

Figure 271: Time profile with activation 

 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to edit or delete data for each activation, 

respectively (via confirmation pop-up). 
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7.1.4.11.4 Sending alarms to the Switchboard via relay actuator inputs 

 

It is possible to use the ON, OFF, long press and short press events to send one or more alarm signals to the 

Switchboards of the system through one or more sensors connected to the Relay Actuator inputs. The 

alarm signal is sent when the sensor generates the programmed event. 

This can be used using the "Alarms" tab: 

 

 

Figure 272: "Alarms" tab 

Press the "Add New" button to open the following screen with all the available inputs of the various relay 

actuators (identified by their physical MAC address and a significant name): 

 

Figure 273: Inputs available for alarm generation 

In this example, we will assume that the first input is reserved for alarm generation.  
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Press the button   to choose which event on this input generates the alarm. If the input has been 

configured in bistable mode (APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices), the possible 

events are the following: 

 

 

Figure 274: events available if the input is set to bistable mode 

The ON and OFF events are used to generate instantaneous alarms. For example, if the input has been set 

to normally closed (paragraph APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices), a sensor 

connected to a port that is forced triggers an ON event and then generates an alarm. 

If the input has been configured in monostable mode, the possible events are: 

 

Figure 275: events available if the input is set to monostable mode 
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The Short press and Long press events are used to generate non-instantaneous alarms. For example, if the 

input has been set to normally closed, a sensor connected to a door that is left open for a time longer than 

the time set at the input triggers a Long press event and then generates an alarm. 

 

 

If the input has been configured in bistable mode and the ''ON'' event is selected, the following screen is 

displayed: 

 

 

Figure 276: Choosing the alarm type 

 

It is possible to select the alarm type to be sent to the Switchboard from the drop-down menu with the red 

box. The available alarms are listed below: 

Note: for each input it is possible to associate an alarm to only one of the 2 events (ON/OFF if the input 

has been set as bistable, Short Pressure and Long Pressure if it has been set as monostable). This means 

that if an alarm has been associated with the ON event of an input, no other alarm can be associated 

with the OFF event of the same input (and vice versa). The same applies to the other 2 events of Short 

Pressure and Long Pressure of another input. 
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Figure 277: Available alarms  

 

For example, if you select the "Forced Door" alarm, press the "OK" button to see the list of inputs on the 

screen. Then press "OK" again to see what you have just created: 

 

 

Figure 278: Alarm associated with the input 

The buttons in the "Edit" and "Delete" columns can be used to edit or delete data for each alarm, 

respectively (via confirmation pop-up). 

 

 

Note: A single input can generate an alarm and simultaneously activate one or more relay outputs. 
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7.1.4.11.5 Creation of relay actuator activations and alarms 

 

The activation and alarm generation rules seen in the previous paragraphs can also be created on the 

configuration page of the relay actuator in the section dedicated to inputs. 

Note that the input programming method described in the previous paragraphs is only possible on relay 

actuators with firmware version 3.04 or higher. If the firmware version is 2.07, the inputs are not 

programmable and therefore the following is not valid. 

The section relating to the inputs (both input 1 and input 2) of a Relay Actuator is as shown below (if no 

name has been given to the inputs yet): 

 

Figure 279: Input configuration of a relay actuator ver.3.04 

The "Activations" and "Alarms" buttons can be used to create that described in the previous paragraphs but 

only for the concerned input. Press the "Activations" button to open the following page: 

 

Figure 280: Adding relay actuator input activations 
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Press the "Add’’ button to open the following page: 

 

 

Figure 281: Screen to create activation on a single input 

 

The “Trigger” drop-down menu allows you to select the event to be associated with the input, in this case 

"ON" or "OFF": 

 

 

Figure 282: Possible events on the input 
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After having selected an event (e.g. "ON") and given a meaningful name to the activation, associated it with 

a time profile if required and added one or more outputs, the following screen will appear:  

 

 

Figure 283: Event output settings 

 

The final result is what we saw in the previous paragraphs, as well as for the creation of alarms. 
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7.1.5 User management 

 

If the four possible plant models (Villa Kit, Single Stair, Multiple Stairs, Multi Block) the management of the 

users is implemented in the relevant "Users" tab, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 284: “Users” tab 

 

The screen shows 4 different types of users, described in the dedicated paragraphs: “Residents”, “Not 

Residents”, “Groups”, “Switchboards”. 
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7.1.5.1 Residents 

 

Residents are associated with the apartments, so to be able to add residents it is necessary to access the 

navigation window on one of the created apartments.  

Let’s suppose you want to create a Multi Block project, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 285: multi block configuration 

 

In the configuration, no topological node has yet been entered, so the "Users" tab will not allow the 

addition of residents, since it is only allowed in the apartments. 

 

Figure 286: “Residents" screen in a topological node different from the apartment 
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If you want to add a block, with a stair, a floor and 3 apartments to the topology: go through the navigation 

module to one of the apartments, you will see the "Add" button in the "Residents” tab, as shown in the 

following figure: 

 

Figure 287: “Residents" screen for an apartment 

 

The “Add New" button allows adding the residents to be associated with the apartment selected in the 

navigation module, in this case "Apartment 01010101".  

Press the button to access the following screen, with the fields to be filled in for the creation of the new 

user. 

 

Figure 288: Creazione di un nuovo residente – prima parte 
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Figure 289: Creating a new resident - second part 

 

The following table helps you to understand the meaning of the fields 

Surname or 
Company Name 

Surname of the resident or company name. Maximum length: 32 
characters. 

Name/Other 
information 

Resident name or other information. Maximum length: 32 characters. 

Telephone 
number 

Telephone number associated to the resident. Maximum length: 16 
numeric characters. 

Description Short description of the resident. 

Key codes Proximity key codes associated with the user (up to three key codes per 

user). The code must be unique in the plant. It is possible to choose 

between 4 different types of key according to the device set to read the 

key. 

Door Code Door opener numerical code associated to the user; the  configurator 
automatically generates a 4-digit code, which can be modified. The code 
must be univocal in the system. 

Suspended If selected, access to all access points (on the topological path of the 
relevant apartments and not) is not allowed with either the key code or 
the door code. 

Visible If selected, the name will be shown in the Call Module. Otherwise, the 
name will not be shown in the address book. 

 

Table 6:  resident fields 
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As for the key code, this is shown on one of the 2 sides of the proximity key. It is necessary to enter the 

code in question in the relevant field of the configurator so that the key can open the access points 

according to the topological path concepts described above or according to what is set in the access control 

(see dedicated paragraph). 

The types of keys available are: 

 125KHz, 

 Mifare, 

 Mifare Plus  

 dual technology (125KHz and Mifare). 

 

Appendix F contains a table with a list of devices that integrate a key reader and the different types of 

proximity keys that can be read by these devices. 

To speed up the insertion of the key code in the configurator page, an automatic reading device (Universal 

Encoder) of the code is available for keys with Mifare, Mifare Plus technology and dual technology. 

Simply connect the Universal Encoder device to a USB port on your computer (using the supplied cable): in 

this way the device is powered and the LED on the front panel switch from green (about 1s) to steady red. 

Now, after opening any text editor on your PC (Notepad for example), simply bring the key close to the 

white recess on the front of the device: the key code is immediately displayed on the text editor and can 

then be copied and pasted in the relevant field of the resident or non-resident page you are adding to the 

configuration. 

 

 

 
After adding for example 2 users for the ”Apartment 01010101”, if you go to that topological node you will 

see the updated list of residents in the context menu. 

Note 3: door opener codes and related coercion alarm codes can be entered on call stations equipped 

with numeric keypad, i.e. Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18 and Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48. 

 

Note 2: the door opener code, besides being unique in the system, cannot be the same as other codes 

already generated and increased by one unit. In fact these codes are reserved for the coercion alarm 

generation (in addition to the entrance hall opening). For further details see the installation and user 

manual of the Switchboard downloadable from www.urmet.com 

 

Note 1: the number of digits of the Door Code can be changed from a minimum of 4 digits to a 

maximum of 8. For further details, see paragraph System parameters. 
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Figure 290: List of residents for the selected apartment 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each user created, 

respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

The creation of the residents allows: 

 having a contact address book that can be viewed on the Call Modules and Modular entry panel 

with 1060/48; 

 giving residents access (through Proximity Keys or Door Codes) to the accesses on the topological 

path of their apartments without any time limit; 

 giving residents access (through Proximity Keys or Door Codes) to the accesses not present on the 

topological path of their apartments with any time limit (refer to the Access Control paragraph). 

 

 

 

 

Note 5: For 2Voice apartment residents, the Proximity Keys and/or Door Codes allow access only to the 

IPerCom system call module doors. Program the key and/or door opener codes as shown in the user 

manuals of the respective 2Voice system products to access the doors of any call module in the 2Voice 

system, if required. 

 

 

Note 4: residents may also be associated with 2Voice apartments as described above. These residents 

will appear in the address books of the IPerCom Call Modules and will have access to the respective 

gates within their competence and not via Proximity Keys or Door Codes which may have a time limit or 

not. 
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7.1.5.2 Not residents 

 

The IPerCom system can manage the controlled access to the residential structure also for external 

personnel (maintenance technicians, suppliers, etc.).  

The "not resident" is not associated with any apartment of the system: in fact, by going to the tab "Not 

Resident" in the tab "Users", the navigation module will not show the topology of the system. 

The addition of a non-resident is therefore always allowed regardless of the topology of the system. 

 

Figure 291: “Not Resident” screen 

 

By pressing the “Add New” button, a screen like the following one will open: 

 

Figure 292: Creating a non-resident - first part 
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Figure 293: Creating a non-resident - second part 

The following table helps you to understand the meaning of the fields: 

Surname or 
Company Name 

Surname of the resident or company name. Maximum length: 32 characters. 

Name/Other 
information 

Resident name or other information. Maximum length: 32 characters. 

Telephone 
number 

Telephone number associated to the not resident. Maximum length: 16 
numeric characters. 

Description Short description of the not resident. 

Key codes Proximity key codes associated with the non-resident (up to three key codes 

per user). The code must be unique in the plant. It is possible to choose 

between 4 different types of key according to the device set to read the key 

Door Code Door opener numeric code associated to the non-resident. The configurator 
automatically generates a 4-digit code, which can be modified. The code 
must be univocal in the system. The code must be univocal in the system.. 

Suspended If selected, access to all access points is not allowed with either the key code 
or the door code. 

 

Table 7: Not Resident fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: notes 1, 2 and 3 for the keys of residents also apply to non-residents.  
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For security reasons, it may be necessary to make access to the doors available to non-residents in a 

specific time interval: to do this, at the bottom of the screen it is possible to set a time interval for the 

validity of the Key Codes and of the Door Codes, as highlighted below. 

 

Figure 294: Period of validity of the Key Codes and of the Door Codes 
 

 

Generally, the validity period is not set, so access is always granted to the non-resident; to set a validity 

period, select the “Valid From” and “Valid To” items in the red rectangle (using the relevant tick boxes) and 

then set a validity start date and end date. An example is provided in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 295: Selection of date and time of the period of validity 

 

 

 

An important difference is noted on the operation of the Door Codes and Key Codes. While for residents, 

the Door Codes and the Key Codes automatically open the doors associated with the Call Modules and Key 

Readers which are on the topological path of the apartment, for non-residents the doors, which the 

respective Proximity Keys and Door Codes can open as specified in an external table. This external table can 

be accessed by pressing the "Edit Access Table" button in the figure above. 
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Figure 296: association of gates to non-residents 

 

A screen opens displaying the various access profiles loaded into the system to be associated with non-

residents, or a list of doors that can be opened, if necessary, during a certain time period. Access profiles 

can be created in the "Access Control" tab (for more details see paragraph 7.1.6 Access control). 

 

Figure 297: selection of access profiles for non-residents 

 

To associate an access profile to a non-resident, press the relevant name: the access profile will move from 

the list of available profiles to that of the selected profiles. To delete the association, press the same item in 

the list of selected profiles. 

In conclusion, the creation of non-residents allows giving access (through Proximity Keys or Door Codes) to 

external personnel only at the relevant access points with or without time limit. Once you have entered for 

example 2 non-residents, the list of non-residents in the configuration will appear as shown in the figure: 
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Figure 298: List of non-residents 

 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each user created, 

respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

The "Lift Interface Settings" button in the red box of Figure 296 allows setting the activations of the lift 

interface (if present in the system) according to the defined paths (see paragraph Adding a Lift Interface 

1060/37 on a stair node). 
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7.1.5.3 Groups 

 

The "Groups” screen allows you to quickly create groups of residents and/or non-residents who have 

special access needs to certain doors, possibly at specific times.  

For example, there could be a "Swimming pool" group to which all those with access to the pool must be 

added. The group, in turn, should be associated with a "Swimming pool access profile" that allows access to 

the doors of the pool in the time intervals in which the courses are held. In this way, every time a user 

enrols in the course, it is sufficient to add him/her to the corresponding group. 

To create the "Swimming pool" group, click on the "Users" tab, then on the "Groups” tab. 

 

Figure 299: “Groups" screen 

Press the "Add New” button to view the following screen with the list of all residents and non-residents to 

the left. 

 

Figure 300: Adding a group 
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To add, for example, residents to the group, simply select them in the list on the left and they will be 

moved to the list on the right. 

 

Figure 301: Adding users to a group 

 

Then simply give the group a meaningful name and description and confirm with the "OK” button: the 

group will be added to the list of user groups. 

 

Figure 302: List of groups 

 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each user created, 

respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 
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7.1.5.4 Switchboards   

 

Through the "Switchboards” tab of the "Users” tab it is possible to manage the users of the switchboards in 

the system. 

 

Figure 303: “Switchboard" screen 

 

The '’Add'' button allows adding new users of the switchboards. Press it to open the following screen: 

 

Figure 304: Creation of a new user 
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Once all fields have been edited appropriately and the "OK” button has been pressed, another user is 

added to the user list. 

 

Figure 305: List of the switchboard users 

 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each user created, 

respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

 

The '’User Name'' and ''Password'' fields associated to each switchboard user correspond respectively to 

the “User” and the “Password” fields used for the access through the Switchboard application software 

installed on a PC connected to the system. 

 

Figure 306: Switchboard ’application access screen 

 

For the operation of the "Switchboard” programme, refer to the relevant manual. 
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7.1.6 Access control 

The IPerCom system integrates an access control service, which allows the opening of gates (doors, gates, 

barriers, etc.) by recognising proximity keys or entering door codes. Call Modules, Entry Panels 1060/21 and 

Key Readers can be used to open the access. Call Modules and Entry Panels 1060/21 integrate a Proximity 

Key reader. 

The opening of a door is subject to the recognition of a Proximity Key or an access code by a Call Module, an 

Entry Panel 1060/21 or a Key Reader.  

In order for a Proximity Key or access code to be valid and thus able to open a certain access point: 

 they must be associated with a user (resident or non-resident); 

 they must be associated with the access points to be opened . 

This is partially already done automatically by the system through the concept of topology and 

competence. 

Let’s suppose to have a building with a block and two stairs like the one shown below: 

 

 

Figure 307: System consisting of a block with two stairs 

 

There is a main Call Module on the topological node of Block "01", while there is a Key Reader on the 

topological node of Stair "02". 
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All residents of Stair "02" are automatically enabled to open the accesses associated with the main Call 

Module and the Key Reader with a key code and a door code (both the Call Module and the Key Reader are 

on the topological path of these residents). 

 

Figure 308: User setting screen 

 

If you want to give the residents of Stair "02" access to other accesses that are not on their topological path 

(e.g. a Key Reader on the topological node of Stairs "01"), you must use the access control service. 
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7.1.6.1 Access profiles 

 

The "Access Profiles” screen is the same as the one that appears when you open the "Access Control" tab. 

 

 
 

Figure 309: “Access profiles” screen 

 

Access profiles allow to group a set of accesses that a group of users needs to open in a single rule even if 

these accesses are not on the topological path of the apartments of these users.  

For example, if two Key Readers satisfy the two points above, press the "Add" button that opens the 

following screen to create an access profile with these two accesses: 

 

 
 

Figure 310: Creation of a new access profile 
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It is necessary to give a name to the access profile that is being created in the "Name" field at the top left, 

and then select the access points that are part of it by simply pressing on the relevant record (the relevant 

tick box is selected automatically). It is also possible to assign a time validity to the access profile, i.e. a time 

interval (year, month, day, hours and minutes) in which access to the access points is valid. Instead, in the 

"Time Profile" column, an access time limit is defined during the validity period; by default, "Always" is 

selected, but custom settings can be created (for example, only for weekdays or holidays), as shown in 

paragraph “Time Profile" 

 

For example, if the two access points associated with the Key Readers give access to a swimming pool in the 

summer, it is possible to set the name and time validity as shown in the following figure: 

 

 
 

Figure 311: Setting the access profile 

 

By pressing the “OK" button, the profile is saved and added to the access profile list. 

 

 
 

Figure 312: List of the created access profiles 
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In the “Access profiles” screen, the buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data 

or delete each access profile created, respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

 

Each resident/non-resident can be assigned an access profile during the user creation/editing phase. 
 

 
 

Figure 313: Resident editing screen 

 

Press the "Edit Access Table" button to open the following screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 314: List of access profiles 

The access profiles available are listed on the left, while those already selected for the concerned user are 

listed on the right. 

By selecting an item on the left, it will be moved automatically to the right list. 
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Assuming you want to select the previously created access profile, you get the following: 

 

 
 

Figure 315: Selection of an access profile 

 

Press the "OK” button to automatically associate the access profile with the created user: 

 

 
 

Figure 316: Associating an access profile with a resident 

 

 

 

Note: An access profile must be associated with a resident or non-resident or user group in order to be 

effective. If this association is not made, the access profiles are not applied. 
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7.1.6.2 Time Profiles 

 

A time profile is a set of time intervals for the validity of accesses. 

To manage time profiles go to the "Access Control” tab, then click on the "Time Profiles” tab.  

The following screen will open: 

 

Figure 317: “Time profiles” screen 

 

By pressing the “Add New" button it is possible to create a time profile associated with the days of the 

week. 

 

Figure 318: Time profile creation screen 

Up to three access time intervals can be created for each day. 
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To create a new time interval, press button  to open the following screen: 

 

Figure 319: Creation of a time interval 

 

After setting the time interval and pressing the "OK" button, the interval will be added to the selected day, 

as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 320: Time interval added in the selected day 
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The "Copy" and "Paste" buttons allow you quickly copying the time interval just created for all the other 

days of the week. You can press the "Copy" button on Monday, which will enable the "Paste" buttons on 

the other days to do this. 

For example, copying the time interval set for Monday ("MON") and pasting it in the line corresponding to 

Thursday ("THU"), the result will be as follows. 

 

Figure 321: Copying and pasting the time intervals of a day 

 

The ''Clean'' button allows deleting all previously created time intervals for one day of the week. 

The  button allows you to delete a single time interval created. 

After naming the time profile and pressing the "OK” button, the new time profile will be added to the time 

profile list. 

 

Figure 322: List of the created time profiles 
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The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each time profile 

created, respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

If you want to associate the time profile “Weekly Swimming Pool Access" to the previously saved access 

profile, simply reopen the latter in edit mode and select the created time profile, as shown in the following 

figure: 

 

Figure 323: Selection of the new time profile in the saved access profile 

 

A time profile may also be associated with a single access as well as an access profile if the concerned 

access has particular time restrictions. To do this, you need to go to the "Topology" page, then to the 

"Devices" tab. Press the "Edit" button of the device, the access of which must be associated with a time 

profile and search for the "Time Profile" item of the concerned access. 

For example, if you want to associate a time profile to a Key Reader access point, you will see the following 

screen, where no time profile is set. 

 

Figure 324: Time profile not set 
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To associate a previously created one, click on the respective drop-down menu to open a screen with all 

the created time profiles. After selecting one and pressing the "OK" button, the following screen will 

appear: 

 

Figure 325: Set time profile 

 

If a time profile is associated with a generic access, it appears with an asterisk when creating an access 

profile: 

 

 

Figure 326: Door with associated time profile 
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7.1.6.3 Holidays 

 

Holidays allow you to define one or more particular dates of the year (e.g. Christmas) on which to alter a 

previously created time profile. In other words, they allow you to create exceptions in a weekly schedule. 

To create a holiday, go to the "Access Control" page and then press the "Holiday" tab. The following page 

will appear: 

 

Figure 327: ‘’Holidays’’ screen 

 

Pressing the "Add New" button you can create a holiday by defining the following fields: 

 "Name": significant name to give to the festivity; 

 "Year": field not mandatory. If not set, the exception (i.e. the holiday) that is being created is valid 

for each year; 

 "Month": mandatory field; 

 "Day": mandatory field. 
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If, for example, you want to set a public holiday on the 25th December of each year, the choices to make 

are as follows: 

 

Figure 328: Set holiday 

 

Press "OK" to see a summary of the choices made: 

 

Figure 329: Created holiday 
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At this point, the following screen will appear when opening a previously created time profile, for example, 

where you can set a new time profile for the 25th of December of each year, as seen in the previous 

paragraph: 

 

Figure 330: Time profile with possibility to add the holiday 

 

Press "Add Holiday’’ to open the following page: 

 

Figure 331: Holiday added without setting any time 

 

By pressing button  it is possible to create up to three time intervals within the holiday period.  
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Assuming you want to create a single interval from 8 to 10, the following page will appear: 

 

Figure 332: Additional holidays with timetables 

The "OK" button confirms the changes made. In this way, the time profile followed on the day of the week 

coinciding with December 25th will be the one set in the newly created holiday, i.e. from 08:00 to 10:00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If the holiday is added without any time slot, entry will not be allowed for the entire day of the 

week coinciding with the holiday. 
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7.1.6.4 Door groups 

 

The door group is a set of doors that must obey the same rules, have the same temporal validity and the 

same temporal profile. The Doors Group function is useful if a group of people needs to access a group of 

doors in the same way. 

 

To create a group of doors, go to the "Door Groups" screen in the "Access Control” tab. Once a group of 

doors has been created, it will be shown in the list of doors on the "Access Profiles" screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 333: “Door Groups” screen 

 

 

By pressing the "Add New" button a creation screen opens with a list of all available doors. 
 

 
 

Figure 334: Screen of the door group creation 
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To create a group of doors, it is necessary to assign a name and select the desired doors: these are moved 

to a list on the right to form the desired list of doors.  

 

Figure 335: Selection of desired doors 

 

To delete a door from the list, simply select it: it will be moved back to the list on the left. 

Press the "OK" button to confirm the creation of the group of doors, which will appear in the "Door Groups" 

list. 

 

Figure 336: List of the created door groups 

 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each door group 

created, respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 
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If you want to use the "Swimming pool doors" door group in the previously saved access profile, simply 

open it again and select as door group the group “Swimming pool doors” instead of the previously selected 

Key Readers. 

 

Figure 337: Selection of the new door group in the saved access profile 
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7.1.6.5 Door profiles 

 

A Door Profile is a set of parameters that define the behaviour of a generic door. 

This functionality is useful if there are several doors in the system which must comply with the same rules. 

Instead of applying the set of rules several times to different doors, it is sufficient to create the set of rules 

once and then apply it to the individual doors. 

 

To create an access profile, go to the "Access Control" page and then press the "Door Profiles" tab. The 

following page will appear: 

 

Figure 338: "Access Profiles" screen 

 

Press "Add New’’ to open the following page: 

 

Figure 339: Generic access parameters 
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For the meaning of the various parameters, see "APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom 

devices". An example of configuration is shown below: 

 

 

Figure 340: Setting parameters for an access 

 

Press "OK" to create the access profile: 

 

Figure 341: Creating an access profile 

 

Once the access profile has been created, it can be applied to several doors. For example, if there are two 

Key Readers in the system that must give access to a swimming pool during the summer with the opening 

profile filled in above, you must load the newly created Key Reader in the "Door Profile" item. 
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To do this you need to go to the "Topology" page, then to the "Devices" tab: 

 

Figure 342: Devices on which to load the access profile 

 

Press the "Edit" button of the first Key Reader to open the following screen where "Custom" appears next 

to the concerned access (i.e. no profile is loaded and each field can be filled in individually): 

 

Figure 343: Key reader without door profile 
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Click on "custom" to choose the previously created access: 

 

Figure 344: Selecting an door profile 

Press the "OK" button to load the door profile on the concerned door: 

 

Figure 345: Loading the access profile 

 

The loaded parameters are greyed out to highlight the fact that they come from a previously created access 

profile. 

 

Note: The access profiles can be loaded on the doors of the Call Modules, Entry Panel, Key Reader 

devices. If some parameters are not present on the doors, these parameters are not loaded. 
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7.1.6.6 Trade 

 

The trade function allows opening the pedestrian door and/or the driveway (if enabled) directly from the 

Call Modules and Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 keypad during a time period set during the creation of 

the trade itself.  

The application can be useful if external personnel needs to access the residential complex in pre-set time 

intervals. 

The Trade function is set on the "Access Control" page via the "Trade" tab. 

 

Figure 346: “Trade" screen 

 

Trade is an access profile that groups together the accesses (pedestrian door and/or vehicle gate) of one or 

more Call Modules or Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48. This access profile can be associated with a profile 

and/or a time validity. 

For special needs, it is also possible to associate a time profile with the accesses. 

Once this access profile has been created, press the "Add" button to open a screen with all the created 

access profiles. 
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Figure 347: Trade creation screen 

In the screen above you need to select the access profile created as a trade. After assigning a name to the 

trade, pressing the ‘’ OK ’’ button the trade is created and added to the list of available trades. 

 

Figure 348: List of created trades 

The buttons in the columns "Edit" and "Delete" allow you to modify the data or delete each trade created, 

respectively (through confirmation pop-up). 

 

For correct application of the ‘’Trade’’ function, see the user manual of Elekta and Elekta Steel Call Modules 

1060/12-13-17-18 and Alpha Display Module 1168/1 for Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 

 

Note 2: in systems with lift interface Ref. 1060/37, the door opening through the trade function does 

not allow the lift to reach the floors or apartments of the residential complex. 
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7.1.7 System parameters 

 

The "System" tab allows setting several parameters related to the system operation and its performance. 

For simplicity, the parameters have been divided into the following sections: 

 "Global Settings", 

 "Door/Gate Settings", 

 “Call Forwarding Settings”, 

 “Network Settings”, 

 “RTSP Network Settings”, 

 “Maintenance Settings”. 

For each parameter it is possible to select the relevant values through intuitive drop-down menus. 

The screen displayed by pressing the "System" tab is as follows: 

 

Figure 349: “System" tab 

The meaning of the parameters of the various sections listed above is described below. 
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7.1.7.1 Global Settings 

 

The parameters are shown in the red rectangle in the following figure: 

 

Figure 350: “System" tab – Global settings 

 

The meaning of the single items is shown in the following table: 

System Language  Language used by IPerCom devices with display. 

Time Zone  
 

Time zone selected for time management. Default value: 
“Europe/Rome”.   

Addressing type  
 

Method used to determine the addressing in the call codes. 
Allowed values: “Topological”, “Numerical”, “Logical”, 
“Numerical with blocks”. 

Power supply frequency  
 

Frequency in Hertz of the electric power supply. Default value: 
50Hz.  

Panic Alarm Customization  
 

This allows you to customise the type of alarm sent to the 
Switchboard, only if the alarm is generated by the external 
terminals of the MAX monitor.  
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7.1.7.2 Door/Gate Settings 

 

The parameters are shown in the red rectangle in the following figure: 

 

Figure 351: “System" tab – Door/Gate Settings part 1 

 

 
 

Figure 352: “System" tab – Door/Gate Settings part 2 
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The meaning of the single items is shown in the following table: 

System Language Language used by IPerCom devices with display 

Automatic door opening If enabled, it allows the automatic opening of the doors during 
the call phase. Default value: disabled. The function must also 
be locally enabled by MAX monitors e Audio Door Phone 
1160/3. Default value: not enabled. 

Door/Gate opening on auto-on If disabled, it allows door/gate opening only and exclusively 
during the call step. Default value: enabled (it is possible to 
open door/gate also in auto-on mode). 

Default Door Code Lenght
  

Preset (numeric) door opener code length for residents and 
non-residents. Default value: 4 (min 4, max 8). 

Key Mode and Code If enabled, the access to the doors of the Call Modules occurs 
through the use of both the Proximity Key and the Door Code 
associated to the user. Default value: disabled. 

Maximum Unlook Time (s) Answer response time. Min 30 s, Max: 120 s. 

Off-hook Waiting Time from 
2Voice to Switchboard 

Response waiting time after which the call is missed and is 
stored in the missed calls of the Switchboard. Min: 10s, Max: 
30s. Default value: 20s 

Maximum Guaranteed 
Communication Time (s) 

Guaranteed communication time. Min 1s, Max: 90s (in steps 
of 10s). With at least one IPercom 2Voice Gateway in the 
system, the maximum value decreases to 70s. 

Door Time (s) Door opening time. Default value: 3 s. 

Gate Time (s) Gate opening time. Default value: 3 s. 
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7.1.7.3  Call Forwarding Settings 

 

The parameters are shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 353: “System" tab – Call Forwarding settings 

 

The meaning of the single items is shown in the following table: 

Call forwarding on 

Smartphone/Tablet 

If enabled, it allows call forwarding on mobile devices. Default 

value: selected. 

Call forwarding Cloud URI on 

Smartphone/Tablet 

SIP server where to register the user for call forwarding on 

mobile device. Default value: sip.urmet.com 

Call Forwarding Quality on 

Smartphone/Tablet 

Video quality of the call forwarded to a mobile device. 

Allowed values: “High ”, “Medium”, “Low”. Default value: 

medium 

Call Forwarding URI on Max If enabled, it allows modifying the user name registered on 

the SIP server for call forwarding on smartphone/tablet from 

the MAX monitor. If not enabled, the user name is the one 

defined by the configurator in the apartment settings. 
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7.1.7.4 RTSP Network settings 

 

The parameters are shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 354: “System" tab – RTPS Network settings 

The parameter meaning is as follows: 

NETWORK SETTINGS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Network Settings  
 

The "automatic" value means that the devices automatically 

acquire an IP address consistent with the network in which 

they are installed (networks with router and DHCP server); the 

“manual" value allows setting the network parameters 

according to your needs and according to the network in 

which the system is installed (networks without router with 

DHCP server). 

DNS IP addresses of the DNS server 

Note 1: after a change in network settings (from automatic to manual or vice versa), it is recommended 

(after the configuration distribution) to restart all switches in the system. If this is carried out through 

a main switch, make sure that the Server 1060/1 is connected to a UPS (uninterruptible power supply) 

device, in order to avoid irreparable damage caused by a sudden power failure. In the absence of UPS, 

it is necessary to turn off the Server 1060/1 through the dedicated button and then turn it on again 

after restoring power supply to the system. Restarting the switches (in the same way as described 

above when there is a main switch) is recommended if a router with DHCP service is added to the 

system. 
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RTSP NETWORK SETTINGS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IP Range Minimum Lower limit of the IP subnet to which the RTSP cameras belong 

and from which they take the IP address. 

IP Range Maximum Upper limit of the IP subnet to which the RTSP cameras 

belong and from which they take the IP address. 

Network Mask Network mask of RTSP cameras. 

Default Username Default username to be able to view the video stream of an 

RTSP camera. 

Default Password Default password to be able to view the video stream of an 

RTSP camera. 

Note 4: if a manual network setting is selected, it is also necessary to set the "Lower limit IP address", 

"Upper limit IP address", "Network mask", "Default Gateway" and "DNS” parameters. These 

parameters are the same as for the network settings of the RTSP Cameras (except the "Default 

Gateway") and their meaning is explained in paragraph below. Contact a network administrator for 

more details. 

 

Note 2: after a change in network settings, any devices in the system with a static IP address (e.g. RTSP 

cameras) must be made compatible with the new address assigned to the system. 

 

Note 3: if you plan to connect any MAX monitors of the system to home networks, it is recommended 

to configure a network for the IPerCom system with addresses of "10.x.y.z" type and in any case not of 

"192.168.x.y" type usually used in common home networks. In general, take special care not to have 

devices with network interfaces with subnets that may overlap. 
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7.1.7.5 Maintenance Settings 

 

The parameters are shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 355: “System" tab – Maintenance settings 

 

The parameter meaning is as follows: 

Maintenance Reboot  
 

"Automatic" means that all devices in the system restart at 
4:00 am. "Manual" allows you to change the time and set 
weekly reboot days for the displayed devices.  

Event log maximum depth Number of events that can be displayed in the Event log of 

IPerCom Installer Tools. Default value: 10000. Maximum 

value: 100,000 

 

 

When the value of one or more parameters has been set, the "Apply" key at the bottom of the screen 

allows applying the selected settings. 

The "Apply" button at the bottom of the screen allows you to apply the selected settings. 

 

Note: for manually scheduled restarts, it is necessary to respect the constraint of at least 2 restarts 

every 4 days. Devices such as Relay Actuator, Key Reader and Lift Interface cannot be restarted either 

automatically or manually. 
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7.1.7.6 Selection of the addressing type 

 

The selection of the addressing type in the system parameters affects how an apartment can be called via 

the keypad of the Call Modules, of the Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 and of the Switchboard. 

There are four types of addressing: 

 topological, 

 numerical , 

 logical, 

 numerical with blocks. 

The topological addressing requires that to call an apartment from a Call Module or a Modular Entry Panel, 

the topological code of the apartment must be entered via the keypad (from block node to apartment 

node). To do the same operation from the Switchboard it is necessary to also enter the site node (in 

addition to the block, stair, floor and apartment node). 

The topological code of an apartment is a fixed parameter defined by the configurator during the creation 

phase of the system topology, and is visible on the " Settings” screen of the "Topology” tab (red box). 

 

Figure 356: "Settings" screen for topological addressing 

 

The "Topological Code" field shows only the part of the topological code related to the topological node in 

which you are positioned in the navigation module. 

The "Name" field (if not modified) shows the topological code of the node where you are positioned 

(starting from the block node). 

The type of numeric addressing instead requires that the code entered for calling an apartment is numeric: 

this number is determined for each apartment on the " Settings” screen of the "Topology” tab, which in 

case of numeric addressing appears as shown below: 
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Figure 357: "Settings" screen for numerical addressing 

 

Normally, the configurator suggests an automatically generated numerical code, but it is possible to modify 

it at any time. 

Numeric codes with a maximum of 6 digits can be entered from the configurator. 

As for the type of logical addressing, it is an alphanumeric code to associate to each apartment, as shown in 

the following figure: 

 

Figure 358: “Description" screen in case of logical addressing 
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From the configurator it is possible to enter logical codes with a maximum of 8 alphanumeric characters. 

The last type of addressing, mainly used in the English market, is the numerical with blocks and in this case, 

to call an apartment: 

 from Call Module, it is first necessary to select the block in which it is located and then to select the 

numeric code associated with the apartment; 

 from the Switchboard, it is necessary to enter the block number before the numerical code. 

The "Settings" screen for numerical addressing with blocks is shown below: 

 

Figure 359: “Description" screen in case of numerical addressing with blocks 
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7.1.8 Setting of call forwarding 

 

The call forwarding function allows receiving a call from 

 Entry panel 1060/71-74-75, 

 Entry panel 1060/21, 

 Call module 1060/12-13-17-18, 

 Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48, 

 Floor Entry panel 1060/22 

 Switchboard, 

on one or more smartphones/tablets in addition to those in the apartment. 

Call forwarding on smartphone/tablet is also possible if the call is directed to a specific apartment indoor 

station. 

To configure the performance correctly it is necessary:  

 that the installer provides the connection to the system network of a router that can allow the 

connection to the Internet, 

 that the installer correctly configures the function on the configurator, 

 that the resident installs the CallMe app, distributed for Android and iOS operating systems and 

downloadable from the relevant stores, and configures it correctly,  

 that the resident configures the apartment MAX master monitor in Remote mode (see the user 

manual available at www.urmet.com for further details). 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 2: the call forwarding function is also available if the call comes from an indoor station (MAX 

monitor or Audio Indoor Station 1160/3) of an apartment to another apartment or to a single indoor 

station of it. Obviously, the apartment called must be set to Remote mode. 

 

Note 1: in apartments with only Audio Indoor Stations 1160/3 the Remote mode is set by default. 
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As far as configuration is concerned, call forwarding is enabled from the system parameters screen. Under 

"Call Forwarding" , check that the value is set to "Enabled", as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 360: Enabling of call forwarding 

  

Under "Call Forwarding Cloud URI", set the server to which the user is registered through the CallMe app. 

The default SIP server is "sip.urmet.com", while the "cn.sip.urmet.com" server is to be used only for the 

Chinese market. 

The call forwarding quality must be set on the basis of the available bandwidth: if there are problems with 

the call, such as intermittent videos and/or incomprehensible audio, it is better to lower the quality of call 

forwarding from the settings. 

 

The "Call Forwarding URI on MAX” field, if enabled, allows modifying (as explained below) from MAX 

monitor the user name registered on server previously set through configurator. 

To set the SIP ID registered on the server for an apartment, select the "Topology" tab and, in the "Settings" 

screen for the desired apartment, fill in the "URI Cloud for call forwarding on Smartphone/tablet" field: 
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Figure 361: setting the SIP username for an apartment 

 

If the SIP ID is not yet available (e.g. if you have not registered in the app, yet), this field can be left blank 

and configured in a second step with the settings button of the video door phone application on the MAX 

monitor, as described below (red box): 

 

 

Figure 362: button for configuring the video door phone application on MAX monitor 
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Press this button to open the following screen with various menu items: 

 

Figure 363: menu items for configuring the video door phone application on MAX monitor 

 

Press the "Call Forwarding Settings" item (present only on the master MAX monitors), to set the SIP ID 

registered on the server through the CallMe app. In fact, after entering the password 1937, the screen 

displayed is as follows: 

 

Figure 364: SIP ID not yet set 
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Press the "User name for call forwarding" item to display a screen where you can enter the SIP ID in 

question: 

 

Figure 365: entering SIP ID 

 

Then press the X button to save the SIP ID you entered correctly, as shown below: 

 

Figure 366: SIP ID set 
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If the SIP ID has already been set by the configurator for each apartment, it is automatically displayed in the 

above screen of the various MAX (master) monitors of the system: it is possible to set a new one (thus 

disabling the one set by the configurator) following the instructions above. If you want to use the SIP ID 

initially set through the configurator again, simply press the "User name for call forwarding" button: 

 

 

Figure 367: SIP user reset from configurator 

The "Restore default value" button allows storing the user name previously loaded on configurator as SIP 

ID. 

 

For further information on call forwarding, refer to the relevant CallMe application manual, which can be 

downloaded for free from the download area of the website www.urmet.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: in Figure 361 the "Call Forwarding on Smartphone/Tablet" field, if enabled, allows setting the 

apartment in remote mode from MAX monitor. Otherwise the call forwarding function cannot be 

configured correctly. 

Note 2: Any 2Voice audio/video apartment station in the system may implement the call forwarding 

function using the device Ref. 1083/58A installed on the 2Voice column for each apartment. For more 

details, refer to the device installation manual of the respective device. 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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7.1.9 Search function  

 

The function allows a quick search of the items in the system. 

Press  on the main screen of the configurator to open the following screen (relating to a generic 

system): 

 

Figure 368: Search Function Screen 

You can search for the following items or only one of them: 

 nodes, 

 devices, 

 people, 

 time profiles, 

 activations, 

 doors, 

 inputs/outputs, 

 contacts. 

 

The Filter field (top left of the screen above) allows you to further refine the search for the items displayed. 

For example, it is possible to filter by the Name field, a field that is filled in when creating all the elements 

created above (only for residents/non-residents this field corresponds to the Surname field). This field is 

displayed in the Description column of the screen above. 

Furthermore, only for the devices, it is possible to further filter by MAC address or part of it or by device 

code (e.g. 1060/12 for the Call Module). 
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For example, the search by node shows only the nodes of the system with the corresponding topological 

code (block, scale, floor and apartment): 

 

Figure 369: Search by nodes 

 

The links in the "Description" column take you to the "Settings" page of the corresponding topological 

node. For example, the link "Site 01" takes you to the next page: 

 

 

Figure 370: Setting a site node 
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The device search shows the various devices present in the system with the corresponding topological code 

(block, scale, floor and apartment), device code (column "D") and device type: 

 

Figure 371: Setting a site node 

If the device is located on the site node, the table above only shows the device code and not its topological 

path. 

The links in the "Description" column take you to the configuration page of the individual device. 

The search by persons, time profiles, activations, doors, inputs/outputs (of Relay Actuators) and contacts 

works in the same way as described above. The corresponding links take you to the person, time profile, 

activation, doors, inputs/outputs (of Relay Actuators) and contacts editing page. 
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7.1.10 How to save the configuration 
After creating the configuration, it is possible to save it through the "Project" tab of the configurator. The 

screen displayed is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 372: project sheet 

 

Press the "Save" button to save the configuration. 

The "Exit" button allows you to exit the configurator and return to the "Configuration" tab of IPerCom 

Installer Tools. To transfer the configuration to the system, please refer to paragraph How to use IPerCom 

Installer Tools for the configuration of a system where the most common use cases of the system 

configuration are described 
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8 Commissioning a system through MAX monitor: the configuration 

menu 
 

The configuration menu of the MAX monitors allows commissioning an IPerCom system. As already said for 

IPerCom Installer Tools, the commissioning of a system concerns the following points: 

 setting of date and time; 

 setting the system parameters and topology by creating the so-called system project or simply 

configuration; 

 distribution of the configuration to the devices; 

 securing the system. 

 

There are two ways to access the configuration menu: 

1. via the start screen with QR code on devices not yet configured; 

2. from the Top Page screen in case of closed start screen with QR code or for devices already 

configured. 

 

8.1 Mode 1: Accessing the configuration menu from the start screen of non-configured 

devices 
MAX monitors not configured upon starting show a screen with the QR code of the device. 

 

Figure 373: Start screen of a non-configured MAX monitor 

 

 Using the “LANGUAGE” button, you can change the language of the MAX monitor. 
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Figure 374: Selection of the device language 

The window shows a list from which to select the language: once you have made your selection, it will be 

immediately applied to the device. 

For example, if you select the English language, the start screen will change as follows: 

 

Figure 375: Starting screen translated in English 

From this screen it is possible to access the configuration menu using the “CONFIGURATION” button. 
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8.2 Mode 2: Access to the configuration menu through the "Top page" button 
If you have exited the starting screen or the devices are already configured, to access the configuration 

menu go to the “Top Page” by pressing button  on the top bar, then press the setting button shown 

in the following figure: 

 

Figure 376: Opening of the settings menu for a MAX 1717/31 monitor 

 

This will display the settings menu: 

 

Figure 377: Settings menu (part 1) 
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Figure 378: Settings menu (part 2) 

 

The configuration menu can be accessed by selecting “IPerCom Configuration” (see Figure 381). 

Regardless of how you access the configuration menu, you will be prompted to enter the Urmet “1937” 

password in case of unlocked system or the administrator password in case of blocked system. 

 

Figure 379: Entering the password to access the configuration menu 
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After having entered the password, you will be asked to change the date and time of the system. 

 

Figure 380: How to set date and time 

 

8.2.1 Date and time setting 

 

The first step of the system commissioning is to set the correct date and time.  

Date and time are used to identify configuration files and determine which one is the most up-to-date 

during the automatic distribution between devices; therefore, as already mentioned, it is essential to set 

them correctly before proceeding with the following steps.  

If the system is connected to the Internet, the date and time are set automatically. 

Manual setting instead is usually suggested:  

•  as soon as the configuration menu of a MAX monitor which has not been configured is opened; 

•  after switching on the MAX monitor if the system has been off for longer than 36 hours (a condition 

which requires resetting the date and time outside the configuration menu). 

In all cases, the data and time request window is shown in the following figure: 
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Figure 381: Date and time setting  

 

Two sections can be seen: 

•  time zone (highlighted with a red border), in which you can select the desired time zone; 

•  date and time (highlighted with blue border), in which you can set the current date and time. 

 

First set the time zone. Select the desired item from the convenient drop-down menu in the section 

highlighted with red edge, as shown in figure: 

 

Figure 382: Choose of time zone  
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Press the "CONFIRM" button to confirm the selection of the time zone and enable the section highlighted 

with the blue border to set the date and time is enabled. 

 

 

Figure 383: Choose of date and time  

After selecting year, month, day, hour and minutes, pressing the “APPLY” button, the system acquires 

correct date and time. 

In fact, once the changes have been applied, date and time settings will be applied automatically also to all 

other devices of the system. 

The time zone setting will be applied only to the current device. The time zone of the whole system is 

selected during configuration, as shown in paragraph 6.3.8 System parameters.  

Therefore, in addition to setting the time zone using the MAX monitor as shown, it is also recommended to 

confirm your selection of the time zone using the configurator, so that the entire system is set to the 

desired date and time. 

As shown above, the screen for editing date and time automatically opens when the configuration menu is 

accessed. To open it again after setting the date and time, go to "System configuration" in the configuration 

menu and then click on "Change system date and time". 

If the generic MAX monitor has been configured, i.e. is set to the time zone in common to the whole 

system, it is not possible to change the time zone using the window shown in Figure (the respective section 

will be disabled). In this case, to make a change, you will need to change the system configuration as shown 

in paragraph System parameters. 
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8.2.2 Configuration menu 
 

After setting date and time the configuration menu will appear as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 384: The configuration menu 

 

The configuration menu is divided into two sub-menus: “System configuration” and “SD card projects 

management”. 

 

The sub-menu “System configuration” is structured as follows: 

 

Figure 385: “System configuration” sub-menu (part 1) 
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Figure 386: “System configuration” sub-menu (part 2) 

 

This menu allows you to: 

1. change the system date and time;  

2. import the configuration from another already configured device in the network;  

3. create a new system configuration or change the current one: in the latter case, the configurator 

will open; 

4. import the configuration from SD card;  

5. start the “acquisition mode” (described in 6.3.3paragraph Adding devicesAdding devices); 

6. check the status of the configuration distribution to the IPerCom devices on the IP network; 

7. export the system configuration to SD card; 

8. manage the administrator and installer passwords. 
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The “SD card projects management” sub-menu is as follows: 

 

Figure 387: “SD card projects management” sub-menu 

 

This sub-menu allows you to: 

1. modify IPerCom configuration projects on SD card  

2. create a project to be saved directly on SD card. 

These operations allow you to use the MAX monitor as a configuration editor regardless of which system is 

installed.  
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8.3 Access to the configurator from the MAX monitor 
 

Access to the configurator from MAX monitor is carried out with the "Create configuration" item if the 

system is not configured or with the "Change current configuration" item if the system has already been 

configured. Both items are under the configuration menu (see paragraph Configuration menu).  

If you choose to create a new configuration the following screen will be displayed: 

 

Figure 388: creating a new project through configurator  

 

In this screen it is possible to enter the project name, the installer password and select one of the 4 

proposed system topologies. 

If the system has already been configured and the MAX monitor is part of it, by changing the current 

configuration the configurator will open with the configuration on the system (after entering the installer 

password): 

 

Figure 389: Opening a Multi Block configuration using the configurator 
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As mentioned in the paragraph "The configuration menu" the configurator can also be opened as a 

configuration editor, so not only to create or modify the current configuration of the system. 

In this case you can launch the programme by opening a project from SD Card or by creating a project on 

SD Card. 

In the first case a window will appear with a list of configuration files previously saved on SD Card.  

 

Figure 390: Opening a configuration from SD card 

 

By selecting the desired file name, the configurator will open and show the contents of the chosen 

configuration. 

If you want to create a new configuration on SD Card, the configurator will be opened on the screen for the 

creation of a new project, as shown in Figure 391. 
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If the configurator is opened, by changing the current configuration, the “Project” screen will appear as 

follows: 

 

Figure 391: “Project” screen of the configurator when changing the current configuration 

 

Two buttons are shown on the left: “Apply”, that allows saving and applying the modified configuration to 

the entire system, and “Exit”, that allows exiting the configurator yet losing the last applied changes. 

 

If instead the configurator is open as configuration editor (i.e. from the "Project management on SD card'' 

submenu), the ''Project'' screen appears as follow: 

 

Figure 392: “Project" screen of the configurator in editor mode 
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In case a configuration has been suspended while using a MAX monitor, as soon as you launch the 

application again you will be asked whether to recover the last interrupted configuration project. 

 

Figure 393: Recovering an unsaved configuration on MAX Monitor 
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8.3.1 The configurator on Android tablets 

 

The configuration of an IPerCom system can also be made through Android tablet (minimum version 

required 5.0) with the IPerCom Configurator app downloadable from Play Store. For each officially released 

version of IPerCom the app, through a "launcher", allows you to: 

 install the relevant configurator, 

 create configuration files ; 

 open configuration files, possibly convert them to higher IPerCom versions and then modify them. 

 

In the apps previous to version 2.0 it was possible to create and open configuration files only for the 

IPerCom version for which the app was released. 

The new functions above are briefly described below. 

 

After installing the IPerCom Configurator app on your tablet for the first time, the first time you launch it 

the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 394: app startup screen 
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The "New" and "Open" buttons are disabled as there is no configurator version installed yet. 

Press the "Settings" button to install the configurator versions related to the IPerCom version you want to 

work with. The screen displayed, in fact, is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 395: list of the various configurators that can be installed 
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For example if you want to install the configurator version related to IPerCom versions 1.4 and 2.0, simply 

press the relevant "Install" buttons and make sure that the tablet has an Internet connection: after the 

download step, you will be prompted to enable the installation from the "launcher". Then the installation 

starts and the following screen is displayed when finished: 

 

 

Figure 396: configurator 2.0 installed correctly 

 

To finish the installation correctly, it is necessary to press the "END" button, which brings back to the initial 

screen of the IPerCom Configurator app. The "Open" button does not allow you to launch the newly 

installed configurator version as this can be done only from the IPerCom Configurator app (by opening a 

configuration file or creating a new one). 
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After the installation, the "Settings" button shows the installed configurator versions for the released 

IPerCom versions, as shown below in the red box: 

 

Figure 397: list of configurators installed and not installed 
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By pressing the "OK" button, the "New" and "Open" buttons are active: 

 

 

Figure 398: "New" and "Open" buttons active 
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The "New" button allows you to select the IPerCom version for which you want to create the new 

configuration (depending on the previously installed configurator versions). Then, in relation to the above, 

by pressing the "New" button, the following screen is displayed: 

 

Figure 399: choice of the configurator version to start 

 

After selecting one of the proposed versions, the previously installed configurator for the selected IPerCom 

version is launched. 
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For example by pressing the button 2.0 this screen is displayed (similar to the one shown for the MAX 

monitor): 

 

Figure 400: start configurator version 2.0 

After entering all the data correctly, it is possible to press the "OK" button to start creating the new 

configuration as described in paragraph The configurator. 

Once the configuration is finished, the Project tab of the configurator allows you to: 

 save the project (Save and Save As buttons); 

 close the project (Close button) to create a new one (New button) or quit the configurator (Quit 

button) to return to the launcher; 

 directly quit the configurator (Quit button) to return to the launcher. 
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The Project tab screen with all the options just described is shown below: 

  

 

Figure 401: "Project" tab of the configurator 
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The "Open" button allows you to open, convert and edit previously created configuration files. Once 

identified and selected the file to open (with ccf extension) through the file manager of the tablet, the 

following screen opens: 

 

 

Figure 402: open a configuration file already saved 
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To open the configuration file without converting it to a later version of IPerCom, it is necessary to enter 

the installer password for the project and press the "OK" button. The configurator opens with the contents 

of the previously created configuration: 

 

 

Figure 403: content of the configuration already created 

 

If you also want to convert the file to a later IPerCom version (whose configurator version has been 

installed through the "Settings" button), it is also necessary to select the "Convert the file to another 

IPerCom version". 
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Then by pressing the OK button, the following screen opens: 

 

Figure 404: conversion of the configuration file to a higher version 
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Only the IPerCom versions higher than the one related to the file you are opening and whose configurator 

version has been installed as described above are automatically shown. Once the version has been 

selected, to make sure that the conversion has been successful, simply check the Configurator Version field 

in the Project tab: 

 

Figure 405: conversion successful 

When the modifications have been completed, in the Project tab it is always possible to: 

 save the project (Save and Save As buttons); 

 close the project (Close button) to open another one; 

 directly quit the configurator (Quit button) to return to the “launcher”. 

 

Note 2: the  button opens a window showing the installed version of the app, the privacy policy, 

the terms of use of the app and the link to the Urmet website. 

 

Note 1: it is not possible to open configuration files related to IPerCom versions whose configurator has 

not been installed through the "Settings" button. 

 

Note 3: you may need to update already installed configurator versions if they are updated online. This 

can be checked by pressing the "Settings" button, which shows the "Update" button active on the 

configurator versions to be updated. It is highly recommended to always update the various 

configurator versions to the latest version. 
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8.4 System first configuration 
 

This section describes the steps to be followed when configuring an IPerCom system for the first time 

referring both to the MAX monitor and to the IPerCom Configurator app. 

When doing this, all devices must have the factory settings; otherwise, it is necessary to reset to the factory 

settings (see chapter Restoring the factory settings). 

After setting the date and time, the next step is to create the configuration, which includes the following 

points: 

1. definition of the system topology, 

2. addition of the devices to the configuration, 

3. creation of the directories, 

4. creation of activations, 

5. creation of residents and non-residents, 

6. setting of the access control, 

7. configuration of the system parameters and call forwarding. 

 

Once the configuration is finished, it is necessary to distribute it to the various devices of the system, export 

it to SD card and as last step to secure the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1 (date and time setting): we recommend to pay particular attention to the system date and time 

setting phase, which must be carried out before any other step.  

 

 

Note 2 (configuration distribution): we recommend to distribute the configuration to the system only 

after waiting at least 10 minutes from the connection of the last device. 

 

 
 

Note 3: the IPerCom Configurator app is able to create the configuration but not to distribute it to the 

other devices in the system or secure the system. 
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8.4.1 Creation of a new configuration: definition of the system topology 
 

To create the first configuration on a MAX monitor it is necessary to access the configuration menu, then to 

“System configuration” and choose “Create configuration”, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 406: Creation of the first system project on MAX monitor 

 

Confermando la richiesta si aprirà la schermata di creazione di un nuovo progetto. 

 

Figure 407: Creation of a new project on Android tablet 

 

You get to the same screen if you want to use an Android tablet and then the IPerCom Configurator app to 

create a new project. Once the app starts, it is necessary to press the New button and then select the 

IPerCom version for which you want to create the new configuration. The screen displayed is as follows: 
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Figure 408: Selecting the plant model when creating a project 

As you can see, the screen to define the system topology (both for the MAX monitor and the IPerCom 

Configurator app) is similar to what described in paragraph The configurator, as well as the other possible 

steps for the configuration of a system, i.e.: 

1. definition of the topological structure, 

2. addition of the devices to the configuration, 

3. creation of the directories, 

4. creation of activations, 

5. creation of residents and non-residents, 

6. setting of the access control, 

7. configuration of the system parameters and call forwarding. 

 

To add the various devices of the system from MAX monitor in the configuration, it is advisable to follow 

one of the 4 methods described in the following paragraph, being understood that also from MAX monitor 

the same rules described for IPerCom Installer Tools are valid, i.e.: 

 each device is associated with a topological node through the Add Device button; 

 the Call Module, the Entry panel 1060/21-71-74-75, the Modular Entry Panel with 1060/48 and the 

Switchboard cannot be added to an apartment node; 

 the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway and the Lift Interface can only be added to the stair node; 

 the Floor Entry panel can be added only to the apartment node; 

 to access the list of devices present in each topological node, you need to select the “Topology” 

tab: by using the navigation module you must select the desired position, then go to the context 

module of the "Devices" tab, where you will find a table showing all the devices installed in the 

selected node. 
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Figure 409: list of devices attested in a topological node 

 

8.4.2 Adding devices to the system using the MAX monitor and/or the Android tablet app 
 

To add all the devices of the system to the configuration, it is advisable to follow one of the 4 procedures 

below to speed up the configuration operations by exploiting some features of the MAX monitor and the 

Android tablet app. 
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8.4.2.1 Mode 1: installer uses only MAX monitors for the system configuration 
 

Application case: The devices are already installed on the system, but not yet configured 
 

Pros: Only MAX monitors are required; there is no need of an Android PC or tablet; you do 
not need to know the physical MAC addresses of your MAX monitors 
 

Cons: Requires to enter the installer password and open the configurator from one device 
at a time; requires knowledge of the MAC addresses of all other devices in the 
system. 

 

In this case, it is assumed that the system is already installed. The installer uses one of the MAX monitors 

and starts creating the configuration project as explained below. 

1. Adding the first MAX monitor to the configuration 

For example, if you create a Single Stair configuration on a system MAX monitor, the first step is to add 

such device to the relevant topological node. Then it is necessary to go to the "Devices” tab and click on the 

"Add new device” button. 

 

Figure 410: Adding a new device 
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The following selection screen will be displayed, allowing to choose the type of device to add. 

 

Figure 411: Selecting the type of device to add 

 

If you want to add a MAX monitor, select “MAX 1717/31-32-33-34-41”: the following screen will open: 

 

Figure 412: Entering device parameters 

 

The "Name”, "MAC Address”, "Device Code", and "Location" fields are present on the setting page of all 

devices. 

In this case, simply fill in the fields "Name” and "MAC Address" to add the device: the field "Name” is 

arbitrary and chosen by the installer, the field "MAC Address" instead is well defined and associated with 

the device in use. To enter the latter parameter, in this case you do not need to know the single digits, as 

there is a quick selection button "...” available that allows to set it up immediately.  
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If you press in fact this button, a dialog box will appear: 

 

Figure 413: Selecting the MAC Address of the current device 

 

Pressing the "This Device" button to automatically set the MAC address of the MAX monitor. Press "Scan 

(…/…)" to display a list of devices (with respective MAC address) which are present on the system but which 

have not yet been added to the configuration, as shown in the next step.  

Press the first button to add the MAC address of the current device: 

 

Figure 414: Automatic setting of the current device MAC Address 
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By pressing "OK", the device is added to the device list of the configuration. 

 

Figure 415: List of devices for the selected apartment 

 

2. Adding other device types to the configuration 

When the first MAX monitor has been added, a similar procedure is to be followed to add all other devices 

installed in the system.  

For example, if you want to add a Call Module to the configuration in the specific topological node where it 

is installed, by following the procedure previously indicated for the MAX monitor you will see a screen like 

the following one: 

 

Figure 416: Adding a Call Module to a block 
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This time you need to know the MAC address of the device to be added in order to fill in the relevant field; 

there are therefore two possible modes to fill it in: 

 manually entering the MAC address digits, or 

 pressing the "..." button, then the "Scan" button, in order to obtain a list with the devices installed 

in the system (but not yet added to the configuration), and then select the devices from this list, as 

shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 417: List of "Call Modules" detected in the system 

 

3. Exit from the current configuration and distribution of the configuration 

Once all the needed devices have been added to the configuration, go to the "Project" tab and press the 

"Apply" button to distribute the configuration (refer to paragraph Distribution of the configuration) 

At the end of the configuration distribution the MAX monitor and the other monitors installed in the 

system are correctly updated to the current configuration. 

 

4. Adding the remaining MAX monitors to the configuration 

 

The only monitors not yet configured are any other MAX monitors present in the system. 

To apply the configuration to them as well, you will need to go from MAX monitor to MAX monitor and 

follow the instructions below. 
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So, to proceed with a second MAX monitor, you will need to access the configuration menu, then go to 

"System configuration” and "Import configuration from remote device”: a screen like the following one will 

appear. 

 

Figure 418: Importing the configuration from a remote device 

 

A list of devices from which to import the configuration is displayed: by pressing on the configured MAX 

monitor and confirming the request, the configuration will be imported into the system. 

Once IPerCom Configurator is opened on the new device and the installer password is entered, it is possible 

to see all the parameters of the previously set up configuration and add the current MAX monitor to the 

same configuration: the steps are the same as described previously for the first MAX monitor. 

Also in this case, once the addition is complete, you need to apply the configuration and distribute it, so 

that the first MAX monitor receives the updated version. 

To import the configuration into all other MAX monitors, you follow the same procedure. 

 

 

Note 1 (in the case of an already blocked system): if the system has already been blocked (see 

paragraph Securing the system), importing the configuration from an already configured device will 

require entering the administrator password. 

 

Note 2 (case of system configured with IP static): The configuration imported from remote device 

cannot be used if the system is configured for operation with static IP or if manual setting of the 

network was chosen in system parameters (see paragraph 6.3.8 System parameters). 
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8.4.2.2 Mode 1.1: The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android 

tablet and adds the devices to the configuration via the MAX monitor 
 

Application case: The devices are already installed on the plant, but not yet configured. There is a 
basic configuration on SD Card in which the topology has been defined but the 
devices have not been added yet 
 

Pro: It is not necessary to know the physical MAC addresses of the MAX monitors and the 
topology can be easily created in the laboratory. 
 

Cons: The disadvantages are the same as in MODE 1 
 

This is a variant of MODE 1. 

 

1. Configuration creation (topology only) in the laboratory and export to SD card 

 

Instead of creating the configuration on-site on the first MAX monitor of the installed system, the installer 

creates it in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet, by setting only the system topology, 

and then exports it to an SD card. 

 

2. Configuration import from SD card and subsequent distribution 

 

Once in the field, with the system installed, the installer goes to the first MAX monitor and imports the 

configuration from the SD card. 

To import the SD card, it is necessary to access the configuration menu, then press "System configuration” 

and "Import configuration from SD card". A list of projects saved on SD card will be shown from which to 

select the desired one. 

For further information on how to distribute the configuration, refer to paragraph Distribution of the 

configuration6.3.11 Configuration distribution. 

 

3. Following are all the steps indicated in MODE 1 

 

We summarise the steps that need to be taken: add the current MAX monitor to the configuration, then 

add all devices other than the MAX monitors, and then distribute the configuration. Finally, for all the other 

MAX monitors in the system, proceed as described above, i.e. import the configuration, add the current 

MAX monitor to the configuration and distribute the configuration. 
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8.4.2.3 Mode 2: The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android 

tablet but adds the devices via Android tablet 

 

Application case: The devices are already installed on the plant, but not yet configured. There is a 
basic configuration on SD Card in which the topology has been defined but the 
devices have not been added yet. You have an Android tablet with the IPerCom 
Configurator app installed on it. 
 

Pros: It is possible to create the topology in the laboratory through MAX monitor/Android 
tablet and add devices (of any type) in the field by simply scanning the QR Code. 
 

Cons: An Android tablet is required 
 

The following mode takes advantage of the IPerCom devices feature to show a QR Code that contains its 

MAC address: in the case of MAX monitors the QR Code is displayed when not configured, whereas in other 

devices it is shown frontally on a label. 

 

1. Configuration creation (topology only) in the laboratory and saving on Android tablet 

 

The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet by setting 

only the system topology. If you have used a MAX monitor or a PC, the configuration must then be copied 

to an Android tablet (e.g. by saving it on an SD card). 

 

2. Adding devices to the configuration by scanning the QR Code 

 

The installer goes to the area where the system is already installed and brings with him/her an Android 

tablet containing the configuration. 

Once the project saved on the tablet has been opened, the installer moves to each device of the system 

and adds it to the configuration as described below. 

First of all, in the Topology tab it is necessary to go to the topological node of the device to be added, then 

in the context module you must select the "Devices" tab and press on "Add new device”. 
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At this point, as already described, you select the type of device to add and fill in the fields shown on the 

screen, as usual: the only difference is the possibility, for Android tablets, to enter the MAC address by 

scanning the QR Code of the device, by pressing the "QR Code” button. 

 

Figure 419: Adding a new device on Android tablet 

By pressing this button, the "Barcode Scanner" app will start (if it is not in the system, the system will 

automatically prompt to install it through Google Play Store). When you open the app you have to position 

the camera in front of the QR Code of the device and wait for the scan and the automatic filling in of MAC 

address: 

 

Figure 420: Automatic entering of the MAC address from the scanned QR Code 
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The device addition will be completed as usual after pressing "OK”. 

A similar procedure is to be followed to add all other devices installed in the system. 

 Once the devices are added to the configuration or in any case before distributing the configuration on the 

system, you will need to save the configuration on the SD card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note (configuration file extension): when saving the configuration you must assign a name to the file 

created; the default name of the file is "ipercom.ccf", but it can be changed by the user only by paying 

attention to always add the extension ".ccf" at the end of the name (otherwise the configuration 

cannot be imported from the MAX monitor). 

 

Note (removing the SD card after saving): After you have saved the configuration via Android Tablet, 

to prevent the configuration file from being corrupted, it is advisable to remove the SD card before 

removing it from the device. 
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8.4.2.4 Mode 3: The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android 

tablet and adds at the same time the devices that are not yet installed 

 

Application case: The devices are still in stock (therefore neither installed in the system nor 
configured): the configuration is created entirely in the laboratory taking note of the 
position of the devices and their MAC address. 
 

Pros: It is possible to create the topology in the laboratory on a PC and add devices (of any 
type) by manually entering their MAC address or by scanning the QR Code. 
 

Cons: Care must be taken when noting the devices arrangement in the system.  
 

In this case, the installer has the devices not yet installed in the system and prepares the configuration 

offline in the laboratory via MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet. 

 

1. Configuration creation (topology only) in the laboratory and export to SD card 

 

The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet by initially 

setting only the system topology. 

 

2. Addition of the devices to the configuration directly in the laboratory, before their installation on 

the system 

 

When the devices are available, it is possible to add them to the configuration as usual, by manually 

entering the MAC address indicated on the package or, if using an Android tablet, by scanning the QR Code, 

as described before. 

The only thing we suggest to pay attention to, is to write down the position in which each device is to be 

installed. 
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8.4.2.5 Mode 3.1: The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android 

tablet and adds at the same time the previously installed devices 

 

Application case: The devices have already been installed, taking note of the topological position 
(block/stair/floor/apartment) and of the relevant MAC.  
The configuration is created entirely in the laboratory by relying on the notes taken 
during the installation (correspondence between device type, MAC address and 
topological position). 
 

Pros: It is possible to create the topology in the laboratory on a PC and add devices (of any 
type) by manually entering their MAC address. 
 

Cons: There is a risk of making mistakes when: 

 writing down the location of each device (and the relevant MAC), and;  

 when copying the MAC address. 
 

In this case the installer needs a list containing the following information for each installed device: 

 the type of device (product model number, e.g. 1060/18); 

 the MAC address of the device (e.g. 00:1E:E0:00:01:02), reported manually or by applying the label 

provided with QR code available on each IPerCom device; 

 the topological location (e.g. Block 01, Stair 02, Floor 04, Apartment 04). 

Then, on the basis of this data, the installer prepares the configuration offline in the laboratory via MAX 

monitor/PC/Android tablet. 

 

The APPENDIX D contains a possible model for this purpose. 

 

1. Configuration creation (topology only) in the laboratory and export to SD card 

 

The installer creates the configuration in the laboratory on the MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet by initially 

setting only the system topology. 

 

2. Addition of devices to the configuration directly in the laboratory, based on the written down 

information 

 

With the above information available, it is possible to add each device to the configuration by manually 

entering the reported MAC address or, if using an Android tablet, by scanning the QR Code, provided that 

the device label has been directly applied to the notes. 
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8.4.2.6 Mode 4: One MAX monitor with configurator in "Acquisition" mode 

 

Application case: The devices are already installed on the system. The configuration has already been 
created/imported on a MAX monitor and the same MAX monitor and all other 
devices have been added. 
 

Pros: All MAX monitors can be added to the configuration via an automatic procedure 
that can be followed at the same time by several people (the presence of more 
people speeds up the configuration creation). 
 

Cons: It is necessary to keep one MAX monitor with configurator in "Acquisition" mode. 
 

In this case, it is assumed that the system has already been installed and that the installer creates a 

configuration as explained before, by adding only one MAX monitor and other devices other than MAX 

monitors. 

The other MAX monitors will be added automatically upon request by the current MAX monitor. 

 

1. Creation of the configuration and addition, to that configuration, of a selected MAX monitor and of 

other devices (except MAX monitors) according to one of the modes described above, and 

configuration distribution from the same MAX monitor. 

 

2. Start of the acquisition mode on the field from the selected MAX monitor. 

From the selected MAX monitor go to the configuration menu, then to "System configuration” and to "Start 

acquisition mode”, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 421: "Start acquisition mode" in the configuration menu 
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The following window will open: 

 

Figure 422: Acquisition mode 

 

The selected MAX monitor then sets to the "Acquisition" mode where it waits for all non-configured MAX 

monitors to communicate their position in the system. 

In fact, as soon as this mode is started, all the other MAX monitors of the system not yet configured will 

display the following window: 

 

Figure 423: Entering the topology node in non-configured MAX monitors during acquisition mode 

 

No selections can be made in the Villa Kit type projects in the window shown in figure. The position of the 

MAX monitor cannot be different from the apartment (the only one present in the system model).  
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3. Sending the position from all other MAX monitors to the selected MAX monitor 

 

For all MAX monitors of the system, except the selected one, it will be necessary to fill in the fields shown 

in the previous figure and press "SEND LOCATION" to send these data to the MAX monitor that is in 

acquisition mode. 

This operation can be performed contemporaneously by several people to speed it up. 

Once the positions from all MAX monitors have been sent, it is necessary to go back to the selected MAX 

monitor and, after checking that the actual number of MAX monitors to be configured is indicated in the 

“Number of devices acquired" field, press "SEND TO CONFIGURATOR”. 

 

Figure 424: Updating acquisitions from non-configured MAX monitors 

IPerCom Configurator will then be opened (after entering the installer password), showing the 

automatically updated configuration, with all the MAX monitors of the system added in the relevant 

topological nodes.  

 

 

Note 1 (in case of manual network settings): Mode 4 for adding devices only works if the "System" tab 

is as "Automatic" network setting. Therefore, this mode cannot be used in the case of manual network 

configuration (device static IP address). 

 

Note 2 (sending the default position): if you leave all the fields unchanged in the window in Figure 

426 and press the "SEND POSITION" button, a default position is sent for the MAX monitor: this 

position, in case of Kit Villa type projects, is that of the apartment; for all other types of project, the 

default position is instead the topological node at the highest system level. 
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8.5 Configuration distribution 
 

The configuration is always distributed via MAX Monitor, and can be done in two ways: 

 directly from the configurator (if you are changing the configuration from a MAX Monitor 

connected to the system);  

 from the configuration menu by importing from SD card (if you have a configuration saved on SD 

card). 

 

If you have just finished modifying the configuration on the MAX Monitor configurator, to apply it to the 

system, select the "Project" tab and press the "Apply" button. 

 

Figure 425: Configuration distribution from the configurator 

 

You will be asked if you really want to apply the configuration to the system: confirm to start the 

configuration distribution to all the devices of the system. 

 

If, on the other hand, the configuration has been previously saved to a file and you want to distribute it 

directly to the system without going through the configurator, you must import the configuration from the 

SD card. 
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To import a configuration from SD card, access the configuration menu, then select the option "Import 

configuration from SD card": the window shown in the figure will open. 

 

Figure 426: Configuration distribution by importing from SD card 

 

The window shows all the configuration files saved on the SD card: once the desired file has been selected 

and the configuration distribution request has been confirmed, it will be applied to all the system devices. 

 

Regardless of how the distribution of the configuration is started, the following window will be displayed as 

soon as it starts, showing the distribution status on the system. 

 

Figure 427: Status of configuration distribution 
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This window shows in sequence 

 the “Devices with the same configuration”, i.e. devices that at that moment have the same 

configuration present on the current device; 

 the “Devices not in configuration”, i.e. devices that have not been included in the configuration 

present on the current device; 

 the “Devices from factory or with an older configuration”, i.e. devices which are part of a 

configuration older than that on the current device, or which have no configuration at all; 

 the “Devices with a newer configuration", i.e. devices that have a configuration that is more recent 

than the one on the current device. 

The configuration will be considered complete when all the devices which have been added to the 

configuration have received this configuration. In this case, the last two items of the configuration 

distribution state ("Devices from factory or with an older configuration" and "Devices with a newer 

configuration") will be set to 0, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 428: Indication of completed distribution 

 

Note 1 (automatic device reboot): According to the settings made (e.g. changes to network setting 

parameters), some devices may automatically reboot during configuration distribution. 

 

Note 2 (changes to network settings): If network settings changed, it is recommended to reboot the 

switch after having distributed the configuration. 

 

Note 3 (devices not yet added to the configuration): As mentioned, the configuration distribution will 

be deemed complete if all devices have received it correctly. Any non-configured devices which have 

not yet been added to the configuration will be indicated under "Devices not in configuration" in the 

distribution status window. 
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8.6 Exporting the configuration to an SD card 
 

It is recommended to make always a copy of the configuration on a file by means of export to SD card. 

To this purpose, in the configuration menu, in the sub-menu "System configuration” there is the function 

"Export configuration to SD card", which allows saving the current configuration to the SD card. 

Once the SD card has been inserted and the above item has been selected, the following window will open: 

 

Figure 429: Exporting the configuration to SD card 

 

Assign a name to the file to export, then press "CONFIRM” to export to the SD card. 
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8.7 Securing the system 
 

Once the system configuration has been completed and distributed to all the devices, i.e. while the system 

is running, it is possible to secure the system by setting an administrator password in addition to the 

installer password. In practice this means that the installer can only make changes to the configuration and 

the system by requesting the administrator password. On the other hand the administrator cannot change 

the configuration to the system as he/she does not know the installer password. Therefore, the system has 

a double security level. 

 

The administrator password can be entered from the configuration menu by selecting "System 

configuration", then "Password management" and then "Lock System” items. 

 

The following screen will be displayed: 

 

Figure 430: Administrator password setting 
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Once the password is entered, you will have to wait for the distribution of the administrator password to all 

the devices of the system: you can monitor the distribution status in the dialog box shown below. 

 

Figure 431: Password distribution status 

 

As soon as the value of the last two fields is zero, the password distribution will be completed. 

 

Once you have changed the password in the system, to access the configurator you will need to enter the 

administrator password and no longer the Urmet password. 
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8.8 Changing the system configuration 
 

Once the first configuration of a system has been created, all the devices that make it up work as set in the 

configuration and any changes are made after entering the administrator password. 

In fact, if all the steps of the first configuration have been carried out correctly, the system must have been 

properly blocked at the end of the procedure. 

In these conditions, if you want to access the configuration menu of a MAX monitor belonging to the 

system, you would have to enter the administrator password instead of the Urmet one, as shown in the 

following figure: 

 

Figure 432: Access to the configuration menu of a blocked system 

 

If you want to make significant changes to the system (for example, add a new block with several new 

devices), it is recommended to perform these operations with unlocked system (to unlock a system refer to 

paragraph Unlocking a system). 
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8.8.1 Unlocking a system 

 

To unlock a previously blocked system, open the configuration menu from a MAX monitor belonging to the 

system, then select "System configuration" and then "Password management": the following screen will 

open. 

 

Figure 433: “Password management" screen in case of blocked system 

 

By selecting "Unlock system" and confirming the request, the administrator password is no longer required; 

the distribution status of the new password will be visible in the status window shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 434: Password distribution status 
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8.8.2 How to change the configuration 
 

The configuration of a system can be changed in different ways: 

1. by updating the users from the Switchboard application installed on the system; 

2. by opening the configurator from the configuration menu of a MAX monitor installed in the system; 

3. by exporting the system configuration to the SD card, by modifying the file in the office from the 

configurator for MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet and by importing it to the system. 

 

While the first mode is performed by the Switchboard operator, the other two are used by the system 

installer. 

 

To change the current configuration of a system, access the configuration menu of a properly configured 

MAX monitor belonging to the system, then select "System configuration” and "Edit current configuration”: 

once the installer password has been entered, the configurator will open in the "Topology” tab, as shown in 

the following figure: 

 

Figure 435: How to change the current configuration 

 

Once the necessary changes have been made, to distribute the configuration to the system, select the 

"Project” tab and press the "Apply” button. 
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The modification of the current configuration from a MAX monitor and that made via the Switchboard 

affect the current configuration of the system. If on the other hand you decide to use the last mode, i.e. 

changing the configuration in the office via MAX monitor/PC/Android tablet, you must take into account 

that the change is not applied to the current configuration of the system, but on the latest version exported 

to SD card. 

Exporting to SD card creates a file with CCF extension, which can be opened by clicking on "Open” in the 

"Project” tab of the configurator. 

 

Figure 436: Opening a project from the configurator for MS Windows 

Once the configuration changes have been made, in the "Project” tab, press the "Save” button to overwrite 

the project file on the SD card. 
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The last step at this point consists in importing the modified configuration on a MAX monitor of the system; 

then select the configuration menu, and in the "System configuration” sub-menu choose the option "Import 

configuration from SD card": the following screen will open: 

 

Figure 437: Importing the configuration from SD Card 

 

Once the installer password is entered, the imported configuration will be distributed throughout the 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note (modification of the configuration off-site): After having exported the current system 

configuration in order to change it off-site, the system may change its present configuration (via 

Switchboard or MAX monitor). In this case, loss of data may occur if you import the configuration 

modified off-site to the system. To avoid this problem, avoid modifying the configuration present on 

the system after exporting it or alternatively take note of all configuration changes which occurred on 

the system on the version modified off-site. 
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8.8.3 Changing the administrator password 

 

The administrator-level security of the IPerCom system has only two statuses: blocked and unlocked. 

To change the administrator password of a blocked system, it will therefore be necessary to unlock it and 

as soon as this operation is completed, lock the system again with the new administrator password. 

During these steps it is necessary to pay attention to the correct distribution of passwords throughout the 

system, in order to be sure that the unlocking and the blocking operations are successful. To this purpose 

there is a user-friendly status window of the password distribution on the system, shown in the following 

figure: 

 

Figure 438: Password distribution status 

 

Once the lock/unlock operation has been completed, before carrying out the opposite operation, check 

that the distribution of passwords is complete, i.e. that the value of the last two fields is equal to zero. 

8.8.4 Changing the installer password 

Changing the installer password is necessary if the administrator decides to change the installer or if the 

installer has forgotten the password. In both cases the password change does not require that you know 

the previous one. To change the installer password, open the configuration menu from a MAX monitor 

belonging to the system, then select "System configuration" and then "Password management". The screen 

displayed is as follows: 
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Figure 439: password management screen 

 

Press "Change installer password” item, the following screen is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 440: installer password change screen 

 

Now simply enter and confirm the new password. Press the "CONFIRM" button and wait for the 

distribution of the new installer password to all the devices in the system. It is possible to monitor the 

status of this distribution in the dialogue box shown below: 
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Figure 441: new installer password distribution 

 

As soon as the value of the last 2 fields is zero, the password distribution will be completed. 

 

8.8.5 Devices not aligned to the same IPerCom version or UPTK software development platform 
 

The possible presence of a misalignment between the UPTK versions of the devices and/or software 

applications is also signalled by the MAX monitors, which compare them with their own local UPTK version. 

A misalignment between UPTK versions simply implies the presence on the system of devices/applications 

with different IPerCom versions. 

The most common cases of misalignment can occur in the following 2 ways: 

 with IPerCom Installer Tools system and application aligned, one or more devices not upgraded to 

the same IPerCom version of the system are connected; 

 the IPerCom Installer Tools application (and/or Switchboard) has not been updated to the latest 

version of  IPerCom on the system. 

 

Therefore it is essential to: 

 add new devices to a system only after aligning them to the correct IperCom version through the 

IPerUpgrade application for Windows operating system, available with its manual at 

www.urmet.com; 

 also update the IPerCom Installer Tools application (and/or Switchboard) when a system has been 

upgraded to a more recent IPerCom version. 

 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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If one or more devices that are not aligned with the IPerCom (or UPTK) version present on the system are 

connected to a properly operating system, the MAX monitors display the following screen: 

 

Figure 442: non-aligned device versions 

Press the Status button to display the list of devices and/or software applications whose software 

development (UPTK) version (6.24) is not aligned with that of the local device (6.41) (in this case MAX 

monitor): 

 

Figure 443: non-aligned devices 

If non-aligned devices are updated to the correct IPerCom version , the screen in question disappears 

automatically at the end of the update procedure. 

If, on the other hand, non-aligned devices are disconnected from the system, the message on the MAX 

monitors does not disappear automatically, but every single monitor must be restarted. This operation can 

be very difficult in large systems: in this case it is useful to use the Update device list button of IPerCom 

Installer Tools (as explained in the relevant paragraph 6.13.6). 
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9 Integration with the iPerTAlk system 
 

IPerCom allows the integration of the PBX of the iPerTAlk system. This integration is useful for making 

audio-video calls, with passage opening, from any device of the IPerCom range to devices of the IPerTAlk 

range. 

Two integration modes are possible: 

 with iPerTAlk switch Ref. 1375/701 in presence of an internal network in the iPerTAlk system and 

you want to separate the network where iPerTAlk is installed from the IPerCom network; 

 without iPerTAlk switch Ref. 1375/701 when using iPerTAlk as gateway to Voip phones on the 

Ipercom network. 

9.1 Configuration and installation sequence for integration of the iPerTAlk system into the 

IPerCom system with the switch Ref. 1375/701 
 

The following configuration steps must be followed for proper operation. 

9.1.1 iPerTAlk system configuration  

Configure the iPerTAlk system consisting of PBX, router, switches and phones. 

1. Connect the PBX, router, switches, phones and PC that you will use for configuration to the iPerTAlk 

1375/701 switch (as shown in the connection diagram below). 

 

 

Note 1: it is not possible to make calls from iPerTAlk devices to IPerCom devices. 

 

 
 

Note 2: the iPerTalk version must be 2.1.0 or higher to allow for integration with the IPerCom system. 
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Figure 444: iPerTAlk connection diagram with iPerTAlk switch Ref. 1375/701 

 

2. Wait until the PBX has booted up and the PC has received the IP from the router in the iPerTAlk 

system. 

3. On your PC, open the web browser and type in the assigned IP address. 

4. Proceed with phone acquisition and numbering assignment. 

5. In the Advanced System Configurations, add an IPerCom type Line. 

6. Create an Inbound Routing Rule and add the IPerCom line as the destination Trunk. 

7. Enable the IPerCom network in the system network parameters. 

  

 

 

 

 

Note: information relating to the specific configuration of the iPerTAlk system integrated with the 

IPerCom system can be found in the iPerTAlk installation and configuration booklet. 

 

 

Ref. 1375/701 

Ref. 1375/10 -/11 -/12 

IP phones 

optional switch 

optional 

optional router 

PoE port 5÷ 8 

PoE port 3 

PoE port 4 
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9.1.2 IPerCom system configuration 

1. Switch off the IPerCom system and the IPerTalk system. 

2.  Connect the iPerlk switch Ref. 1375/701, the PBX, router, switches and phones to the IPerCom. 

network. 

 

Figure 445: IPerCom connection diagram  iPerTAlk with iPerTAlk switch Ref. 1375/701 

4. Power the system up. 

5. Create an IPerCom 2.0.0 configuration as described in the following system manual. 

c 

WARNING! For correct integration of the iPerTAlk system with the IPerCom system, EXCLUSIVELY 

follow the instructions in the following connection diagram. 

 

 

 

WARNING! In an apartment / floor where iPerTAlk is present, integrated with the IPerCom system, 

the MAX video door phone must be the 1717/3X or 1717/4X IPerCom devices. 

 

IP phones 

optional switch 

Ref. 1375/10 -/11 -/12 

optional 

optional router 

PoE port 5÷ 8 

PoE port 3 

PoE port 4 

Ref. 1375/701 

PoE port 1 

PoE port 2 

IP 7” Video door phone 

Ref. 1717/31 -/33 -/41 
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6. On the "Topology" tab create the topological tree of the system and identify a topological node for 

iPerTAlk. Example: Site->Block 1->Stair 1->Floor. 

7. In the selected node, add an iPerTalk Server using the scan command to automatically enter the 

Mac address of the device. 

 

Figure 446: Example of iPerTAlk Server insertion 

 

8. Navigating in the apartments of "Floor 1" (in this case where the iPerTAlk Server has been inserted), 

following the example above, on the "Settings" tab, enable "iPerTalk" and insert the number to call 

(iPerTalk ID) (e.g. 90101, 90102, 90103, etc.). By enabling the iPerTAlk parameter, the apartment is 

considered as an extension in the iPerTAlk system. Configure a number of apartments equal to the 

number of extensions you want to call from the IPerCom system. 

 

Figure 447: configurazione ID iPerTAlk 

9. Proceed with the configuration of the door units and other IPerCom devices.  
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9.2 Configuration and installation sequence for integration of the iPerTAlk system into the 

IPerCom system without the switch Ref. 1375/701 

The following configuration steps must be followed for proper operation. 

9.2.1 IPerCom system configuration  

Configure the IPerCom system without connecting the iPerTAlk server. 

1. Create an IPerCom 2.0.0 configuration as described in the following system manual. 

2. If there is no DHCP server in the IPerCom system, in the configurator select the "System" tab, set 

the network configuration to "Manual" and then set the following parameters: 

a. Lower limit IP address: 10.10.127.2 

b. Upper limit IP address: 10.10.127.254 

c. Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

d. Default Gateway: 10.10.127.1 

e. DNS 8.8.8.8 

3. On the "Topology" tab create the topological tree of the system and identify a topological node for 

iPerTAlk. Example: Site->Block 1->Stair 1->Floor 1. 

4. In the selected node, add an iPerTalk Server by correctly setting the MAC address of the device 

(manually). 

 

Figure 448: Example of iPerTAlk Server insertion 

5. If there is no DHCP server in the IPerCom system, take note of the static IP suggested by the 

configurator. 

6. Navigating in the apartments of "Floor 1" (in this case where the iPerTAlk Server has been inserted), 

following the example above, on the "Settings" tab, enable "iPerTalk" and insert the number to call 

(iPerTalk ID) (e.g. 90101, 90102, 90103, etc.). By enabling the iPerTAlk parameter, the apartment is 

considered as an extension in the iPerTAlk system. Configure a number of apartments equal to the 

number of extensions you want to call from the iPerTAlk system. 
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Figura 449: iPerTAlk ID configuration 

7. Proceed with the configuration of the door units and other IPerCom devices.  

9.2.2 iPerTAlk system configuration  

1. Switch off the IPerCom system. 

2. Connect the PBX and phones to the switch in the IPercom system. 

 

 
 

Figure 450: IPerCom connection diagram 451 iPerTAlk without iPerTAlk switch Ref. 1375/701 

 

 

IP phones 

Ref. 1375/10 -/11 -/12 

IP 7” Video door phone 

Ref. 1717/31 -/33 -/41 
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3. Power the system up. 

4. Configure the iPerTAlk system as follows. 

5. Wait until the PBX has started and that the PC has received the IP if a DHCP server is present in the 

IPerCom system; otherwise, iPerTAlk will assigns IP address  192.168.56.245 to itself to allow it to 

be reached from the network. 

6. On your PC, open the web browser and type in the IP address. 

7. Acquire the phones and assign the numbering (as per IPerCom configuration  e.g. 90101, 90102, 

90103, etc.). 

8. In the Advanced System Configurations, add an IPerCom type Line. 

9. Create an Inbound Routing Rule and add the IPerCom line as the destination Trunk. 

10. Disable the IPerCom network in the system network parameters. 

11. Set in "DHCP" mode the WAN configuration of iPerTAlk if there is a DHCP server in IPerCom system; 

otherwise set in "static" mode the WAN configuration of iPerTAlk with the IP address suggested by 

IPerCom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: information on the specific configurations of the iPerTAlk system integrated with the IPerCom 

system are reported in the iPerTAlk installation and configuration booklet. 
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10 Restoring the factory settings 
 

If devices are removed from the system or you want to restore the factory settings, it is necessary to make 

a restore to the factory settings, or easier factory reset. 

 

10.1 MAX Monitor factory reset 

To perform the factory reset of the MAX monitors it is first necessary to access the settings menu. 

 

Figure 452: Settings menu 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: the Updating Device List function is present only on the IPerCom Installer Tools application but 
not on the MAX monitor nor on the Switchboard application, which only allow displaying the list of 
devices not aligned with the local UPTK version. 
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Select the "Maintenance" option, then "Factory Reset". After entering the administrator password (or 

Urmet password if the system is not locked), the MAX monitor will start the factory reset process and 

restart. 

 

Figure 453: Restoring the factory settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: After a factory reset, if the device is connected to a router with a DHCP server and is not 

configured, the time zone may be different from that expected.  
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10.2 Factory reset of Audio Door Phones 
 

To restore default parameters of an Audio Door Phone after entering programming mode, hold button T1 

pressed for longer than 5 seconds, hold buttons  and   pressed for longer than 5 seconds. The device 

will generate 2 long beeps and reboot. 

 

Figure 454: Audio Door Phone  

 

For more information, see the Audio Door Phone 1160/3 paragraph in APPENDIX A and the user manual of 

the device (Ref. 1160/3). 
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10.3 Factory reset of Call Modules 
 

The factory reset of the Call Modules can be carried out in two different steps: 

1. during device startup 

2. when the device is started and configured 

 

Figure 455: Call Module  

In the first case, during the startup phase, the following screen is shown for five seconds: 

 

Figure 456: Call Module start screen 

If during this time the buttons "X” and "0” are pressed several times in succession, the device will restart 

and perform a factory reset. 
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In the second case it is assumed to have a configured Call Module already started, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 457: Main screen of a configured Call Module 

 

In this case, press the "0" button twice in rapid succession. A screen will be shown where you can enter the 

administrator password (if the system is blocked, otherwise you need to enter the Urmet password). 

 

Figure 458: Entering the Urmet or administrator password 
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Once the password has been entered and the "OK" button pressed, a screen opens where to select "CALL 

MODULE”: press "OK” again to access the following Call Module maintenance menu. 

 

Figure 459: Call Module maintenance menu 

 

By selecting "RESET ALL SETTINGS" and pressing the "OK” button, you will be asked to confirm the action. 

 

Figure 460: Factory reset confirmation screen 

 

Press the "OK” button for the last time to start the factory reset procedure: the device will restart to 

complete the operation. 
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10.4 Factory reset of the modular entry panel with 1060/48 
 

To carry out the factory reset of the modular entry panel with 1060/48 it is necessary to quickly press the 
"RESET" button on the back of the audio video external unit IP 1060/48 for 5 times in a row (less than 1 
second apart). 
  

 

Figure 461: Audio/Video External unit 1060/48 

 

The LEDs on the front panel will flash 5 times to confirm the operation. 
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10.5 Factory reset of the Entry panels 1060/71-/74-75 
 

To perform a factory reset of a Door Speaker Unit, press the entrance hall button and at the same time the 
second button of the keypad (the lowest button) for 20 seconds. 
 

 

Figure 462: Door Speaker Unit 

 

After 20 seconds, the device emits a beep before restarting; then release both buttons: the device will start 

the factory reset procedure and reboot. 
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10.6 Factory reset of IPerCom 2Voice Gateway 
 

 

Figure 463: IperCom 2Voice Gateway 1083/59 

 

 

To perform a factory reset on a gateway, press the Reset button five times in a row (less than 1s in 

between). The device will be reset to default parameters; all configurations will be lost. Hold same button 

pressed for more than 10 seconds to make an hardware reboot the device. For more details, refer to the 

device installation manual at www.urmet.com 
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10.7 Factory reset of the lift interface 1060/37 
 

 

  

Figure 464: Lift interface 1060/37 

 

To perform the factory reset of the lift interface, press the Reset button for 5 times in a row (with intervals 

of less than 1s). The device resets to factory parameters and loses all the configurations made. The same 

button briefly pressed 1 time reboots the device hardware. For more details, refer to the installation 

manual of the device available at www.urmet.com 
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10.8 Factory reset of Entry Panel 1060/21 
 

 

Figure 465: Entry Panel 1060/21 

To perform a factory reset on an Entry Panel Ref. 1060/21, the following operations must be carried out in 

sequence: 

 Switch the device off. 

 Hold the call button and the hall button pressed. 

 Turn on the device. 

 Do not release the two buttons for at least 25 seconds. 

 

During this -time, the following events can be observed in sequence on the device: 

 The camera LEDs will switch on and off. 

 The LED tags will flash 8 times. 

 The camera LEDs will switch on and off again. 

The two buttons can now be released. After two seconds, factory reset is performed and the device 

restarts. 
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10.9 Factory reset of Floor Entry Panel 1060/22 
 

 

Figure 466: Floor Entry Panel 1060/22 

 

To perform a factory reset on a Floor Entry Panel Ref. 1060/22, the following operations must be carried 

out in sequence: 

 Switch the device off. 

 Hold the call button pressed. 

 Turn on the device. 

 Do not release the buttons for at least 25 seconds. 

 

During this time, the following events can be observed in sequence on the device: 

 The camera LEDs will switch on and off. 

 The LED tags will flash 8 times. 

 The camera LEDs will switch on and off again. 

The buttons can now be released. After two seconds, factory reset is performed and the device restarts. 
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APPENDIX A: Configuration parameters of IPerCom devices 
 

Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18 
 

 

Figure 467: Screen of settings for Call Module (part 1) 

 

 

 

Figure 468: Screen of settings for Call Module (part 2) 
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Figure 469: Screen of settings for Call Module (part 3) 

 

 

 

Figure 470: Screen of settings for Call Module (part 4) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for Call Module 1060/12-13-17-18. 

GENERAL SETTINGS  

Name Meaningful name of the Call Module. 

MAC Address MAC address associated to the Call Module. 

IP Address IP address associated to the Call Module. Field visible only if 
manual network configuration is set in system parameters. 
Value can not be changed. 

Device code Value that can not be changed. 

Position Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the 
device to another topological node by pressing the “Move” 
button. 

Table 8: General settings for Call Module 

 

 

Pedestrian gate settings  

Door Used If this box is checked, the Call Module can handle a 
pedestrian access point. In this case, the following options 
are shown, marked with an asterisk (#). 

Door Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created door profile 
with the concerned pedestrian gate. In this case, the door 
parameters are automatically compiled (besides the name). 
Default setting: Custom (parameters must be compiled 
manually). 

Door Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the door. 

Door opening time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Door Forced Alarm (#) If selected, if the accessed is forced, the concerned event 
sends an alarm to the Switchboard. 

Max Door Opening Time (s) (#) The maximum opening time of the door after which an open 
door notification is sent to the Switchboard. 

Door Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the door opener button may activate 
the electric lock of the Call Module only if in speech and 
video connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, 
the door can also be opened outside call mode from the 
apartments the topological path of which intercepts the Call 
Module. Default setting: selected. 

Time Profile (#) This allows you to associate a temporal profile to the 
pedestrian gate Access will be valid only within the selected 
time profile (except for residents of apartments whose 
topological path intercepts the Call Module). Default setting: 
none. 

Remote Relay It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

pedestrian door of the Call Module. For further details, see 

paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote entrance 

hall button. 
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Table 9: Call Module pedestrian gate settings 

 

 

Gate settings  

Gate Used If the box is checked, the call module can handle a 
driveway. In this case, the following options are shown, 
marked with a symbol (#). 

Gate Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created access 
profile to the concerned gate. In this case, the gate 
parameters are automatically compiled (besides the name). 
Default setting: Custom (parameters must be compiled 
manually). 

Gate Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the door. 

Gate Opening Time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Gate Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the gate button may activate the 
electric lock of the Call Module only if in speech and video 
connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, the 
gate can also be opened outside call mode from the 
apartments the topological path of which intercepts the 
Call Module. Selected by default. 

Time Profile (#) This allows you to associate a temporal profile to the gate 

access. Access will be valid only within the selected time 

profile (except for residents of apartments whose 

topological path intercepts the Call Module). Default 

setting: none. 

Remote Relay It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates 

the driveway of the Call Module. For further details, see 

paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote entrance 

hall button. 

Table 10: Call Module gate settings 

 

 

 

 

 

Remote Entrance Hall Button It allows you to remotely control the entrance hall button 

that opens the pedestrian door of the Call Module. For 

further details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and 

remote entrance hall button. 
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User side settings  

Switchboard Button Enable button to call to the respective Switchboard. 

Infrared Enabling of user presence competence through integrated 
infrared sensor. 

LEDs Enabling of the camera LED. 

Keyboard LEDs Enabling the keypad backlighting. 

Call Feedback Tone Call feedback setting. 

Button Feedback Tone Setting of audio feedback on buttons. 

Speakers Volume To adjust the speaker volume. 

Messaggio di Benvenuto This allows you to set a welcome message on the Call 
Module display. Some special characters (e.g. "emoticons") 
may not be displayed correctly, so we recommend that you 
check that the message is displayed correctly. Maximum 
length of the message: 64 characters. 

Table 11: user side settings for Call Module 

“Add” button in the "Activations” section has already been described in paragraph Activations. 
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Modular entry panel with 1060/48 

 

Figure 471: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 1) 

 

 

Figure 472: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 2) 
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Figure 473: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 3) 

 

 

 

Figure 474: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 4) 
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Figure 475: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 5) 

 

 

 

Figure 476: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 6) 
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Figure 477: screen of settings for External unit 1060/48 (part 7) 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for Modular entry panel with 1060/48. 

General settings  

Name Meaningful name of the Door Speaker Unit . 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the Door Speaker Unit . 

IP Address IP address associated with the External unit. Field visible 

only if a manual network configuration has been set in the 

system parameters. Value not editable. 

Device Code Value not editable. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the 

device to another topological node by pressing the "Move” 

button. 

Table 12: general settings for External unit 1060/48 
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Pedestrian access point 

settings 

 

Door Used If this box is checked, the Door Speaker Unit  can handle a 

pedestrian access point. In this case, the following options 

are shown, marked with a hash mark (#). 

Door Profile (#) It allows you to associate a previously created access point 

profile to the pedestrian entrance in question. In this case 

the door parameters are automatically filled in (except the 

name). Default value: customised (the parameters must be 

filled in manually). 

Access Point Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the pedestrian access point. 

Door Opening Time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Door Forced Alarm (#) If selected, if the door is forced, the current event sends an 

alarm to the Switchboard. 

Max Door Opening Time (s) (#) Maximum door opening time beyond which a warning of 

opened door is sent to the Switchboard. Default value: 60s. 

Door Under Secret (#) If selected, by pressing the door opener button, it is possible 

to activate the External unit electric lock only when the 

caller is in conversation and has a video connection or is 

waiting for a response. If not selected, the door can also be 

opened outside the call phase from all the apartments 

where the topological path detects the External unit. Default 

value: selected. 

Time Profile (#) It allows you to associate a time profile to the pedestrian 

access point. Access will be valid only within the selected 

time profile (except for the residents of the apartments 

whose topological path detects the Call Module). Default 

value: none. 

Remote Relay (#) It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

pedestrian door of the External unit. For further details, see 

paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote entrance 

hall button. 

Remote Entrance Hall Button (#) It allows you to remotely control the entrance hall button 

that opens the pedestrian door of the External unit. For 

further details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and 

remote entrance hall button. 

Table 13: pedestrian access point settings for External unit 1060/48 
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Gate Settings  

Gate Used If this box is checked, the Door Speaker Unit  can handle a 

driveway. In this case, the following options are shown, 

marked with a hash mark (#). 

Gate Profile (#) It allows you to associate a previously created access point 

profile to the driveway in question. In this case the door 

parameters are automatically filled in (except the name). 

Default value: customised (the parameters must be filled in 

manually). 

Gate Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the driveway. 

Gate Opening Time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Gate Under Secret (#) If selected, by pressing the driveway opener button, it is 

possible to activate the external unit electric lock only when 

the caller is in conversation and has a video connection or is 

waiting for a response. If not selected, the driveway can also 

be opened outside the call phase from all the apartments 

where the topological path detects the External unit. Default 

value: selected. 

Time profile (#) It allows you to associate a time profile to the driveway. 

Access will be valid only within the selected time profile 

(except for the residents of the apartments whose 

topological path detects the Call Module). Default value: 

none. 

Remote Relay It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

driveway opener of the External unit. For further details, see 

paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote entrance 

hall button. For further details, see paragraph Functions of 

remote relay and remote entrance hall button. 

Table 14: gate settings for External unit 1060/48 
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User side settings  

Integrated call buttons It allows to enable or disable the External unit buttons. 

 Call buttons disabled 

 Right call button enabled 

 Right and left call buttons enabled 

Camera LEDs Enabling of the camera LEDs. Default value: selected. 

Welcome Message It allows you to enter a text message that will be displayed 

on the display module 1168/1 in case of configuration as 

Alpha call module. 

Voice synthesis module If selected, it activates the vocal messages of the external 

unit. Default value: not selected. 

Twilight sensor It allows you to enable or disable the twilight sensor present 

on the module. Default value: not selected. 

Screen Saver operating mode It allows you to enable and configure a screen saver on the 

display module when in stand-by mode. Use modes are: 

 OFF (screen saver disabled) 

 Alternating between home page and screen saver 

 Continuous operation 

Module configuration It allows you to select and enable the various modules that 

make up the call module 1168: 

 Numeric keypad 1168/46 

 Alphabetic keypad 1168/49 

 ILA module 1168/48 

 LCD display module 1168/1 

 Proximity key reader module 1168/45 

LCD menu items It allows you to select which items will be displayed on the 

call module display: 

 Call from directory 

 Call through manual code 

 Access point opening 

 Activation through code 

 Call to the switchboards concerned 

 Empty line 
Table 15: user side settings for External unit 1060/48 
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RTSP settings  

RTSP flow on call If this box is checked, the External unit can handle a RTSP 

camera. In this case, the following options are shown, 

marked with a hash mark (#). 

IP Address (#) Indirizzo IP della telecamera. 

Network mask (#) RTSP camera network mask 

Port (#) RTSP flow port. 

Stream (#) Stream address. 

User Name (#) User name for accessing the camera. 

Password (#) User password for accessing the camera.  

URI for Streaming (#) Complete URI for video streaming. Value not editable. 

It is built automatically by filling in the fields below 

respecting the following syntax:  

rtsp://[<username>:<password>@] <IP 

address>:<port>/<stream> 

The part in square brackets may not be present if user name 

and password are not defined. 

Table 16: RTSP settings 

The "Call Keys" section allows associating the various indoor stations or the Switchboards to be called to 

the keys of the External unit. The possible indoor stations to call are identified by browsing the topological 

structure of the system, therefore it is possible to call the indoor stations (master or master and slave) on 

the site, on the block, on the stair, on the floor and on the apartment. 

In the case of External unit 1060/48 it is possible to set all keys from 1 to 90; in fact, the device has 2 keys 

as standard, which can be increased by means of key add-on modules. 

 

Note (IP address in the RTSP settings): to set the IP address it is recommended to follow the 

instructions in APPENDIX F: Configuration of RTSP cameras in an IPerCom system. 

 

 

Note 2: it is possible to configure same NVR device of the Urmet range to record the calls and auto-

insertions made by the modular entry panel with 1060/48. APPENDIX M shows the procedure for 

configuring the NVR 1098/304 device with the modular entry panel with 1060/48. For the 

configurations of the other NVR devices of the Urmet range, contact the Urmet Service Center. 
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It is possible to automatically associate indoor stations or switchboards to the keys of the external unit, as 

follows: 

 All apartments (in topological order) 

 All apartments (in reverse topological order) 

 All apartments (in alphabetical order) 

 All apartments (in reverse alphabetical order) 

When the mode has been selected, press the "Populate" button to allow the assignment. 

It is possible to delete all the assignments made on the key modules by pressing the "Clean" key 

 

The “Add” button in the "Activations” section has already been described in paragraph Activations. 
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Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75 
 

 

Figure 478: Screen of settings for Entry panel (part 1) 

 

 

Figure 479: Screen of settings for Entry panel (part 2) 
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Figure 480: Screen of settings for Entry panel (part 3) 

 

 

Figure 481: Screen of settings for Entry panel (part 4) 
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Figura 482: Screen of settings for Entry panel (parte 5) 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for Entry Panel 1060/71-74-75. 

GENERAL SETTINGS  

Name Meaningful name of the Entry Panel. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the Entry Panel. 

IP Address IP address associated with the Entry Panel. Field visible only 
if manual network configuration is set in system parameters. 
Value can not be changed. 

Device Code Value can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the 
device to another topological node by pressing the "Move” 
button. 

Table 17: General settings for Entry Panel 

Pedestrian gate settings  

Door Used  
 

If this box is checked, the Entry Panel  can handle a 
pedestrian access point. In this case, the following options 
are shown, marked with a symbol (#). 

Door Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created door profile 
with the concerned pedestrian gate. In this case, the door 
parameters are automatically compiled (besides the name). 
Default setting: Custom (parameters must be compiled 
manually). 

Door Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the pedestrian gate. 

Door Time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay of the pedestrian access 
point. Default value: 3 s. 

Door Forced Alarm (#) If selected, if the accessed is forced, the concerned event 
sends an alarm to the Switchboard. 
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Max Door Opening Time (s) (#) The maximum opening time of the door after which an open 
door notification is sent to the Switchboard. 

Door Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the door button may activate the 
electric lock of the Entry Panel only if in speech and video 
connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, the 
vehicle gate can also be opened outside call mode from the 
apartments the topological path of which intercepts the 
Entry Panel. Default value: selected. 

Remote Relay(#) It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

pedestrian door of the Entry panel 1060/71-74-75. For 

further details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and 

remote entrance hall button. 

Remote Entrance Hall Button (#) It allows you to remotely control the entrance hall button 

that opens the pedestrian door of the Entry panel 1060/71-

74-75. For further details, see paragraph Functions of remote 

relay and remote entrance hall button. 

Table 18: Pedestrian gate settings for Entry Panel 

 

Gate settings  

Gate Used If this box is checked, the Entry Panel can handle a driveway. 
In this case, the following options are shown, marked with a 
symbol (#). 

Gate Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created door profile 
to the concerned vehicle gate. In this case, the door 
parameters are automatically compiled (besides the name). 
Default setting: Custom (parameters must be compiled 
manually). 

Gate Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the door. 

Gate Time (s) (#) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Gate Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the gate button may activate the 
electric lock of the Entry Panel only if in speech and video 
connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, the gate 
can also be opened outside call mode from the apartments 
the topological path of which intercepts the Entry Panel. 
Default value: selected.  

Remote Relay (#) It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

driveway gate of the Entry panel 1060/71-74-75. For further 

details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote 

entrance hall button. 

Table 19: Gate settings for Entry Panel 
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User side settings  

Laudspeakers Volume Level of loudspeaker volume. 

Button feedback tone Audio feedback volume at button pressure. 

Call feedback tone Feedback volume of forwarded call. 

Camera LEDs Enabling of the camera LEDs. 

Model 1060/71 This box must be ticked in case of Door Speaker Unit 
1060/71. 

Table 20: User-side settings for Entry Panel 

 

The "Call Keys" section allows associating the indoor stations or the Switchboards to be called to the keys of 

the Entry panel by browsing the topological structure of the system through the “Edit” button. For each 

topological node, it is possible to choose whether to call one or all the indoor stations of the topological 

node or any Switchboards. 

In the case of Door Speaker Unit 1060/74-75 it is possible to set all buttons from 1 to 34; in fact, the device 

has 2 buttons as standard, which can be increased by means of button expansion modules. 

The "Populate" button allows you to automatically associate all the indoor stations of a single apartment of 

the system to each key of the Entry panel. The assignment can take place in 4 ways (as per the relevant 

drop-down menu): 

 in topological order, 

 in reverse topological order, 

 in alphabetical order, 

 in reverse alphabetical order. 

The "Clean" button allows you to delete the assignment previously made. 

 

There are 2 call keys for the Entry panel 1060/74-75 and they can be extended up to 32 by means of 

appropriate expansion modules (for a total of 34 keys). In the case of Entry panel 1060/71, (if the relevant 

option is ticked), key 1 in the "Call Keys” list will be disabled: in fact, the device has only one key in the basic 

version (the second in the list), but it is possible to increase the number of keys by means of the key 

expansion modules of the Entry panel 1060/74-75 (for a total of 33 keys). 

The “Add” button in the "Activations” section has already been described in paragraph Activations. 
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Entry Panel 1060/21 
 

 

Figure 483: Screen of settings for Entry Panel (part 1) 

 

 

Figure 484: Screen of settings for Entry Panel (part 2) 
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Figure 485: Screen of settings for Entry Panel (part 3) 

 

 

Figura 486: schermata delle impostazioni per Posto Esterno (parte 4) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the Entry Panel 1060/21. 

GENERAL SETTINGS  

Name Meaningful name of the Entry Panel. 

MAC address MAC address associated with the Entry Panel. 

IP address IP address associated with the Entry Panel. Field visible only 
if manual network configuration is set in system parameters. 
Read-only value. 

Device code Read-only value. 

Position Position in system topology. The device can be moved to 
another topological node by pressing the "Move" button. 

Table 21: General settings for Entry Panel 

Pedestrian gate settings  

Door Used If the box is checked, the Entry Panel can manage a 
pedestrian gate. In this case, the options below appear, 
marked with the (#) symbol. 

Door Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created door profile 
with the concerned pedestrian gate. In this case, the door 
parameters are automatically compiled (besides the name). 
Default setting: Custom (parameters must be compiled 
manually). 

Access Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the pedestrian gate. 

Door Opening Time (s) (#) Control relay pulse time. Default setting: 3s.  

Forced Door Alarm (#) If selected, if the access is forced, the concerned event sends 
an alarm to the Switchboard. 

Max Door Opening Time (s) (#) The maximum opening time of the door after which an open 
door notification is sent to the Switchboard. 

Door Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the door opener button may activate 
the electric lock of the Entry Panel only if in speech and 
video connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, 
the door can also be opened outside call mode from the 
apartments the topological path of which intercepts the 
Entry Panel. Default setting: selected. 

Time Profile (#) Allows you to associate a time profile with the pedestrian 
entrance. Access will only be valid within the selected time 
profile. Default setting: none. 

Remote Relay (#) It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

pedestrian access point of the Entry panel 1060/21. For 

further details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and 

remote entrance hall button. 

Remote Entrance Hall Button (#) It allows you to remotely control the entrance hall button 

that opens the pedestrian door of the Entry panel 1060/21. 

For further details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay 

and remote entrance hall button 

Table 22: Pedestrian gate settings for Entry Panel 
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Gate Parameters  

Gate Used If the box is checked, the Entry Panel can manage a 
pedestrian gate. In this case, the options below appear, 
marked with the (#) symbol. 

Gate Profile (#) This allows you to associate a previously created door profile 
to the concerned gate. In this case, the door parameters are 
automatically compiled (besides the name). Default setting: 
Custom (parameters must be compiled manually). 

Gate Name (#) Meaningful name to be given to the vehicle gate. 

Gate Opening Time (s) (#) Control relay pulse time. Default setting: 3s. 

Gate Under Secret (#) If selected, pressing the vehicle gate button may activate the 
electric lock of the Entry Panel only if in speech and video 
connection or waiting for an answer. If not selected, the 
vehicle gate can also be opened outside call mode from the 
apartments the topological path of which intercepts the 
Entry Panel. Default setting: selected. 

Remote Relay It allows you to remotely control the relay that operates the 

driveway gate of the Entry panel 1060/21. For further 

details, see paragraph Functions of remote relay and remote 

entrance hall button. 

Table 23: Pedestrian gate settings for Entry Panel 

User side settings  

Speakers Volume Speaker sound level. 

Keyboard feedback tone Sound feedback volume when buttons are pressed. 

Call feedback tone Call feedback volume. 

Camera LED To enable the lighting LED of the camera. 

Table 24: User-side settings for Entry Panel 

The "Call Keys" section allows associating the indoor stations or the Switchboards to be called to the only 

key of the Entry panel by browsing the topological structure of the system through the “Edit” button. For 

each topological node, it is possible to choose whether to call one or all the indoor stations of the 

topological node or any Switchboards. 

The "Populate" and "Clean" buttons have the same operation as described for the Entry panel 1060/71-74-

75. 

The “Add” button in the "Activations” section has already been described in paragraph Activations. 

 

 

. 
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MAX 1717/31-32-33-34-41 
 

 

Figure 487: Screen of settings for MAX monitors 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for "MAX 1717/31-32-33-34-41”. 

Name Meaningful name of the MAX monitor. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the MAX monitor. 

IP Address IP address associated with the MAX monitor. Field visible only if 
manual network configuration is set in system parameters. Value that 
can not be changed. 

Device Code Value that can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the device to 
another topological node by pressing the "Move” button. 

Master If the MAX monitor was added as first monitor in the apartment, this 
is added as master (there can be only one MAX monitor device in an 
apartment). Other MAX monitors are added as slaves (you can add 
them as masters by pressing the "Set As Master" button: the other 
monitors are set as slaves). A MAX master monitor has more functions 
than a MAX slave monitor (e.g. call forwarding can be activated). 

Emergency Call 
Enabled 

If selected, in the event of an alarm, it is possible to make an 
emergency call to the Switchboard in the concerned apartment. 

Table 25: General settings for MAX monitor 
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Audio Door Phone   1160/3 
 

 

Figure 488:  screen of settings of Audio Door Phone (part 1) 

 

 

 

Figure 489:  screen of settings of Audio Door Phone (part 2) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the "Audio Door Phone 1160/3". 

Name Meaningful name of the Audio Door Phone. 

MAC address MAC address associated with the Audio Door Phone. 

IP address IP address associated with the Audio Door Phone. Field visible only if 
manual network configuration is set in system parameters. Read-only 
value. 

Device code Read-only value. 

Position Position in system topology. The device can be moved to another 
topological node by pressing the "Move" button. 

Master If selected, the Audio Door Phone is added as the first device in the 
apartment (there can be only one Master device in an apartment). 
Other Audio Door Phones monitors are added as slaves (you can add 
them as masters by pressing the "Set As Master" button: the other 
devices are set as slaves). If at least one MAX monitor will be present 
in the apartment, the Master will be chosen from MAX monitors and 
all Audio Door Phones present will be automatically set as Slaves. 

Button T1 used for 
opening the gate 

If selected, button T1 of the Audio Door Phone will be used to open 
the gate of Call Modules and Door Speaker Units. In this case, a 
possible activation rule created on T1 will be inhibited. Selected by 
default. Default value: selected. 

Chiamata di 
Emergenza Abilitato 

If selected, in the event of an alarm, it is possible to make an 
emergency call to the Switchboard in the concerned apartment. 

 

Buttons T1 and T2 of the Audio Door Phone are the buttons shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 490: T1 and T2 buttons of Audio Door Phone 1160/3 

 

The "Call Buttons" section shows the contacts list of the "Address Books" associated with buttons T1 and T2 

of the Audio Door Phone (see Address Books paragraph). 

The "User Activations" section shows instead the activation rules associated with buttons T1 and T2 of the 

Audio Door Phone (see paragraph Activations). 
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Relay actuator 1060/84 v. 3.04/v. 2.07/v. 4.05 

 
 

 

Figure 491: Screen of settings for Relay Actuator versions 3.04 and 2.07 (part 1) 

 

 

 

Figure 492: Screen of settings for Relay Actuator versions 3.04 and 2.07 (part 2) 
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Figure 493: Screen of settings for Relay Actuator versions 3.04 and 2.07 (part 3) 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 494: Screen of settings for Relay Actuator versions 3.04 and 2.07 (part 4) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the Relay Actuator 1060/84 and the version for 

which the field is present. 

 

GENERAL SETTINGS v. 3.04/v. 2.07/v. 4.05 

Name Meaningful name of the Relay Actuator. If no name is assigned, the 
field is forced with the MAC address. 

MAC Address MAC address associated to the Relay Actuator. 

IP Address IP address associated to the Relay Actuator. Field visible only if 
manual network configuration is set in system parameters. Value 
that can not be changed. 

Device Code Value that can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the device to 
another topological node by pressing the "Move” button. 

Table 26: General settings for Relay Actuator 

 

Output 1 and 2 v. 3.04/v. 2.07/v. 4.05 

Name Meaningful name of the output. If no name is assigned, the field is 
forced by the last 3 pairs of alphanumeric characters of the MAC 
address followed by " - Output 1 (2)". 

Mode Output relay operating mode: monostable or bistable. If you choose 
the monostable mode, you must enter the time during which the 
relay operates in this mode. Default value: bistable. 

Table 27: Output configuration 

 

Input 1 and 2 Only v. 3.04/v. 4.05 

Name Meaningful name of the input. 

Mode Input operating mode. In bistable mode, the input is set as a switch 
(on and off events). In monostable mode, the input is set as a button 
(short and long pressure events): in this case the pressure time must 
be entered. 

Output connected to 
input 

If selected, it automatically associates the input with the 
corresponding output. If not selected, the input can control several 
outputs (also of other Relay Actuators) through the events described 
above. 

Normally Open Input If selected, the input is normally open, otherwise it is normally closed. 

Table 28: Input configuration 

The "Activations" and "Alarms" buttons allow you to create an activation rule and an alarm for a specific 

Relay Actuator input. 
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A table of the electrical meanings of the on, off, short press and long press events is shown depending on 

the input status (normally closed or normally open): 

Events Normally Open Input Normally Closed Input 

On Closed Open 

Off Open Closed 

Short press Closed for T<T0 Open for T<T0 

Long press Closed for T≥T0 Open for T≥T0 

Table 29: Meaning of on, off, short press and long press according to input status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: the Relay Actuator 1060/84 with firmware version 4.05 is the only one that supports the remote 

relay function. 
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Key Reader 1060/82-/86 

 
 

 

Figure 495: Screen of settings for Key Reader (part 1) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 496: Screen of settings for Key Reader (part 2) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for “Key Reader” 1060/82-/86”. 

Name Meaningful name of the Key Reader. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the Key Reader. 

IP Address IP address associated with the Key Reader. Field visible only if manual 
network configuration is set in system parameters. Value that can not 
be changed. 

Device Code Value that can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the device to 
another point of the system by pressing the "Move” button. 

Door Profile This allows you to associate a previously created door profile with the 
concerned door. In this case, the door parameters are automatically 
compiled (besides the name). Default setting: Customised (parameters 
must be compiled manually). 

Door Name Meaningful name to be assigned to the door. 

Door Time (s) Pulse duration on the control relay. Default value: 3 s. 

Forced Alarm Time 
(*) 

If selected, if the accessed is forced, the concerned event sends an 
alarm to the Switchboard. 

Max Door Opening 
Time (s) 

The maximum opening time of the door after which a notification is 
sent to the Switchboard. 

Door Under Secret If not selected, pressing the door lock release button on a MAX 
monitor, whose topological path intercepts the Key Reader, activates its 
electric lock, even not during a call. If selected, the door can only be 
opened by swiping a suitably registered key. Default setting: selected. 

Time Profile This allows you to associate a time profile with the door. Access will 
only be valid within the selected time profile (except  for  residents  of  
apartments  whose topological path intercepts the key reader). Default 
setting: none. 

Remote Relay It allows you to remotely control the relay that allows the Key Reader 

port opening. For further details, see paragraph Functions of remote 

relay and remote entrance hall button. 

Remote Entrance 

Hall Button 

It allows you to remotely control the entrance hall button that opens 

the Key Reader port. For further details, see paragraph Functions of 

remote relay and remote entrance hall button 

Table 30: general settings Key Reader 

 

The “Add” button in the "Activations” section has already been described in paragraph Activations. 
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Switchboard 1060/41 

 

 

Figure 497: Screen of settings for Switchboard 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for Switchboard 1060/41. 

Name Meaningful name of the Switchboard. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the PC on which the Switchboard 
programme is installed. 

IP Address IP address associated to the PC on which the Switchboard programme is 
installed. Field visible only if manual network configuration is set in 
system parameters. Value that can not be changed. 

Device Code Value that can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the Switchboard 
to another topological node by pressing the "Move” button. 

Table 31: General settings for Switchboard 
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IperCom Clock Module 1060/85 

 

 

Figure 498: Screen of settings for IperCom Clock Module 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for "IperCom Clock Module 1060/85”. 

Name Meaningful name of the IperCom Clock Module. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the IperCom Clock Module. 

IP Address IP address associated to the PC on which the IperCom Clock Module 

programme is installed. Field visible only if manual network 

configuration is set in system parameters. Value that can not be 

changed. 

Device Code Value that can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the IperCom 

Clock Module to another topological node by pressing the "Move” 

button. 

Table 32: general settings Clock Module 

 

 

 

Note: it is necessary to upgrade the IPerCom system to version 1.2.0 or higher for proper operation of 

the module in question. 
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IPerCom-2Voice Gateway 1083/59 
 

 

Figure 499: Screen of settings for IPerCom-2Voice Gateway 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway 1083/59. 

Name Meaningful name of the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway. 

MAC address MAC address associated with the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway. 

IP address IP address of the IPerCom-2Voice Gateway. Field visible only if manual 
network configuration is set in system parameters. Read-only value. 

Device code Read-only value. 

Position Position in system topology. 

Table 33: General settings for Gateway 

 

Note 1: The guaranteed conversation time set on the IPerCom system and on the 2Voice secondary 

stations connected to the Gateway must be the same for the system to work correctly. 

 

Note 2: Follow the instructions in the related manuals of devices to set the guaranteed conversation 

time at the 2Voice secondary call modules. 

 

Note 3: it is necessary to upgrade the IPerCom system to version 1.3.0 or higher for proper operation of 

the IPerCom 2Voice Gateway. 
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Lift interface 1060/37 

 

Figure 500: screen of lift interface settings (part 1) 

 

 

Figure 501: screen of lift interface settings (part 2) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for lift interface 1060/37. 

General settings  

Name Meaningful name of the Lift Interface. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the Lift Interface. 

IP Address IP address of the Lift Interface. Field visible only if a manual network 

configuration has been set in the system parameters. Value not 

editable. 

Device Code Value not editable. 

Mode It allows you to define the operating mode of the Lift Interface. 

Modes are: "Lift Interface - RS485", "Lift Interface", "Relay Actuator 

Mode". Default mode: “Lift Interface” 

 

Input 1  

Name Meaningful name of the input. 

Mode Input operating mode. In bistable mode, the input is set as a switch 

(on and off events). In monostable mode, the input is set as a button 

(short and long pressure events): in this case the pressure time must 

be entered. 

Normally open input If selected, the input is normally open, otherwise it is normally 

closed. 

Set Outputs in case of 

Alarm 

If selected, it allows you to set which relays will be activated when 

an alarm is triggered. 

 

The "Add" buttons in the "Activations" and "Alarms" section have already been described in the paragraphs 

Activations and Sending alarms to the switchboard through relay actuator inputs. 

The function of the "Add path" button has already been described in paragraph Creating the path. 
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Floor Entry Panel 1060/22 
 

 

Figura 502: screen of Floor Entry Panel (part 1) 

 

 

Figura 503: screen of Floor Entry Panel (part 2) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the Floor Entry Panel 1060/22. 

 

Name Meaningful name of the Entry Panel. 

MAC address MAC address associated with the Entry Panel. 

IP address IP address associated with the Entry Panel. Field visible only 
if manual network configuration is set in system parameters. 
Read-only value. 

Device code Read-only value. 

Position Position in system topology. The device can be moved to 
another topological node by pressing the "Move" button. 

Speakers Volume Speaker sound level. 

Keyboard feedback tone Sound feedback volume when buttons are pressed. 

Call feedback tone Call feedback volume. 

Camera LED To enable the lighting LED of the camera. 

Table 34: General settings for Floor Entry Panel 

 

The functions of the "Activations" button have been described in the " Activations" section. 
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RTSP camera  
 

 

Figure 504: Screen of settings for RTSP Camera (part 1) 

 

 

Figure 505: Screen of settings for RTSP Camera (part 1) 
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The following table shows the meaning of the fields for “RTSP Camera”. 

Name Meaningful name of the RTSP Camera. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the RTSP Camera. 

Recommended IP 
Address 

Recommended IP address to be associated with the RTSP Camera. Field 
visible only if manual network configuration is set in system 
parameters. Value can not be changed. 

Device Code Value can not be changed. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the device to 
another topological node by pressing the "Move” button. 

URI for Streaming Full URI video streaming. Read-only value. 
It is automatically compiled by compiling the fields below, respecting 
the following syntax:  
rtsp://[<Username>:<Password>@] <IP Address>:<Port>/<Stream> 
The part between square brackets may not be present if the user name 
and password are not defined. 

IP Address * Camera IP address. 

Port * RTSP stream port. 

Stream * Address of the stream. 

Username User name to access the camera. 

Password User password for access to the camera. 

Table 35: general RTSP camera settings 

 

 

 

 

Note (settings of the device used): to set the IP address it is recommended to follow the instructions in 

APPENDIX F: Configuration of RTSP cameras in an IPerCom system. Also set the value H264 as 

compression mode of the video stream and 1920x1080 (HD) as maximum resolution. These parameters 

can be set by connecting via WiFi to the camera configuration page (for more details see the relevant 

instruction manual). The "Stream" parameter depends on the type of cameras (also in this case refer to 

the corresponding instruction manual). 
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iPerTAlk Server 

 

Figure 506: PerTAlk Server settings screen 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the iPerTAlk Server. 

Name Meaningful name of the iPerTAlk Server. 

MAC address MAC address associated with the iPerTAlk Server. 

IP Adress IP address associated with the iPerTAlk Server. This field is 

visible only if a manual network configuration has been set 

in the system parameters. Uneditable value. 

Device code Uneditable value. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the 

device to another topological node by pressing the "Move" 

button. 
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Server 1060/1 

 

Figure 507: schermata impostazioni Server 1060/1 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for Server 1060/1. 

Name Meaningful name of the Server. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the Server. 

IP Address IP address associated with the Server. Field visible only if a 

manual network configuration has been set in the system 

parameters. Value not editable. 

Device Code Value not editable. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the device 

to another topological node by pressing the "Move” button. 

UPS connection (uninterruptible 

power supply) 

If selected, the server through the Maintenance tab of IPerCom 

Installer Tools can give a number of information about the UPS 

parameters, including the battery charge level. Default value: not 

selected. The connection between UPS and Server is made via 

the USB port of the server. 

 

 

 

Note: It is highly recommended to connect a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) to the IPerCom Server 

from the first power up to avoid irreparable damage caused by possible voltage drops or sudden power 

failures. The UPS models currently supported are the BK350EI/BK500EI/BK650EI. The information is 

managed through one of the 3 USB ports of the Server itself. 
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IPassan controller 

 

Figure 508: schermata impostazioni Controller IPassan 

 

The following table shows the meaning of the fields for the IPassan Controller. 

Name Meaningful name of the IPassan Controller. 

MAC Address MAC address associated with the IPassan Controller. 

Device Code Value not editable. 

Location Position in the system topology: it is possible to move the 

device to another topological node by pressing the "Move” 

button. 

IP Address IP address associated with the IPassan Controller. It is 

necessary to enter a static IP address and outside the 

network range of IPerCom devices and any RTSP cameras. 

Lift Control If selected, it allows you to control the lifts through the 

IPassan Controller. Default value: not selected. 
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APPENDIX B: Differences of functions between 2Voice and IPerCom 

audio/video Door Phones 

A table showing the differences in performance between 2Voice audio/video Door Phones, MAX monitors 

and Audio Door Phones 1160/3 in relation to the most important functions offered by the IPerCom system. 

Table 36: Differences of functions between IPerCom and 2Voice Door Phones 

(*): Only if the calling and called Door Phones are on the same stairs of the gateway and if the Door Phones are appropriately programmed. On 

different stairs, it is necessary to pass through the Switchboard. 

(**): Only through the Switchboard. 

 (#): Only with some Door Phone buttons and in particular conditions (see booklets for individual 2Voice Door Phones). 

(##): Unlike IPerCom Door Phones, 2Voice Door Phones ring when an emergency call is sent from the Switchboard.  

Function 2Voice Door Phone IPerCom Door Phone 

Call from IPerCom Call station 
YES YES 

Call from 2Voice Call station  
YES NO 

Call from IPerCom Door Phone 
YES YES 

Call from 2Voice Door Phone 
YES (*) NO (**) 

Call to IPerCom Switchboard 
YES YES 

IPerCom Call station auto-on 
YES YES 

2Voice Call station auto-on 
YES NO 

RTSP camera auto-on 
NO YES 

Relay activation on 1060/84 
YES (#) YES 

Relay activation on 1083/80 
YES NO 

Call forwarding to smartphone YES, with 1083/58A YES 

Panic alarm 
YES (on compatible 

Door Phones) YES 

Emergency call YES (##) YES 

Address book NO YES 

Video transmission to smartphone by calling 
apartment with audio Door Phone only NO YES 
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APPENDIX C: Differences of functions between 2Voice and IPerCom 

devices with IPerCom Switchboard 

The following table shows the differences in functions between the 2Voice and IPerCom devices with an 

IPerCom Switchboard. 

Table 37: Differences of functions with IPerCom Switchboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function 2Voice device IPerCom device 

Auto-on from Switchboard 
2Voice secondary stations 
(connected to the Gateway): NO 

IPerCom stations 
(any): YES 

Interception of calls from IPerCom 
Switchboard located on 2Voice 
stairs node 

Calls from 2Voice secondary 
station (connected to the 
Gateway): NO 

Calls from IPerCom 
secondary station: YES 
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APPENDIX D: IPerCom priority calls 

Calls within an IPerCom system are shown in ascending order of priority: 

 auto-on; 

 intercom (call between two apartments); 

 call from Call Module/Entry Panel/Switchboard to apartment or from apartment to Switchboard; 

 emergency call. 

 

Each call has two basic parameters (which can be set from the "System" tab of the configurator):  

 Maximum answer response time, after which the call ends (if the user does not answer). Default 

setting: 60s. 

 guaranteed conversation time, after which the call can be interrupted by a call with the same 

priority (higher priority calls can interrupt calls already in progress at any time). Default setting: 

30s. 

With regard to call management, maximum answer response time, guaranteed conversation time and busy 

status in the 2Voice system, please refer to the applicable system manual available on the website 

www.urmet.com 

Remember that if the Switchboard has already established a conversation with a 2Voice apartment station 

and you want to call another 2Voice apartment station on the same column (stairs), having put the first 

conversation on hold, this is not possible even after the guaranteed conversation time. You need to close 

the first call and then make the second, otherwise an engaged message will continue to appear on the 

Switchboard. 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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APPENDIX E: Type of proximity keys that can be read by IPerCom devices 

with access control function 

The following table shows, for each IPerCom device which integrates a proximity key reader, the types of 

keys compatible with the reader: 

 

 125KHz MIFARE 125KHz/MIFARE MIFARE PLUS 

Call Module V X V (*) X 

Modular Entry 

Panel with 

1060/48 

V V V (**) V 

Entry panel 

1060/21 
X V V (***) X 

Key Reader 

1060/82 
V X V (*) X 

Key Reader 

1060/86 
X V V (***) V 

 

(*): with dual technology keys (125KHz/Mifare), only the 125KHz component is read; 

(**): with dual technology keys (125KHz/Mifare), both 125KHz and Mifare components are read; 

(***): with dual technology keys (125KHz/Mifare), only the Mifare component is read. 

 

The product codes of the keys are as follows: 

 1125/50, 10 125Khz keys, 

 1125/52, 10 125KHz/Mifare keys, 

 1125/53, 10 Mifare Plus keys, 

 1125/54, 4 Mifare keys. 
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APPENDIX F: Network configuration of RTSP cameras in an IPerCom system 

The RTSP cameras are not IPerCom devices and therefore special attention must be paid to their 

configuration. The most delicate aspect concerns the IP address assignment, which is a parameter to be 

manually entered during configuration (unlike IPerCom devices, where the IP address is automatically 

assigned by a router or the configurator). 

This can cause misalignment problems between the IP address set manually during configuration and the 

actual camera address. For example, if the IP addresses are provided to the various devices by a router 

connected to the system, after a prolonged blackout, the RTSP Cameras may have an IP address other than 

the one previously set and this may cause a camera malfunction. 

To avoid such malfunctions, RTSP cameras should always have a static and never dynamic addressing. 

It must also be ensured that the IP address statically assigned to the RTSP Cameras is not among those 

already assigned (automatically or manually) to the IPerCom devices. 

To avoid malfunctions due to the above, below are some examples of how to proceed to correctly 

configure the IP address of the RTSP Cameras. 

 

RTSP cameras configured by installer 

This is the case where both network and RTSP camera configurations are managed by the installer. 

 

Case 1: IPerCom system without router and manual addressing 

It is strictly recommended to follow this example for the correct configuration as it has no difficulty and 

everything is done automatically by the IPerCom configurator. In the System tab of the configurator in the 

Network Settings section, select the Manual item and then define a lower and a higher IP address with a 

network mask, DNS and gateway value. An example is given below: 
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Figure 509: manual network settings for IPerCom devices 

 

To ensure that the RTSP Cameras have a static addressing that does not conflict with the network settings 

of the IPerCom system, still in the System tab in the RTSP Network Settings section, select an IP address 

range separate from that of the IPerCom devices but in the same subnet: 

 

Figure 510: manual network settings for RTSP cameras 

 

In this way, when configuring an RTSP Camera, the configurator automatically assigns the first of the static 

IP addresses defined in the System tab: 
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Figure 511: suggested address for RTSP cameras 

 

Then the installer must actually assign the static IP address proposed by the configurator to the RTSP 

Camera. 

If the number of IP addresses is less than the number of RTSP Cameras you want to configure, the 

configurator notifies the installer with the following message: 

 

Figure 512: no more suggested addresses for RTSP cameras 
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Case 2: IPerCom system with router and automatic addressing 
If the IP addresses of IPerCom devices are assigned by a router (with DHCP service), in the System tab of 

the configurator in the Network Settings section, select Automatic item: 

 

Figure 513: automatic network settings for IPerCom devices 

 

Then make the router assign IP addresses to IPerCom devices in a certain subnet within a certain range (for 

example in the range 10.2.3.1 ÷ 10.2.3.50 with 24 bit masks). The address of each RTSP camera must be 

statically defined outside the above range and obviously in the same subnet (for example for each RTSP 

Camera you assign an IP address starting from 10.2.3.100 and so on). 

Then the installer will write this static IP address in the page of the RTSP Camera of the configurator and 

physically assign it to the RTSP Camera. 

 

RTSP cameras not configured by installer  

This is the case when the configuration of the RTSP Cameras is done (for example) by the network system 

administrator. 

Case 1: IPerCom system without router and manual addressing 
The RTSP Cameras have already been configured with static IP addressing (e.g. 10.2.3.100, 10.2.3.101, 

10.2.3.102). In the System tab of the configurator in the Network Settings section, select the Manual item 

and then choose a lower and a higher IP address with a network mask, DNS and gateway value. The only 2 

constraints to be respected are the following: 

 -) the IP address assignment range for IPerCom devices must be outside the IP addresses of the 

RTSP cameras; 

 -) the IP addresses of IPerCom devices and RTSP cameras must be in the same subnet. 

An example is given below: 
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Figure 514: manual network settings for IPerCom devices 

 

Then the installer will write the previously proposed static IP address in the page of the RTSP Camera of the 

configurator. In this case it is not necessary to set the RTSP Network Settings section, also because the 

static IP addresses proposed by the configurator may not coincide with those already defined. 

 

Case 2: IPerCom system with router and automatic addressing 

The RTSP Cameras have already been configured with static IP addressing (e.g. 10.2.3.100, 10.2.3.101, 

10.2.3.102). In the System tab of the configurator in the Network Settings section, select Automatic, then 

set the router so that it assigns IP addresses to IPerCom devices in a certain range. The only 2 constraints to 

be respected are the following: 

 -) the IP address assignment range for IPerCom devices must be outside the IP addresses of the 

RTSP cameras (e.g. from 10.2.3.2 to 10.2.3.99); 

 -) the IP addresses of IPerCom devices and RTSP cameras must be in the same subnet. 

 

Then the installer will write the previously proposed static IP address in the page of the RTSP Camera of the 

configurator. In this case it is not necessary to set the RTSP Network Settings section, also because the 

static IP addresses proposed by the configurator may not coincide with those already defined. 
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APPENDIX G: Changing the network settings of IPerCom Installer Tools. 

If it is necessary to change the network settings of the system after its commissioning, this is possible in the 

configurator through the System tab in the Network Settings section, which allows you to switch from an 

automatic setting (for example if there is a router in the system) to a manual setting or vice versa. In both 

cases the settings of the network card, through which the PC connects to the system where the IPerCom 

Installer Tools application is installed, need some modifications in order to continue to connect to the 

system. To make the task easier for the installer, the IPerCom Installer Tools application, through an 

interactive dialogue box, indicates which modifications need to be made. 

For example, if you switch from an automatic network setting to a manual network setting with the 

following parameters: 

 

Figure 515: changing the network parameters 

after saving the configuration, exiting the configurator and applying the modifications to the system, 

IPerCom Installer Tools shows the following message: 

 

 

Figure 516message on the modification of network parameters 

 

 

Note 1: at this stage some devices may reboot as a result of the IP address change. 
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Then it is necessary to press the OK button: the modifications to the site are automatically saved and 

IPerCom Installer Tools restarts, showing the following screen: 

 

 

Figure 517: iPerCom Installer Tools screen after restart 

Now it is necessary to open the local site associated with the system and connect to it. When you press the 

"Connect" button, IPerCom Installer Tools detects that the network settings of the system are no longer 

consistent with those of the network card of the PC connected to the system. As a result, the following 

window is displayed, which shows a list of the network parameters that must be changed in order to allow 

a correct connection to the system: 

 

Figure 518: invalid network parameters 
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After changing the various parameters as shown in the dialogue box, press the Recheck button to check 

what has been changed. If the various parameters have been changed correctly, the Recheck button shows 

the following screen: 

 

Figure 519: valid network parameters 

Now, by pressing the Continue button, you are prompted to reconnect to the system, as the network 

settings have changed: 

 

Figure 520: request for new connection to the system 

Note 2: if you press the Continue key during this step (without changing the network parameters), the 

IPerCom Installer Tools application is closed. 

 

 
 

Note 3: to change the IP address and MAC address of the network interface through which you are 

connected to the IPerCom system, it is necessary to press the Open Network Connections and Sharing 

Centre button on your PC (icon  at the bottom right of the screen), then identify the name of the 

network connected to IPerCom system. Press with the left mouse button on the network item in 

question, to display a screen with the Property button, then press the “Internet Protocol version 4 

(TCP/IPv4)” item twice. A mask is displayed where you can enter the required network parameters. 
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Press OK, in the drop-down menu with the list of network cards with MAC and IP address you can find the 

previously modified network interface, i.e. the one with MAC address 00:80:80:8A:4C:4A and IP address 

10.10.10.200. Once this interface has been selected, press the Connect button to reactivate the connection 

to the system. 
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APPENDIX H: Date and time incorrectly set in the future. 

As described in the previous paragraphs, during the commissioning of an IPerCom system it is necessary to 

correctly set the date and time. This can be done through MAX monitor or IPerCom Clock Module or by 

simply connecting the system to the Internet via a router. Also the IPerCom Installer Tools application 

allows you to request the date and time from the system and, if they are wrong, set the right ones (i.e. 

those of the PC where the application is installed). 

Correct date and time are essential for the MAX monitor and the IPerCom Installer Tools application, as 

these are the only 2 tools that can distribute the configuration to the whole system and because date and 

time are used to identify which configuration file is more up-to-date than the current date. 

If the distribution of the configuration on a system is mistakenly made by a MAX monitor or PC (where the 

IPerCom Installer Tools application is installed) that have a date and time set in the future with respect to 

the current date, when the date and time are correctly reset, any new configuration will never be applied 

to the system. This is because IPerCom devices do not accept a configuration file if the one inside them has 

a date after the current date (date in the future). 

From a visual point of view this means that, after having modified and distributed the configuration (for 

example with IPerCom Installer Tools: 

 all configured devices in the system will always have a newer configuration than the one you are 

trying to distribute; 

 the number of devices with the same configuration will always be zero. 

To solve the problem, it is necessary to configure the steps below: 

 export the configuration from the system to SD card (via MAX monitor); 

 make a change to the configuration and save: in this way the configuration setting is the current 

date and time; 

 from the Maintenance tab of IPerCom Installer Tools press the Delete Configuration from Devices 

button; 

Once the devices have finished deleting the configuration (e.g. the QR code is displayed on MAX monitors), 

always import the previously saved configuration from MAX monitors and distribute it. 

If there are no MAX monitors in the system, the same operation can be done with IPerCom Installer Tools. 

Simply import the configuration from the system on a local site, save with the correct date, delete the 

configuration on the system and distribute the configuration with the current date.  
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APPENDIX I: Modular entry panel with 1060/48 Alpha 

Modular entry panel with a robust, essential and advanced design that offers easy access to a full range of 

functions. The system, with modular elements, consists of modules (with or without white or black plastic 

front units) that can be inserted on special wall frames. Its impact resistance is rated IK08, its protection 

against the infiltration of liquids and fine dust is rated IP55. Using special spacers, it is possible to couple 

the flush-mounting boxes or wall-mounting housings, so that entry panels of any type and configuration 

can be made, with a reduced number of components and consequently of cards to be managed in stock; 

the advantage is thus reflected both on the wholesaler and on the installer. The modules can be installed in 

a simple way, thanks to the connection cables (with connectors) supplied. 

 

 

 

The figure above is an example consisting of the following products:  

 IP audio video external unit module (Ref. 1060/48) with 1-key front unit (Ref. 1168/141).  

 4-key modules (Ref. 1168/4) with 4-key front unit (Ref. 1168/14).  

 Optional building number module (Ref. 1168/50).  

 ILA module and optional voice synthesis (Ref. 1168/48).  
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Performance 

 IP video audio external unit in a single module.  

 Possibility to supply a maximum of 12 modules in total:  

- Only one IP audio video external unit with its front unit (black or white) with 0.1 or 2 keys;  

- one single ILA module and optional voice synthesis (Ref. 1168/48).  

- only one optional proximity key reader module (Ref. 1168/45); 

- maximum 11 4-key add-on modules (Ref. 1168/4) with relevant front units (black or white) from 1 

to 4 keys, for a maximum of 45 keys on one row.  

- maximum 11 8-key add-on modules (Ref. 1168/8) with 4 to 8 keys with relevant front units (black 

or white), for a maximum of 90 keys on two rows;  

- maximum 11 optional building number modules (Ref. 1168/50);  

 Device programming through the Ipercom Installer Tools application. 

 POE connector for LAN connection.  

 Protection system against incorrect wiring of the single module.  

 Optical signals via system status LEDs (DDA).  

 Pedestrian electric lock actuation by capacitive discharge and holding current.  

 Pedestrian electric lock actuation programmable from 1 to 90 seconds.  

 Entrance hall button.  

 Driveway (gate) electric lock actuation with clean contacts.  

 Input for door status sensor.  

 Speaker sound level adjusting trimmer.  

 Name tag activation with twilight sensor that can be deactivated.  

 Wide-Angle colour camera.  

 Camera lighting LED. 

 

Below is the description of the modules that make up the ALPHA modular entry panel. 
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Audio video external unit IP Ref. 1060/48  

Structure 
FRONT VIEW 

 

REAR VIEW 

 

1. DDA LED 

2. “USER 0” calling button 

3. Speaker 

4. Name tag and button light LED 

5. Camera 

6. Camera lighting LED 

7. “USER 1” calling button 

8. Microphone 

9. Dusk sensor for automatically switching on the name tag lighting 

10.Reboot/reset to default settings button (RESET) 

11.Connector for hearing aid coil (ILA) Ref. 1168/48 

12.USB connector for connecting to display module 1168/1 

13.Module connection wire connector (OUT) 

14.Label with MAC ADDRESS of the device 

15.Trimmer for adjusting speaker volume (RV1) 

16.Jumper provided to connect the door state sensor 

17.Terminal board  
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18.POE connector for connecting to the LAN. 

19.RJ45 adapter for connection to the POE connector 

Description of terminals 

 

  
PA Hall button 

 

  
SE2 Garage relay contacts 

  SE - Pedestrian electrical lock with capacitance discharge actuation negative 

  SE + Pedestrian electrical lock with capacitance discharge actuation positive 

    

Technical specifications 

Power voltage POE: ......................................................................................................................... 37÷54 V  

Consumption @ 48V 

Standby: ............................................................................................................................................ < 40 mAcc 

Full rate: ......................................................................................................................................... < 270 mAcc 

LAN maximum operating distance: ......................................................................................... 100 m con CAT5 

Dimensions (WxHxD): ............................................................................................................ 119 x 89 x 32 mm 

Working temperature range: .................................................................................................... -10 °C ÷ + 50 °C 

 

Operation 

Calls  
Up to 90 users max. can be called by pressing the respective buttons of the push button panel associated to 
the camera.  
 
 

DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) led actuation - system status indication  

 The system state is shown by the following indications which appear on the door unit front:  

 call in progress: LED  on green and voice message “CALL IN PROGRESS”.  

 line engaged: LED  on red and voice message “THE LINE IS BUSY”.  

 off-hook waiting time expired: voice message “THE USER IS NOT ANSWERING”:  

 conversion in progress: LED  on orange;  

 conversation paused by the switchboard: LED  on green and LED  fl ashing orange; 

 door open: LED  green and “THE DOOR IS OPEN” voice message”.  
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Pedestrian lock actuation   
The door unit has two terminals for managing the pedestrian door lock (SE+ and SE-). 
The electric lock is operated in the following cases:  

 whenever the hall button is pressed (terminals PA); 

 when a door open command is received from an apartment station according to the configuration 
(“free” or “privacy”). 

 

Garage gate lock actuation 
The IP audio-video door units have two terminals (SE2) connected to the contacts of a normally open relay 

which can be used to control a gate opening control unit (*). The relay is operated for 1 second after 

receiving the garage door opening command according to the operating mode (“free” or “privacy”) as the 

door lock. 

(*)The relay is NOT suitable to control direct power loads and can only be used as control relay. 

 

Volume adjustment 

Volume levels are calibrated by default so not to require adjustments in most cases.  Use a screwdriver to 
adjust the speaker volume (15), if required.  

 

ILA and voice synthesis module ref. 1168/48 (black) or ref. 1168/48W 

(white) 

 
 

The ILA and voice synthesis module is a modular device designed to allow hearing aid users to hear the 

door unit audio and be notified of system state by means of auditory indications.  

In order to interface with the calling unit, the user must approach the hearing aid (with T function) to the 

front part of the device, no further than 20 cm, near the name tag  
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Structure 

REAR VIEW 

 

1. Module connection wire connector (IN) 

2. Module connection wire connector (OUT) 

3. Audio wire connector (ILA)  

4. Potentiometer for adjusting the speech synthesis volume 

5. Rotary selector for selecting speech synthesis 

 

 

 

 

IP Audio video 

external unit 

modul 

ILA and voice 

synthesis module 

Button module 

Place the switch in 

T mode 
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Installation 

 

The ILA module must be positioned immediately near the door unit. The modules must be connected by 

means of the three-wire audio cord provided. 

A 
8 cm long cord provided with button module and expansion unit Ref. 1168/4 of the ILA and voice 

synthesis module Ref. 1168/48 . 

 

B 20-cm cord provided with ILA and voice synthesis module Ref. 1168/48  

 

Speech synthesis language selection 

The language is selected by means of the rotary selector (5) in the rear part of the module (see Structure 

chapter) as shown in the following table. 

Rotary selector position Associated language  

1 Italian (default) 

2 English  

3 Franch 

4 German 

5 Spanish 

6 Dutch 
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Speech synthesis volume adjustment 

Volumes are calibrated by default so not to require adjustments in most cases. Use a screwdriver to adjust 

the volume, if required.  

 

Technical specifications 

Voice message acoustic pressure:............................................................................................. 80 dB a 10 cm 

Working temperature range:....................................................................................................... -25 ÷ 40° C 

 

Note: To make the programming changes active, power supply to the device must be disconnected and 

powered up again. 
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Proximity key reader module Ref. 1168/45 (black) or Ref. 1168/45W 

(white) 

 

The device Ref. 1168/45 is the proximity key reader for modular door unit Mod.1168. It has following 
operating modes: 

-  Audio-video door IP unit Ref. 1060/48 

 

Structure 

 

1. Proximity key sensor 

2. Two colour LED (red/green) 

3. Module connection cable connector (IN) 

 

Note: Only one Sch. module 1168/45 can be installed for each call station. 
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4. Module connection cable connector (OUT) 

5. Configuration dip switches used for: 

1.  indicating LED state:  ON enable (default) 

OFF disable 

2. Do not change the arrangement of this dip switch 

3. RS485 BUS: standalone mode 

         

6. Terminal board 

7. Jumper for power from Ipercom system 

 

The device must be positioned as the last module on the panel. Respect the installation constraint of 
maximum 12 modules of which only one is a 1168/45 or 1168/45W module. The pedestrian lock activation 
time must be programmed on the door unit. 

 

Installation 

 

A 8 cm long cord provided with modules Ref. 1168/xx. 
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Performance 

Permits timed opening (from 0 to 99 seconds) when a user proximity key is placed close to the frontn panel. 

The two-color LED, if enabled, displays the recognition of a proximity key approached to the front by 
changing color (from red to green). 
 

Building number module Ref. 1168/50 (black) or Ref. 1168/50W (white) 

 

The tags provided with the products are listed below. 
 

Ref.1168/50 and Ref.1168/50W:  

Temporary transparent name tag. 

 

Ref.1168/50:  Black name tag 

supplied with the module; the 

name tag can be written by 

engraving. 

 

Ref.1168/50W:  Opaline white 

name tag supplied with the 

module; the name tag can be 

written by means of decals. 

 

 

Installation 
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A 8 cm long cord provided with button module and expansion unit Ref. 

1168/4 or 1168/8 of the building number module Ref. 1168/50 
 

B 38 cm long cord provided with building number module Ref. 1168/50. 

 

 

Note: The name tag can only be fitted or replaced after the front unit of the module has been removed. 
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Blind module Ref. 1168/59 

  

This module is used to fill in spaces which are not used in modular applications as required. 

 

4-Button module Ref. 1168/4 and 8-Button module Ref. 1168/8  

 
 4-BUTTON MODULE     8-BUTTON MODULE 

    

 

The 4-button or 8-button modules can be used to expand the number of users on the panel. Up to 88 

buttons can be connected (in addition to the two already present on the door unit), using up to 11 button 

modules Ref. 1168/8. 

Flush-mounted panel accessories 

Flush-mounting boxes 

For different versions of flush-mounting boxes for ALPHA range products are provided according to the 

number of modules to be housed: 

 For 1 module         Sch. 1145/51 

 For 2 modules         Sch. 1145/52 

 For 3 modules         Sch. 1145/53 

 For 4 modules         Sch. 1145/54 
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System wires lead into the boxes through the openings on the sides and bottom of the box. All openings are 

shut by removable closures. 

 

 

 

Joining flush-mounting boxes 

Flush mounting boxes can be assembled with suitable spacers, also  used as wire hole. Up to 3 4-module 

flush-mounting boxes can be assembled (12 modules in total). If wall cover frames are used, instead, up to 

3 3-module boxes (9 modules in total) can be assembly, joining them on the longer side.  All spacers are 

empty, to allow the passage of wires from a box to another one.  
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Module holder frames 

The module holder frames allow quick and easy ALPHA module assembly (either single or double). A hinge 
is provided in the lower part of the frame to tip the modules and facilitate wiring and adjustment.  
 

Available versions are: 
 

 For 1 module         Sch. 1168/61 

 For 2 modules         Sch. 1168/62 

 For 3 modules         Sch. 1168/63 

 For 4 modules         Sch. 1168/64 
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Wall cover frame 

These frames are used to conceal irregularities of the wall in the flush mounting area surrounding the 

panel; insert the cover frames between modules and wall. 

The following anodised aluminium frames are provided: 

 1-row frame for 1 module        Sch. 1168/611 

 1-row frame for 2 modules        Sch. 1168/612 

 1-row frame for 3 modules        Sch. 1168/613 

 1-row frame for 4 modules        Sch. 1168/614  

 

H is 148, 238, 328 and 418 mm for the 1, 2, 3 and 4 module versions, respectively. 

 2-row frame for 4 modules        Sch. 1168/624 

 2-row frame for 6 modules        Sch. 1168/626 

 

 

H is 238 and 328 mm for 2 and 3 module versions, respectively. 
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 3-row frame for 9 modules        Sch. 1168/639 

 

H is 328 mm for 3 module versions. 

Wall frame cover installation 

Embed the flush mounting box in the wall, position the wall cover frame and fasten the module holder 

lower screw. Frame fastening is completed by tightening the upper frame screw last.  
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Wall-mounted panel accessories 

Casings with frame 
The casings can be used for wall-mounted installations without embedding.  

The following versions are provided with module holder frame: 

 For 1 module         Sch. 1168/311 

 For 2 modules         Sch. 1168/312 

 For 3 modules         Sch. 1168/313 

 For 4 modules         Sch. 1168/314 

 

 

H is 126, 217, 306 and 396 mm for the 1, 2, 3 and 4 module versions, respectively. 
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Casing and frame joiner 

The casings with frames may be joined by means of shims which double as spacers. Up to 3 4-module flush-

mounting boxes can be assembled (12 modules in total).  

All shims are hollow to allow the passage of wires from one box to the other.  

 

 

Panel accessory in common to both versions 

Rain hood cover 

They are useful to make the panel installation weatherproof.  

 For 1 module         Sch. 1168/401 

The hoods are inserted instead of the upper headers. 
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Alpha entry panel with 1060/48 installation 

It is suggested to install the modules at the height shown below,  according to the system to be realized. 

 

However, for complex systems with several modules, for a correct installation consider the height shown in 

the figure to fix the camera. If the system is a door phone, height refers to the door unit. 

 

Flush-mounted version 

 Prepare the flush-mounting hole for the passages of the connecting wires. 

 Install the flush mounting box: it must not jut out of the wall. 

 

(*) Note: In case of disabled people or with specific needs of type D1 (elderly) and D2 (with lower limb 

movement difficulties), the centre of the device must be positioned at a height between 75 cm and 140 

cm above the floor. For further details see technical Standard CEI 64-21:2016-12 - Residential 

environments. Systems suitable for use by persons with disabilities or specific needs. 
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 Remove the upper header and the lower header from the frame using a flat screwdriver at the tip 0. 
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 Fit the module holder frame  

 Fit the modules in the frame. 

 

 Tip the holder frame and connect the wires. 
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 Adjust correct perpendicularity of the panel. 

 

 Establish the connections between the various modules with the wires provided before powering the 

system. 

 

 

 Use the cord provided with the frame to connect modules belonging to frames arranged side by side. 

 On the last module be sure to protect the OUT connector using the cap provided. 
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 On the rear of the external unit there is the RESET key which must be pressed to restart or reset the 

device to factory settings. 

 

 Close the frame by tightening the screws. 
 

RESET 
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 Insert the name tags in the front panels Clip the front panels onto the frame 

 

 

 

Note: When hooking the front unit to the wall frame, make sure to keep the buttons on the right side 

of the entry panel. 
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 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 
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Wall-mounted version 

 Remove the upper header and the lower header from the frame using a flat screwdriver at the tip 0. 

 

 Remove the module holder frame from the casing. 
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 Secure the casing with screws to the wall. 

 

 Fit the module holder frame. 
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 Fit the modules in the frame. 

 

 Tip the frame and connect the wires. 
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 Adjust correct perpendicularity of the panel. 

 

 Establish the connections between the various modules with the wires provided before powering 

the system. 

 

 

 Use the cord provided with the frame to connect modules belonging to frames arranged side by 

side 

 On the last module be sure to protect the OUT connector using the cap provided. 

 RESET 
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 On the rear of the external unit there is the RESET key which must be pressed to restart or reset the 

device to factory settings. 

 

 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 

 

 Insert the name tags in the front panels Clip the front panels onto the frame. 
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 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 

 

 

 

Note: When hooking the front unit to the wall frame, make sure to keep the buttons on the right side 

of the entry panel. 
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Complementary products list 

DOOR UNIT 

Audio video IP door unit       Sch. 1060/48 

MODULES 

4-Button module         Sch. 1168/4 

8-Button module         Sch. 1168/8 

ILA and voice synthesis module (*)      Sch. 1168/48 / 1168/48W 

Building number module (*)        Sch. 1168/50 / 1168/50W 

Blind module          Sch. 1168/59 

FRONT FRAME FOR PANEL AND DOOR UNIT (*) 

1 Button front frame on 1 row        Sch. 1168/11 / 1168/11W 

2 Button front frame on 1 row        Sch. 1168/12 / 1168/12W 

3 Button front frame on 1 row        Sch. 1168/13 / 1168/12W 

4 Button front frame on 1 row       Sch. 1168/14 / 1168/14W 

4 Button front frame on 2 row        Sch. 1168/24 / 1168/24W 

8 Button front frame on 2 row        Sch. 1168/28 / 1168/28W 

0 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit     Sch. 1168/140 / 1168/140W 

1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit     Sch. 1168/141 / 1168/141W 

2 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit     Sch. 1168/142 / 1168/142W 

FLUSH-MOUNTING BOXES 

For 1 module          Sch. 1145/51 

For 2 modules          Sch. 1145/52 

For 3 modules          Sch. 1145/53 

For 4 modules          Sch. 1145/54 
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MODULE HOLDER FRAMES 

Frame for 1 module         Sch. 1168/61 

Frame for 2 modules         Sch. 1168/62 

Frame for 3 modules         Sch. 1168/63 

Frame for 4 modules         Sch. 1168/64 

WALL COVER FRAME 

1-row frame for 1 module        Sch. 1168/611 

1-row frame for 2 modules        Sch. 1168/612 

1-row frame for 3 modules        Sch. 1168/613 

1-row frame for 4 modules        Sch. 1168/614 

2-row frame for 4 modules        Sch. 1168/624 

2-row frame for 6 modules        Sch. 1168/626 

3-row frame for 9 modules        Sch. 1168/639 

CASINGS WITH FRAME 

1-row frame for 1 module        Sch. 1168/311 

1-row frame for 2 modules        Sch. 1168/312 

1-row frame for 3 modules        Sch. 1168/313 

1-row frame for 4 modules        Sch. 1168/314 

RAIN HOOD COVER 

For 1 module          Sch. 1168/401 

NAME TAGS 

Set name tags Alpha single PB black       Sch. 1168/100 

Set name tags Alpha single PB white       Sch. 1168/101 

Set name tags Alpha double PB black       Sch. 1168/102 

Set name tags Alpha double PB white       Sch. 1168/103 

(*)  Black or white 
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Overall dimensions 
Flush-mounted version 

 

 

 

Note: Dimensions H1= 114, 204, 294, 384 refers to the flush-mounting height and H2= 126, 217, 306, 

396 refers to the total height, for the 1, 2, 3, 4 module versions, respectively. 
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Wall-mounted version 

 

 

 

Note: The H3 dimensions related to the total height can have different values depending on the 

number of modules that the housing can accommodate. 
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Modularity examples for different system dimensions (single push button) 

Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140    1  1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 

1168/141 1  1  1    1    1   

1168/142  1              

4-Button module 1168/4   1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/11                

1168/12   1   1    1    1  

1168/13       1    1    1 

1168/14    1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59              1 1 

Rain hood cover 1168/401 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51 1 1              

1145/52   1 1 1           

1145/53      1 1 1 1     2 2 

1145/54          1 1 1 1   

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61 1 1              
1168/62   1 1 1           
1168/63      1 1 1 1     2 2 
1168/64          1 1 1 1   

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611 1 1              
1168/612   1 1 1           
1168/613      1 1 1 1       
1168/614                
1168/624          1 1 1 1   
1168/626              1 1 
1168/639                

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311 1 1              

1168/312   1 1 1           

1168/313      1 1 1 1     2 2 

1168/314          1 1 1 1   

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140 1  1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1  1 

1168/141  1    1    1    1  

1168/142                

4-Button module 1168/4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/11                

1168/12   1    1    1    1 

1168/13    1    1    1    

1168/14 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59 1 1     1 1 1 1      

Rain hood cover 1168/401 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53 2 2 2 2 2 2         3 

1145/54       2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63 2 2 2 2 2 2         3 
1168/64       2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626 1 1 1 1 1 1          
1168/639                

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313 2 2 2 2 2 2         3 
1168/314       2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1  

1168/141   1    1    1    1 

1168/142                

4-Button module 1168/4 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/11                

1168/12    1    1    1    

1168/13 1    1    1    1   

1168/14 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 11 11 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59    2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1     

Rain hood cover 1168/401 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53 3 3 3             

1145/54    3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63 3 3 3             
1168/64    3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639 1 1 1             

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313 3 3 3             
1168/314    3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Modularity examples for different system dimensions (double push button) 

Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140   1 1   1 1   1 1   1 

1168/141 1               

1168/142  1   1 1   1 1   1 1  

4-Button module 1168/8   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24   1 1 1 1     1 1 1 1  

1168/28       1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59                

Rain hood cover 1168/401 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51 1 1              

1145/52   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     

1145/53            1 1 1 1 

1145/54                

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61 1 1              
1168/62   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     
1168/63            1 1 1 1 
1168/64                

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611 1 1              
1168/612   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     
1168/613            1 1 1 1 
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639                

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311 1 1              
1168/312   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     
1168/313            1 1 1 1 
1168/314                

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140 1   1 1   1 1   1 1   

1168/141                

1168/142  1 1   1 1   1 1  1 1  

4-Button module 1168/8 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24    1 1 1 1     1 1 1 1 

1168/28 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59            1 1 1 1 

Rain hood cover 1168/401 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53 1 1 1         2 2 2 2 

1145/54    1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63 1 1 1         2 2 2 2 
1168/64    1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613 1 1 1             
1168/614    1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     
1168/624                
1168/626            1 1 1 1 
1168/639                

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313 1 1 1         2 2 2 2 
1168/314    1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     

 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140 1 1   1 1   1 1   1 1  

1168/141                

1168/142   1 1   1 1   1 1   1 

4-Button module 1168/8 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24     1 1 1 1     1 1 1 

1168/28 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Building number 

module 
1168/50 1 1 1 1          1 1 

Blind module 1168/59                

Rain hood cover 1168/401 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   

1145/54              2 2 

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   
1168/64              2 2 

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   
1168/314                

 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140  1 1   1 1   1 1   1 1 

1168/141                

1168/142 1   1 1   1 1   1 1   

4-Button module 1168/8 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24 1     1 1 1 1     1 1 

1168/28 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Building number 

module 
1168/50 1 1 1 1            

Blind module 1168/59                

Rain hood cover 1168/401 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53              3 3 

1145/54 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63              3 3 
1168/64 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639              1 1 

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313              3 3 
1168/314 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2   

 

               

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140   1 1   1 1   1 1   1 

1168/141                

1168/142 1 1   1 1   1 1   1 1  

4-Button module 1168/8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24 1 1     1 1 1 1     1 

1168/28 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59       2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 

Rain hood cover 1168/401 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53 3 3 3 3 3 3          

1145/54       3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63 3 3 3 3 3 3          
1168/64       3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639 1 1 1 1 1 1          

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313 3 3 3 3 3 3          
1168/314       3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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Video door phones 
BUTTONS NUMBER 

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

Common 

products 

A/V door IP unit 

module 
1060/48 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Front frame for 

A/V IP door unit 

1168/140 1   1 1   1 1   1 1   

1168/141                

1168/142  1 1   1 1   1 1   1 1 

4-Button module 1168/8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

Front frame for 

push button panel 

1168/24 1 1 1     1 1 1 1     

1168/28 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 
Building number 

module 
1168/50                

Blind module 1168/59 1 1 1 1 1 1 1         

Rain hood cover 1168/401 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Flush 

mounting 

(#) 

Flush-mounting 

boxes 

1145/51                

1145/52                

1145/53                

1145/54 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Module holder 

frames 

1168/61                
1168/62                
1168/63                
1168/64 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Wall cover frame 

(*) 

1168/611                
1168/612                
1168/613                
1168/614                
1168/624                
1168/626                
1168/639                

Wall 

mounting 

(#) 

Casings with 

frame 

1168/311                
1168/312                
1168/313                
1168/314 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

BUTTONS NUMBER 

 

(#) in alternative 

(*) optional 
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APPENDIX L : Alpha call module 1168 
 

The ALPHA call module with sturdy, streamline and modern design is for use in 2Voice systems. It offers 

simple access to a full range of functions. The system consists of black modules which can be inserted on 

specific frames. The system has IK08 shock resistance and IP55 resistance to penetration of liquids and 

micro-dust. 

The display module Ref. 1168/1 together with the audio video IP door unit Ref. 1060/48 and the keypad 

Ref. 1168/46 form a standard calling module configuration. 

 

 

 

The calling module can be expanded with further additional modules, e.g.: 

 ILA and voice synthesis module Ref. 1168/48 

 Alphabetic keyboard module Ref. 1168/49 

 Proximity key reader module Ref. 1168/45 

 

 

 

STANDARD CONFIGURATION 
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Features 

Possibility of powering up to 12 modules in total: 

 

CONFIGURATIONS 

Modules Description Maximum number of modules 

1060/48 IP Door unit modules 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1168/1 Display module 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1168/46 Numeric keypad module 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1168/45 Proximity key reader module  1   1 1  1 

1168/48 ILA and voice synthesis module   1  1  1 1 

1168/49 Alphaphetic keypad module    1  1 1 1 

1168/50 – 1168/4 – 1168/8 
Door number module or 4-buttons 

module or 8-buttons module 
9 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 

EXTENDED CONFIGURATION 
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AUDIO VIDEO EXTERNAL UNIT MODULE IP 1060/48 

 Connection on LAN cable with dedicated connector (no RJ45) and power supply via POE. 

 Wide-Angle colour camera. 

 Camera lighting LED. 

 Pedestrian electric lock actuation by capacitive discharge and holding current. 

 Pedestrian electric lock actuation programmable from 1 to 90 seconds. 

 Driveway (gate) electric lock actuation with clean contacts. 

 Management of free or secret electric locks. 

 Loudspeaker sound level adjustment. 

 Entrance hall button. 

 Input for door status sensor 

DISPLAY MODULE 1168/1 

 16-character 3.5-inch LCD display module. 

 4 soft touch keys on display module. 

 Complete customisation of the display Homepage. 

 Management of up to 10000 names in the directory (if there is a server 1060/1 in the system). 

 Name search by directory. 

 Possibility to call all potential users of the system by entering the code. 

 Advanced configuration of the display buttons for switchboard call or special function. 

PROXIMITY KEY READER MODULE 1168/45 

 The door can be opened using a transponder key if the proximity key reader module is present. 

 

Below is the description of the modules that make up the ALPHA call module. 

For the description of the following modules see appendix M "Modular entry panel with 1060/48 ALPHA". 

- Audio/video external unit module IP Ref. 1060/48 

- Proximity key reader module Ref. 1168/45 

- ILA module and voice synthesis Ref. 1168/48 

- Building number module Ref. 1168/50 

- Blank module Ref. 1168/59 

- 4- and 8-key module Ref. 1168/4 and 1168/8 
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Display module Ref. 1168/1 

 

The display module Ref. 1168/1 allows you to display the graphical interface of the ALPHA call module. It is 
equipped with directory that can store up to 10000 users (in presence of at least one 1060/1 Server). It has 
4 soft touch keys that allow you to use the functions of the call module. 
The device must always be placed under the external unit module Ref. 1060/48 and connected to it 
through a USB cable supplied with the product. 

Structure 

FRONT VIEW            REAR VIEW 

    

 

1. 4 context soft touch keys on backlighting 

2. 3.5 inch LCD display 

3. Connector for module connection cable (IN) 

4. Connector for module connection cable (OUT) 

5. Label with MAC ADDRESS of the device 

6. Cables preset for connection to the external presence sensor (optional) 

7. USB connector for connection to external unit module 1060/48  
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Proximity key reader module Ref. 1168/45  

 

The device Ref. 1168/45 is the proximity key reader for modular door unit Mod.1168. It has following 
operating modes: 

-  Audio-video door IP unit Ref. 1060/48 

 

Structure 

 

8. Proximity key sensor 

9. Two colour LED (red/green) 

10.Module connection cable connector (IN) 

11.Module connection cable connector (OUT) 

12.Configuration dip switches used for: 

 

Note: Only one Sch. module 1168/45 can be installed for each call station. 
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1.  indicating LED state:  ON enable (default) 

2. Do not change the arrangement of this dip switch 

3. RS485 BUS: IPerCom mode 

         

13.Terminal board 

14.Jumper for power from Ipercom system 

 

Installation 

 

A 8 cm long cord provided with modules Ref. 1168/xx. 
 

 

Performance 

Permits timed opening (from 0 to 99 seconds) when a user proximity key is placed close to the frontn panel. 

The two-color LED, if enabled, displays the recognition of a proximity key approached to the front by 
changing color (from red to green). 
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Numeric keypad module Ref. 1168/46 
 

 

The numeric keypad module Ref. 1168/46 allows you to make a call using a numerical, logical, topological 

code or enter a door opener code to open an access point. 

  FRONT VIEW           REAR VIEW 

 

1. 12 soft-touch shortcut keys with backlighting 

2. Module connection wire connector (IN) 

3. Reset button (PROGRAM) 

4. Module connection wire connector (OUT) 

5. Terminal board  

6. Jumpers for operation in Ipecom systems 
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Alphabetic keypad module Ref. 1168/49 

 

The alphabetic keypad module Ref. 1168/46 is a keypad dedicated to IperCom call modules. 

 FRONT VIEW           REAR VIEW  

 

1. 12 soft-touch shortcut keys with backlighting  

2. Module connection wire connector (IN) 

3. Module connection wire connector (OUT) 
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Connecting the call module 
 

The connection of a call module with standard and extended configuration is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 8-cm long cord provided with the following modules: display Ref. 1168/1, keypads Ref. 1168/46 
and /49, proximity key reader Ref. 1168/45 and door number Ref. 1168/50.  

B 82-cm cord provided with ILA and voice synthesis module Ref. 1168/48. 

C 

38-cm long cord provided with two-module frame Ref. 1168/62 and with casing with two-module 
frame Ref. 1168/312.  
58-cm long cord provided with three or four-module frame Ref. 1168/63 or and of one-row 
casings with three or four-module frame (Ref. 1168/313 or 1168/314).  

D 13 cm long USB cable supplied with the IP door unit module (Ref. 1060/48). 

 

 

STANDARD CONFIGURATION EXTENDED CONFIGURATION 
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Complementary products list 

DOOR UNIT  

Audio video IP door unit Sch. 1060/48 

 

MODULES 

Display module Sch. 1168/1 

4-Button module Sch. 1168/4 

8-Button module Sch. 1168/8 

Numeric keypad module Sch. 1168/46 

Alphabetic keypad module Sch. 1168/49 

Proximity key reader module Sch. 1168/45 

ILA and voice synthesis module Sch. 1168/48 

Building number module Sch. 1168/50 

Blind module Sch. 1168/59 

 

FRONT FRAME FOR PANEL AND DOOR UNIT 

1 Button front frame on 1 row Sch. 1168/11 

2 Button front frame on 1 row Sch. 1168/12 

3 Button front frame on 1 row Sch. 1168/13 

4 Button front frame on 1 row Sch. 1168/14 

4 Button front frame on 2 row Sch. 1168/24 

8 Button front frame on 2 row Sch. 1168/28 

0 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit Sch. 1168/140 

1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit Sch. 1168/141 

2 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit Sch. 1168/142 

 

FLUSH-MOUNTING BOXES 

For 1 module Sch. 1145/51 

For 2 modules Sch. 1145/52 

For 3 modules Sch. 1145/53 

For 4 modules Sch. 1145/54 
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MODULE HOLDER FRAMES  

Frame for 1 module Sch. 1168/61 

Frame for 2 modules Sch. 1168/62 

Frame for 3 modules Sch. 1168/63 

Frame for 4 modules Sch. 1168/64 

 

WALL COVER FRAME 

1-row frame for 1 module Sch. 1168/611 

1-row frame for 2 modules Sch. 1168/612 

1-row frame for 3 modules Sch. 1168/613 

1-row frame for 4 modules Sch. 1168/614 

2-row frame for 4 modules Sch. 1168/624 

2-row frame for 6 modules Sch. 1168/626 

3-row frame for 9 modules Sch. 1168/639 

 

CASINGS WITH FRAME 

1-row frame for 1 module Sch. 1168/311 

1-row frame for 2 modules Sch. 1168/312 

1-row frame for 3 modules Sch. 1168/313 

1-row frame for 4 modules Sch. 1168/314 

 

RAIN HOOD COVER 

For 1 module Sch. 1168/401 

 

NAME TAGS 

Set name tags Alpha single PB black  Sch. 1168/100 

Set name tags Alpha double PB black Sch. 1168/102  
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Modularity examples 
 

 

 

Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/1 Display module 1  

1168/46 Numeric keypad module 1  

1145/53 Flush-mounting boxes 1 

Flush-mounted 1168/63 Module holder frames 1 

1168/613 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/313 Casings with frame 1 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 1  

 

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 

(&)in alternative: 1168/130 or 1168/132 
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Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/48 ILA and voice synthesis module 1 

in alternative: 

1168/50 

1168/49 

1168/45 

1168/8 

1168/4 

1168/1 Display module 1  

1168/46 ILA and voice synthesis module 1  

1145/52 Flush-mounting boxes 2 

Flush-mounted 1168/62 Module holder frames 2 

1168/624 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/312 Casings with frame 2 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 2  

 

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 
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Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/1 Modulo display 1  

1168/46 Display module 1  

1168/45 Proximity key reader module 1 

in alternative: 

1168/50 

1168/49 

1168/48 

1168/8 

1168/4 

1145/54 Flush-mounting boxes 1 

Flush-mounted 1168/64 Module holder frames 1 

1168/614 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/314 Casings with frame 1 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 1  

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 
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Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/48 ILA and voice synthesis module 1  

1168/45 Proximity key reader module 1  

1168/1 Display module 1  

1168/46 Numeric keypad module 1  

1168/49 Alphabetic keypad module 1  

1145/53 Flush-mounting boxes 2 

Flush-mounted 1168/66 Module holder frames 2 

1168/626 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/313 Casings with frame 2 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 2  

 

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 
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Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/1 Display module 1  

1168/59 Blind module 1 
in alternative: 

1168/4 / 1168/8 

1168/45 Proximity key reader module 1  

1168/50 Building number module 1  

1168/48 ILA and voice synthesis module 1  

1168/46 Numeric keypad module 1  

1168/49 Alphabetic keypad module 1  

1145/54 Flush-mounting boxes 2 

Flush-mounted 1168/66 Module holder frames 2 

1168/626 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/313 Casings with frame 2 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 2  

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 
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Ref. Description N° Note 

1060/48 Audio video IP door unit 1   

1168/141 (§) 1 PB front frame for audio video IP door unit 1  

1168/1 Display module 1  

1168/45 Proximity key reader module 1  

1168/48 ILA and voice synthesis module 1  

1168/46 Numeric keypad module 1  

1168/49 Alphabetic keypad module 1  

1168/50 Building number module 1 

in alternative: 

1168/4 

1168/8 

1168/59 Blind module 2  

1145/54 Flush-mounting boxes 3 

Flush-mounted 1168/66 Module holder frames 3 

1168/626 Wall cover frame (*) 1 

1168/313 Casings with frame 3 
Wall-mounted 

installation 

1168/401 Rain hood cover (*) 3  

(*) optional 

(§) in alternative: 1168/140 or 1168/142 
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Call module installation 
 

It is suggested to install the modules at the height shown below,  according to the system to be realized. 

 

 
 
However, for complex systems with several modules, for a correct installation consider the height shown in 

the figure to fix the camera. If the system is a door phone, height refers to the door unit.  

 

Flush-mounted version 
 Prepare the flush-mounting hole for the passages of the connecting wires. 

 Install the flush mounting box: it must not jut out of the wall. 

 

 

(*) Note: In case of disabled people or with specific needs of type D1 (elderly) and D2 (with lower limb 

movement difficulties), the centre of the device must be positioned at a height between 75 cm and 140 

cm above the floor. For further details see technical Standard CEI 64-21:2016-12 - Residential 

environments. Systems suitable for use by persons with disabilities or specific needs. 
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 Remove the upper header and the lower header from the frame using a flat screwdriver at the tip 0. 
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 Fit the module holder frame  

 Fit the modules in the frame. 
 

 

 Tip the holder frame and connect the wires. 
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 Adjust correct perpendicularity of the call module. 

 Establish the connections between the various modules with the wires provided before powering the 

system. 

 

 

 Use the cord provided with the frame to connect modules belonging to frames arranged side by side. 

 

 On the last module be sure to protect the OUT connector using the cap provided. 

 

  RESET 
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 On the rear of the external unit there is the RESET key which must be pressed to restart or reset the 

device to factory settings. 

 

 Close the frame by tightening the screws. 

 

 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 
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Wall-mounted version 

 Remove the upper header and the lower header from the frame using a flat screwdriver at the tip 0. 

 

 Remove the module holder frame from the casing. 
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 Secure the casing with screws to the wall. 

 

 Fit the module holder frame. 
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 Fit the modules in the frame. 

 

 

 Tip the frame and connect the wires. 
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 Adjust correct perpendicularity of the panel. 

 

 Establish the connections between the various modules with the wires provided before powering 

the system. 

 

 

 On the last module be sure to protect the OUT connector using the cap provided. 

 
 

RESET 
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 On the rear of the external unit there is the RESET key which must be pressed to restart or reset the 

device to factory settings. 

 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 

 

 

 Attach upper header and lower the frame. 
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APPENDIX M: Entry panel with 1060/48 with NVR 1098/304 

The following procedure describes how to record on the NVR 1098/304 device the mono and bi-directional 

calls and auto-insertions of the modular Entry panel with 1060/48. 

Requirements 

Version V6.1.0-20190118 or higher must be present on the NVR 1098/304 device. 

 

Check the firmware version of the NVR 1098/304 device 

Follow the procedure below to check the FW version of the device. 

1. Connect an external monitor and mouse to the NVR 1098/304 device. 

2. Press the button  and enter the password 00000000. 

3. Press on ENTER and then on LOGIN.  

4. Move to the bar at the top of the entry SYSTEM and press on  . 

5. Select  on the bar on the left.  

6. In the page that opens under the FIRMWARE VERSION item, you can check that the one on the 

NVR supports this functionality. 

 

Firmware version update of the NVR 1098/304 device 

1. Follow the procedure below to update the FW version of the device. 

2. Download the firmware version V6.1.0-20190118 or higher from the URMET website, in the 

Download / Software, Firmware and Driver / Technical SW / Tvcc (Firmaware) area 

3. In the root of a USB stick, create a "nvrupgrade" folder and copy the downloaded fw. 

4. Insert the key on the NVR device, on the top bar select the ADVACED and press on   

5. Select the MAINTAIN on the left bar .  

6. In the screen that will be displayed, press UPDATE. 

7. Select the stick then the folder "nvrupgrade" and finally the firmware file. 

8. Press the OK button to confirm the update. 

9. Wait for the update to complete. 

10. After updating, perform the procedure described in the chapter "Checking the firmware version of 

the NVR 1098/304 device" to verify that the update has been completed. 
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Protocol configuration 

To use the modular Entry panel with 1060/48 on the NVR 1098/304, it is necessary to define the 

communication protocol that will be used between the two devices. 

1. Access the NVR 1098/304 device as indicated in the paragraph “Checking the firmware version of 

the NVR 1098/304 device”.  

2. On the PARAMETER  tab under DISPLAY – IP CHANNELS press USER-DEFINED USER. 

 

3. In the displayed screen, press on PROTOCOL MANAGE. 
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4. Assign a name to the PROTOCOL NAME parameter. 

5. In the RESOURCES PATH (PERCORSO RISORSE) field, enter the string of the "URI for Streaming" field 

on the configuration page of the device Entry panel eith 1060/48 removing the following from the 

string: username:password@ (See "APPENDIX A : IPerCom device configuration parameters”). 

 

6. Press the OK button to save the configuration. 

Video channel configuration 

1. On the PARAMETER  tab under the DISPLAY – IP CHANNELS, in the central pane, press the + 

icon next to the channel to be configured. 
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2. In the displayed screen enter in the IP ADDRESS/DOMAIN field, the IP address of the Entry panel 

with 1060/48 present on the device configuration page (See "APPENDIX A: Configuration 

parameters of IPerCom devices") , select the protocol defined during the Protocol Configuration 

(See "Paragraph: Protocol Configuration") and enter the USER NAME and Password present on the 

configuration page of the Entry panel with 1060/48 in the RTSP Settings section.  

3. Press on the button ADD. 

 

4. Verify that the SUBNET MASK and the GATAWEY are the same as those entered in the configuration 

page of the Entry panel with 1060/48 in the RTSP Settings section, otherwise correct them by 

clicking  on the next to the configured channel. 
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Enable recording 

1. On the PARAMETER  tab select the RECORD, from the drop-down menu select the channel 

in which the Entry panel with 1060/48 has been configured. 

 

 
 

2. Enable the RECORD SWITCH parameter. 

3. Select the MAINSTREAM mode for the STREAM MODE parameter. 

4. Disable the PRERECORD parameter. 

5. Press the SAVE button to save the configuration. 
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Disable the loss of video stream BEEP 

1. Select the ADVACED  tab, select the EVENTS - EVENT TYPE item. 

2. In the EVENT TYPE parameter, select the VIDEO LOSS item. 

 

3. Disable the ENABLE parameter. 

 

4. Press the SAVE button to save the configuratio. 
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Configuration Entry panel with 1060/48 

1. Access the configuration page of the Entry panel with1060/48 using the configurator. 

 
2. In the settings, enable the "RTSP Flow on Call" parameter by ticking the box. 

3. Press OK to save the configuration. 
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Ipercom System Configuration 

1. Using the configurator, access the SYSTEM changes, in the RTSP NETWORK SETTINGS section, 

define a range of IP addresses (lower limit and upper limit) ON THE SAME NETWORK AS THE NVR. 

2. In the NETWORK MASK, DEFAULT USER NAME, DEFUALT PASSWORD fields, enter the same 

parameters as on the configuration page of the Entry panel with 1060/48. 

 

3. Press the APPLY button to save the configuration. 
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APPENDIX N: Configuring the CallMe App for the call forwarding function 
 

The following Appendix describes the configuration of the CallMe App (version greater than 2 .0) for the use 

of the call forwarding function. 

WARNING! The smartphone/tablet must have Google Service to be able to download and use the Urmet 

CallMe app. 

Download the app from the Apple Store (iOS) or the Play Store (Android).  

Start the application taking care to: 

 enable reception of notifications (essential for receiving calls); 

 disable applications that optimise battery usage or power saving functions on the smartphone 

because they may affect operation of the Urmet CallMe app when the screen is off (running in the 

background); 

 allow the CallMe App to: 

o access photos, media, and files on your device; 

o record audio; 

o take pictures and record videos; 

o make and manage phone calls; 

WARNING! If you do not provide consent for all four functions listed above, you will not be able to use the 

CallMe app. 

 make sure that there are no antivirus applications which may affect the operation of the Urmet 

CallMe application on your smartphone; 

 make sure that the data contract you use on your smartphone does not block VoIP streams. 

Wait for the following screen to open: 

 

App 
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Immediately after, the “Create or Set Account“ page will be displayed in the “Settings” menu: 

 

Create a new account or use a saved account 

 

Create new account 

If you do not yet have an account on the Urmet Cloud, press the "Create a new account" button. The 

following screen opens: 

 

Creating an account Urmet Cloud 

Enter your name and surname (e.g. Robert Williams), password, re-enter the password for confirmation 

and indicate a valid email address. 
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Select the boxes to accept the terms of service. 

The password must meet the following security requirements: 

 It must have a length of at least six characters, 

 It must contain at least one upper case character, 

 It must contain at least one lower case character, 

 It must contain at least one digit, 

 It must not contain the user name. 

Press “Sign up” to receive an email to the address you entered. In order for the Account to become active, 

you need to log in to your email in-box, retrieve the mail that has just been received and click on the 

validation link. Click on “Finish” and the App will log in with your account. You will be sent back to the 

Home Page: 

 

Home page 
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Use a saved account (sign in) 

If the user already has an account on the Urmet Cloud (e.g. because it was previously created on another 

smartphone), they can log in directly by entering their credentials (username and password) and pressing 

the "Login" button. 

 

Entering Existing Account Details 

 

In this case, too, the user will be automatically referred to the Home Page: 

 

Home page 
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Home page 

Once logged in with a newly created or existing account, the screen that appears is as follows: 

 

Home page 

The meaning of the icons and buttons in the Home Page is as follows: 

1. “Status icon”: 

 If the dot is red  with an open chain  this indicates that the user is not logged in with 

an own Account; 

 If the dot is green  and the chain is closed  this indicates that a connection has been 

successfully established; 

 If the dot is yellow/orange  and flashing and the chain is closed  this indicates that 

the connection has been successfully established but call receiving has been disabled on 

the device currently in use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1

1 

2

1 

3

1 
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2. By pressing the “Settings” key you will display the following page: 

 

Settings menu 

The various functions available on the “Settings” page are described in the following chapters. 

3. Press the  “Info” button to see the software version of the App, access the Urmet website, 

view the user manual and read the terms of use and the privacy policy. 
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Settings menu 

 

Settings menu 

Press the “User Account” button on the “Settings” page to display the following screen: 

 

Account settings 

 Press the “Profile” button to view your user name, the credentials you entered when you created 
the account (first and last name) and the email address linked to the account. 

 

 Change your password. 

 Logout with the account connected to the Urmet CallMe app. 
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The button "Installation and maintenance" is not to be considered for IPerCom apartments. In the case of 

2Voice apartments, therefore in an IPerCom system with Gateway 2Voice 1083/59, it is necessary to 

configure (via app) the 1083/58A device which allows call forwarding on each individual 2Voice apartment. 

For information on configuring the 1083/58A device, download the configuration booklet from the website 

www.urmet.com in the CallMe App section or select the "User Booklet" link on the "Info" page of the 

CallMe App. 

Press the “Service Management" button. The following screen will appear: 

 

Gestione servizio 

 

By pressing the "SIP ID" button you can view the SIP ID used by the account and configure the call 

forwarding service in the apartment. 

WARNING! The "My devices" button cannot in IPercom systems. 
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Press the “SIP ID” button. The following screen will appear: 

 

SIP ID 

 
WARNING! If on the smartphone there is a version of the CallMe App lower than 3.0, with an account 
associated to any call forwarding devices present in other systems, after updating the application it is 
necessary to enter the name and surname to create a new account with the new one. application version. 
Once the new account has been created, the App will automatically associate the old account with the new 
one in order to continue receiving calls from any call forwarding devices present in other systems. 

 
The “Set auto SIP ID” button allows you to view the user name of a device configured with version 3.0 of 
the CallMe App. 
 
The “Set existing SIP ID” button allows you to view and set the username of a device configured with 
version 2.0 or lower of the CallMe App. 
 
Enter the “Username” and “Password” of the old account, then press the “Set SIP ID” button. 
  
The "Current SIP ID" field will display the SIP ID of the account configured with version 2.0 or lower of the 

CallMe app. 
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In the configurator relating to the apartment on which you want to configure the call forwarding 

performance, the "SIP ID" field set on the App must be reported in the "Settings" screen ("Topology" tab) 

under "URI Cloud for Forwarding of call on Smartphone / Tablet ", as shown below: 

 

 

The "Configuration app" button shows the following screen: 

 
App Configuration Menu 

On this page it is possible: 

 Restrict reception of calls and alerts to periods when you are connected to a Wi-Fi network to avoid 

using your SIM card data traffic; 

 Disable reception of calls and alerts; in this case, you will not receive calls and alerts until you 

position the switch back at «Enable». 
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To show the user that reception of calls and alerts has been disabled on the app configuration page, the 

yellow/amber status icon on the Home Page will flash.  

Press the “Logout” button on the Settings menu to disconnect the account connected to the Urmet CallMe 

App. 

Press the “Exit” button (available only for Android) on the settings menu, to exit the Urmet CallMe App. 

If you did not log out before closing the application, the next time you start the app, it will log onto the 

same account used before closing. 

 

Use of an Account created with the CallMe App ver. 3.0 on a smartphone or tablet with the 

CallMe app ver. 2.0 

Proceed as follows to use an account created with version 3.0 of the CallMe App on a smartphone or tablet 
that has version 2.0 of the CallMe app: 

 
1. On the smartphone in which the App CallMe ver. 3.0 from the Homepage press on Setting → 

Service management → SIP ID. 

 

 

SIP ID (App ver. 3.0) 
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2. Press the “Set auto SIP ID” button”. 

 

Set auto SIP ID (App ver. 3.0) 

3. Make a note of the “Auto SIP ID” device username (example: cfw201002040020). 
4. Click on “Show password” to view the password linked to the device user name. 
5. Press the “Copy” button to copy the password to the smartphone memory. 
6. Share the password with the smartphone / tablet containing the App CallMe ver. 2.0. 

7. On the smartphone / tablet containing the App CallMe ver. 2.0 press on Settings → Create or Set 
Account. 
 

 

Entering Existing Account Details (App ver. 2.0) 
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8. In the “Username” field, enter the “Auto SIP ID” username noted earlier (example: 
cfw201002040020). 

9. In the password field, enter the password shared by the smartphone in which the CallMe ver. App 
is present. 3.0. 

10. Press the “Login” button. 
11. Now it is possible to use the account also on the smartphone with the App CallMe ver. 2.0. 

 

App CallMe user manual 

For the App's user booklet, refer to the "User manual" link in the "Info" screen of the app. 
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APPENDIX O: IPassan integration with IPerCom 

 

The integration of the IPassan system with the IPerCom system is carried out as follows. 

Use the configurator to: 

 create the topological structure of the system (blocks, stairs, floors and apartments); 

 

 add the calling stations and enable the respective passages (pedestrian door and/or driveway gate); 

 

 add any switchboards; 

 

 add the IPassan Controller devices in the predetermined topological nodes (site node, block node 

or other); 

 

 select the "Lift Control" option in the configuration page if you want the IPassan Controller to also 

manage the lift interfaces of the system. 

 

The IPassan Controller acts on all passages within its topological group. 

At this point, in the IPerCom Installer Tools configurator, go to the Project tab, then to the Export tab: 

 

 

Under Export for IPassan, press the "Export" button: an xml file is generated. 

The saved xml file must then be imported via the IPassan Manager application. The integration can then be 

completed by adding users, access profiles and other useful to manage advanced access control. 
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APPENDIX P1 How to properly turn 1060/1 Server on and off. 

 

The 1060/1 Server should never be turned off by directly disconnecting the power cord, as this can cause 

irreversible damage to the internal memory. The correct way to turn it on and off is shown below. 

 

Switching on the 1060/1 Server 

After connecting the 1060/1 Server to the power supply, the on/off key LED is yellow, as shown below: 

 

 

Briefly press the button shown in the figure and wait for the LED to turn green: the 1060/1 Server is on. 

 

Switching off the 1060/1 Server 

With the LED green, briefly press the button shown in the figure above and wait for the LED to turn yellow. 

The 1060/1 Server is off and only now you can disconnect the power cord. 

BUTTON ON OFF 
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APPENDIX P2 Connection between 1060/1 Server and UPS device. 

 
This appendix applies to UPS devices model BK350EI/BK500EI/BK650EI. The correct connection of a UPS 

device and the 1060/1 Server is required: 

 a power cable between the UPS device and the 1060/1 Server (not supplied with the product); 

 

 an "RJ45 to USB" cable between the UPS device and 1060/1 Server (supplied with the UPS device 

product). 

The power cord must be as shown below (input type C14 and socket type C15): 

 

 

Input type C14 (1) must be connected to the UPS device while socket C15 (2) must be connected to the 

power transformer supplied with the 1060/1 Server. 

For the "RJ45 to USB" cable the end with the RJ45 connector must be connected to the UPS device and the 

end with the USB connector must be connected to one of the three USB inputs of 1060/1 Server.

1 

2 
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In this way, on the Diagnostics tab of IPerCom Installer Tools by selecting 1060/1 Server from the devices in 

the system and pressing button , a screen with a series of detailed information about the UPS 

operating status appears, as shown below: 
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APPENDIX P3 Replacing a 1060/1 Server that is no longer working. 
 

The procedure for correctly replacing a 1060/1 Server that is no longer working is as follows: 

1) unlock the system (if this has fewer than 1000 devices/users, otherwise the system remains 

blocked); 

 

2) upgrade the new 1060/1 Serverto the same IPerCom version of the system with IPerUpgrade; 

 

3) disconnect the 1060/1 Server that is not working from the system; 

 

4) connect the updated 1060/1 Server to the system; 

 

5) import the configuration from the system using IPerCom Installer Tools and with the configurator 

update the MAC address of 1060/1 Serverusing the button  on the relevant configuration 

page; 

 

6) distribute the new configuration to the system; 

 

7) lock the system (if it was previously unlocked). 

 

The above is valid if the configuration of the local site of the system is always available. 

Otherwise and in the presence of a system with more than 1000 devices and/or users, in step 5), the local 

site and system ID of the local site are both equal to zero and the only recognised device is the newly 

connected 1060/1 Server. In this situation, go to the Maintenance tab and press the "Restart the system" 

button”. 

After restarting, close the local site, reopen it and import the configuration via the "From system" button. 

At this point, you can update the MAC address of 1060/1 Server using the button in the relevant 

configuration page and distribute the new configuration. 
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APPENDIX Q: Template of the list of devices installed in the system 
 

If the installer adds the devices via Mode 3.1 during the configuration phase, it is necessary that the basic 

information of each device (type and MAC address) as well as its topological location are written down 

during the installation of the system. 

At the end of the installation phase you will find a list of devices, each with an associated topological node. 

For your convenience, here is a template of this list that can be printed and used by the installers of the 

system. 
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DEVICE TYPE MAC ADDRESS TOPOLOGICAL LOCATION 
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